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The Marshall Space Flight Center is responsible for the development and management of
advanced launch vehicle propulsion systems, including the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME),
which is presently operational, and the Alternate Turbopump Development (ATD) concept
presently under test. Advanced turbomachinery bearing, blade material, and instrumentation
concepts arc also under evaluation at the MSFC Technology Test Bed (TTB). The SSMEs
provide high performance within stringent constraints on size, weight, and reliability. Based on
opei'ational experience, continuous design improvement is in progress to enhance system
durability and reliability. Specialized data analysis and interpretation was provided by Wylc
Laboratories in support of SSME and advanced propulsion system diagnostic evaluations, under
NASA Contract NAS8-38156.
Under the extreme temperature, pressure, and dynamic load environments sustained during
operation, engine systems and components, such as pumps, turbines, and associated hardware,
are subjected to severe pressure oscillations and damaging mechanical vibrations. Through
extensive data evaluation and analytical effort, turbomachinery and related component vibrations
have been implicated as a primary source of equipment degradation and even several catastrophic
failures. Measured vibration signatures have varied from stationary random in nature to highly
transient functions and even pure tones in some cases.
Most mechanical failures are preceded by growing tolerances, imbalance, bearing element wear
and the like, which may manifest themselves through subtle changes in the waveform observed
by dynamic measurements. Diagnostic vibration analysis is based on observing and
discriminating between measurable vibration patterns that occur as a result of nominal system
operation and those associated with component degradation. The techniques are analytical, but
their application is necessarily empirical, relying heavily on a data base of engine measurements
permitting correlation between derived signature characteristics and observed mechanical
condition. The diagnostic evaluation of complex vibration signatures requires the use of
sophisticated statistical/signal processing techniques and highly experienced analysts for efficient
interpretation.
Comprehensive evaluation of the dynamic measurements obtained from test and flight operations
is necessary to provide timely assessment of the_vibrational characteristics indicating the
operational status of the turbomachinery and other critical engine components. Efficient
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performanceof thiseffortis critical due to the significant impact of dynamic evaluation results on
ground test and launch schedules and requires direct familiarity with SSME and derivative
systems, test data acquisition, and diagnostic software.
The basic objectives of this contract were to perform detailed analysis and evaluation of dynamic
data obtained during SSME test and flight operations, including analytical/statistical assessment
of component dynamic performance, and to continue the development and implementation of
analytical/statistical models to effectively define nominal component dynamic characteristics,
detect anomalous behavior, and assess machinery operational condition. This study was to
provide timely assessment of engine component operational status, identify probable causes of
malfunction, and define feasible engineering solutions. The work was performed under three
broad tasks which are summarized as follows.
TASK I: Analysis, Evaluation, and Documentation of SSME Dynamic Test
Results
Under this task, Wyle performed analysis, evaluation, and documentation of SSME dynamic test
results. This task represented the mainstream of the contract effort and included data
verification, analysis, evaluation, and documentation for each SSME ground test and,
additionally, for SSV flight measurements. Results were provided immediately and informally
for SSME Program Management Review. Over the course of this study, 456 SSME hot firings,
including 372 single engine tests and 28 STS flights were evaluated. Of the single engine tests,
38 included instrumented ATD turbopump configurations. Additional data analysis was
provided for component tests at the MSFC Technology Test Bed, water flow facility and various
contractor locations.
TASK II: Data Base and Analytical Model Development and Application
The Automated Data Base and associated statistical models of the SSME component dynamic
response were updated and applied to generate characterizing profiles of observed parameter
ranges, distributions, etc. under nominal and abnormal operating conditions at all power levels.
Statistical and graphical routines were incorporated to aid in data evaluation and interpretation.
TASK III: Development and Application of Vibration Signature Analysis
Techniques
Signature analysis techniques were developed, updated, and applied for detailed SSME
diagnostic evaluation.- Under this phase, Wyle developed a number of advanced time domain
and spectral evaluation algorithms and implemented them on the OISPS.
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Theabove tasks are seen to be intimately related since promising fault detection schemes were
immediately integrated into the SSME evaluation process. These efforts were directed to a
number of specific SSME engineering applications, including:
• Analysis, evaluation, and documentation of SSME test/flight measurements.
• Support of abnormal SSME operation or component failure investigations.
• Development of analytical/statistical models of component dynamic behavior and
application to SSME component evaluations.
• Analysis, modeling, and simulation to ref'me test and flight vibration redhnes and flight
certification ("green-run") specifications.
Data base development and implementation to support SSME data classification and
evaluation.
Development/implementation of advanced vibration signature analysis techniques for
monitoring SSME operational condition and diagnostic assessment of component
degradation.
This report provides an overview of study objectives and approaches applied by Wyle in the
performance of Contract NAS8-38156. As a test/evaluation program, rigid, long term task
planning was neither feasible nor desirable. On the contrary, most tasks performed under this
contract were initiated on an ad hoc basis, motivated by observed or suspected SSME
component failure modes. Continued coordination with the MSFC COTR was, therefore,
maintained to revise task priorities based on SSME test results and Project Office requirements.
Consistent with stringent SSME test and flight certification schedules, evaluation results were
immediately provided the COTR in the form of presentations and informal data packages. To
illustrate the diversity of tasks accomplished under this contract, some reports and presentations
prepared by Wyle in support of propulsion system dynamic evaluations are summarized in
Appendix A at the end of this report. Appendix B includes the course notes for a seminar series
on Advanced Diagnostic Techniques, provided under this contract. A detailed chronology of
these evaluations is given in the technical progress reports provided under this contract.
The primary purpose of this report is to document the work performed under NASA Contract
NAS8-38156. A secondary objective of the authors was to provide an introductory overview of
the data analysis/diagnostic evaluation process. _ particular, the investigations discussed in
Appendix A and the _analytical techniques described in Appendix B should prove a valuable





PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OF TASKS
2.1
The Marshall Space Flight Center is responsible for the development and management of
advanced launch vehicle propulsion systems, including the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME),
which is presently operational, and the Alternate Turbopump Development (ATD) concept
presently under test. Advanced turbomachinery bearing, blade material, and instrumentation
concepts are also under evaluation at the MSFC Technology Test Bed (TrB). The SSMEs
provide high performance within stringent constraints on size, weight, and reliability. Based on
operational experience, continuous design improvement is in progress to enhance system
durabilityand reliability.
During development of the propulsion system for the Space Shuttle, the state-of-the-art in rocket
engines has seen significant advances. The performance of such engine components as pumps,
turbines, and bearings in the presence of high rotational and fluid velocities at high dynamic
pressures has resulted in severe fluid pressure fluctuations and destructive vibrations. The
character of these vibration signatures varies from random in nature to that of complex periodic
functions and even pure tones in some cases. To quantify and analyze these complex signatures,
in many cases, requires the utilization of sophisticated analysis techniques and highly
experienced analysts for interpretation. Under NASA Contract NAS8-38156, Wyle
Laboratories has provided specialized data analysis and interpretation in support of SSME
diagnostic evaluations. This report summarizes the effort performed under that contract.
Under the severe temperature, pressure, and dynamic environments sustained during operation,
engine systems and components have been subject to malfunction and failure. Over the past 17
years of SSME development, over 28 major component failures have occurred, causing
extensive damage to engine hardware and test facilities, at considerable expense in cost and
schedules. In addition, numerous off normal operations of a less severe nature have occurred,
including turbine blade cracks and beating element failure. Through extensive test and data
evaluation effort, turbomachinery and related component vibrations have been implicated as the
source of many high cycle fatigue problems and some catastrophic failures. These events
underline the need for comprehensive evaluation of the dynamic measurements obtained from
test and flight operations, to provide timely assessment of the vibrational characteristics
indicating the operational status of turbomachinery and other critical engine components.
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Efficientperformance of this effort is critical due to the significant impact of dynamic evaluation
results on ground test and launch schedules and requires direct familiarity with SSME and
derivative systems, test data acquisition, and diagnostic software.
This section presents an overview of program objectives and task accomplishments. The Space
Shuttle system is briefly described, with particular attention to SSME operational characteristics.
Summarized also are some technical considerations in the analysis and evaluation of SSME
dynamic data. SSME development/certification test procedures are briefly reviewed and a typical
test data review cycle is summarized. Contract task requirements are reviewed, along with
engineering approaches applied to their accomplishment. A summary of reports generated in the
conduct of this contract is included at the end of this section, which illustrates the diversity of
investigations performed. Analytical/statistical modeling studies, to characterize SSME
component dynamic behavior, are included in the Appendix.
2.2 The Saace Shuttle Vehicle System
The SSV is composed of the Orbiter, an External Tank (ET), which contains fuel for the
Orbiter's three SSMEs, and two Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB). The Orbiter and SRBs are
reusable; the ET is expended on each launch.
A Space Shuttle mission begins with installation of the mission payload into the orbiter cargo
bay. The SRBs and the SSMEs fire together at liftoff. The two SRBs axe jettisoned after
burnout--about 45 kilometers (28 miles) high--and recovered for reuse by means of a parachute
recovery system. The SSMEs continue to burn until the Orbiter is just short of orbital velocity,
at which time the engines are shut down and the ET jettisoned. During its return through the
atmosphere, the tank will tumble, break up and be destroyed.
The orbital maneuvering system is used to attain the desired orbit and to make any subsequent
maneuvers that may be needed during a mission. After orbital operations are completed,
normally about seven days, deorbiting maneuvers are initiated. The Orbiter reenters the Earth's
atmosphere at a high angle of attack. It then levels into horizontal flight at low altitude for an
unpowered aircraft-type approach, landing at a speed of about 335 kilometers per hour (208
miles per hour).
2.3 The Snace Shuttle Main Engines
The Orbiter vehicle m_n propulsion system consists of three SSMEs. The SSMEs are reusable,
high-performance, liquid-propellant rocket engines with variable thrust. All three engines are
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ignited on the ground at launch and operate for approximately 500 seconds total fh-ing duration.
Each engine operates at a'mixture ratio (liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen) of 6:1 and a chamber
pressure of approximately 3000 psia to produce a sea-level thrust of 375,000 pounds and a
vacuum thrust of 470,000 pounds. The engines are presently throttleable over a thrust range of
60 to 109 percent of the design thrust level. This provides a higher thrust level dining liftoff and
the initial ascent phase, and allows Orbiter acceleration to be limited to 3 g's during the final
ascent phase. The engines are gimbaled (+10.5 degrees for pitch and :1:8.5 degrees yaw) to
provide pitch, yaw, and roll control during the Orbiter boost phase.
Significant to meeting performance requirements is the use of a staged combustion power cycle
coupled with high combustion chamber pressures. In the SSME-staged combustion cycle, the
propellants are partially burned at high pressure and relatively low temperature in the preburners,
then completely combusted at high temperature and pressure in the main chamber before
expanding through the high-area-ratio nozzle. Hydrogen fuel is used to cool all combustion
devices in contact with high-temperature combustion products. An electronic engine controller
automatically performs checkout, start, mainstage, and engine shutdown functions. Major
components of the SSME are illustrated in Figure 2-1. A more detailed view of the SSME
power head is shown in Figure 2-2. This figure provides an indication of the complexity of the
SSME turbomachinery. The propellant flow schematic, Figure 2-3, illustrates the staged
combustion cycle discussed above.
2.4 SSME Development and Certification Testim,
To validate system performance and ensure equipment reliability, the SSME and components
have been and are presently undergoing extensive development and qualification tests. For
example, testing of a candidate replacement (the A.T.D. unit) for the operational High Pressure
Oxygen Turbopump, Figure 2-4, is in progress. The A.T.D., Figure 2-5, incorporates
advanced manufacturing (forging/welding) techniques and alternate bearing/rotor technology.
Testing of the engine and components is conducted at several NASA and contractor locations.
Full scale engine test firings for development and flight acceptance are performed on single-
engine test stands at Stennis Space Center, Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. In addition, propulsion
system testing is in progress at the NASA Engine Technology Test Bed and gas/liquid flow
facilities, Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama.
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Testing is performed on a continuing-basis. The length of a given test is dependent on specific
test objectives andmay run from several seconds to over 800 seconds. Tests are generally
designed to satisfy multiple specific objectives, which fall into two broad categories: (1)
Acceptance/certification fh-ing of flight hardware and (2) Development testing directed toward
design verification, performance, and reliability improvement. Test operations are controlled by
a computer called the Command and Data Simulator (CADS) which communicates with the
engine, displays vital measurements for on-line observation/control and initiates pre- and post-
procedures.
Approximately 250 measurements are recorded on a given test, including wide band vibration,
dynamic pressure and strain at critical engine locations. Some of these measurements are utilized
on-line as emergency cut-off indicators and all are recorded on magnetic tape or stored digitally
for subsequent analysis and evaluation. Limited SSME vibration measurements are recorded on
magnetic tape during SSV flights for evaluation after orbiter landing. Figure 2-6 illustrates a
schematic of the standard SSME ground test instrumentation. In addition to the above engine
tests, dynamic data are also acquired from component testing at government and contractor
facilities.
2.5 Data Analysis and Evaluation Considerations
2.5.1 Quick-Look Data Assessment
Acceleration measurements are obtained at fuel and oxidizer turbopump locations during all test
ftrings, providing an extensive vibration data base representing various turbopump builds under
widely differing operating conditions. Additional measurements are obtained on a test-specific
basis, depending on performance, structural integrity, or rotor dynamic characteristics under
evaluation. For example, test series have been performed with some 80 strain measurements to
support engine nozzle and injector dynamic stress evaluations. Recent fnings have also been
conducted with internally instrumented turbopumps to define component dynamic load and
signature characteristics. Figure 2-7 illustrates the standard SSME hot fining test profiles and
associated mission phase/test objectives, indicating the wide range of engine operating
conditions to be assessed. Thus, it is seen that the extent of the evaluation process varies widely
from test to test, even though engine performance is nominal. In the event of anomalous
performance or component malfunction, the extent of this process is increased significantly.
Limited turbopump measurements are also obtained from the three SSMEs on each SSV flight.
Data bandwidths available from SSV flight instrumentation differ from the wide-band capability
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measurements to permit direct comparison with flight results. Typical activities involved in an
SSME test evaluation cycle are summarized as follows.
Data Evaluation and Documentation:
- Data verification and validation
- Events analysis
- Temporal and spectral correlation with operating profile, machine dynamic
characteristics, and previous measurements
Test/flight data summary, including conclusions concerning component condition
and operability
Analytical/Statistical Modeling and Classification:
- Update statistical models characterizing normal and abnormal behavior
- Update SSME diagnostic data base and redlines
- Develop and apply computer programs to define SSME component dynamic
behavior
Failure/Anomaly Investigation:
Time/event correlations with other test parameters/observations
Temporal and spectral comparison with structural dynamic and statistical models
and associated failure modes
- Detail signal analysis with fault detection/identification algorithms
- Evaluation and recommendations of probable cause/effect scenarios, and means of
resolution
It should be noted that the above evaluations must be performed under extremely limited time
constraints consistent with test and flight schedules. Also, the extent of a given evaluation will
vary significantly, depending on the specific measurements acquired and whether or not
observed engine operation is nominal.
2.5.2 SSME Data Base Application and Refinement
Efficient performance of the above evaluation relies strongly on historical data representing
SSME component operating characteristics under varying conditions. Significant effort was
directed to the development, modification, and application of MSFC Diagnostic and Statistical
data base programs. These programs are used extensively in routine test evaluation and also in
diagnostic investigations. The SSME diagnostic data base and software have greatly facilitated
the generation of quick-look performance summaries and comparisons for input to the SSME




A number of sophisticated diagnostic algorithms have been integrated into the "Operator
Interactive Signal Processing System (OISPS)," and are operational on the MSFC/Structures
and Dynamics Laboratory computers. These include non-linear and non-stationary spectrum
analysis, adaptive filtering, cavitation detection and other analytical methods applicable to
specific SSME mechanical symptom detection and identification investigations. These
techniques and their application are discussed in detail in Appendix A of this report. For quick-
look data assessment, the (linear) power spectral density (PSD), 'Isoplot,' Topo Plot, and Root-
Mean-Square (R.M.S.) time history of a measurement are the most basic and valuable
computational tools. When viewed in the context of empirical statistical data representing SSME
component measurements obtained under similar operating conditions, these analyses can
provide a quick, qualitative indication of component "health" (from a dynamics standpoint) and
signal any gross deviations from nominal operation.
The most fundamental "Signature" utilized to characterize an SSME vibration (acceleration,
pressure, strain, etc.) measurement is the mean-square density spectrum, or power spectral
density (PSD). Figure 2-8 illustrates a PSD from two high pressure fuel pump acceleration
measurements obtained during constant operation at 109 percent power level. Pump shaft
(synchronous) speed and related spectral peaks are clearly indicated, as well as an anomalous
spike, requiring further investigation.
Interpretation of these results clearly requires knowledge of the mechanical system and reference
to nominal data base statistical values, as noted above. In addition to the PSD, these figures
include descriptive information to aid in data identification and evaluation, including
- SSME Test Number
Measurement Location
Test Time of Analysis
Engine Power Level (at time of analysis)
- A Summary of Predominant Spectral Peaks and Associated Frequencies
- Composite Vibration Level (RMS)
- Band-Pass Level (RMS) at the Synchronous Frequency
Sample Size (No. of Averages) Used in the Analysis
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Figure 2-9 illustrates an isoplot of a strain gauge measurement representing 450 seconds during
a hot-firing test and also a fuel pump acceleration measurement. The PSD provides a detailed
'snap-shot' of conditions over an interval of (usually) constant power operation. In contrast, the
isoplot yields a more qualitative indication of amplitude/frequency trends over a complete hot-
f'u'ing test or powered flight. These plots are particularly useful for detecting the time of any
significant deviations in the vibration signature and correlation with engine operating parameters
(power profile, programmed venting, etc.). To provide improved tracking of spectral trends, a
method called "TOPO" (for Topographic Plot) was developed and programmed. The method
uses a novel peak-identifying routine to pick out all meaningful peaks in each PSD and assign a
"peakyness" parameter for each identified peak. Each peak is then plotted on a TOPO plot as a
dot whose width is proportional to the "peakyness" parameter associated with the peak.
Figure 2-9 includes an example of bearing test data during ramp-up. Four hundred PSD's are
plotted in this figure, and the non-stationary and crossover behavior can be clearly visualized.
To generate quick-look analyses, the SSME Isospectral Data Base System has been applied
extensively. With this system, spectra are extracted at the test site (typically, every 0.4 seconds)
for each measurement throughout each test and stored. On command, the spectral data is
telemetered to MSFC via satellite. Based on MSFC-developed software, these preprocessed
data are then manipulated and printed to display isoplots, bandpass trends, engine speed, etc.,
on user command. In computing the above isoplot, a frequency band of 3 KHz to 5 KHz was
selected and a spectrum plotted every 5 seconds. The displayed amplitude range is selectable,
permitting clear representation of major spectral peaks or identification of low level spectral
components. Interpretation obviously requires correlation with engine speed and other
parameters. Figure 2-10 illustrates the root-mean-square acceleration time history composite and
synchronous levels for two selected measurements. These time histories were synthesized from
the stored isospectral data by integrating over the PSDs obtained at 0.4-second intervals during
the test.
Figure 2-10 also illustrates a highly useful aid to data evaluation, developed under previous
contract. Superimposed on the measurement time histories are characterizing statistical levels
derived from analysis of extensive previous tests, representing nominal SSME operation. As far
as these two condition indicators are concerned, brief inspection indicates a very smooth running
machine. It should be noted that these 'overlay plot. s' represent a separate statistical analysis of
each measurement, for each constant power level, extracted from the SSME vibration data base.
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TOPO Plot of Bearing Displacement During Speed Change
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2.5.3 Diagnostic Methods and Applications
The hypercoherence method was extended to a time-domain filtering algorithm for the extraction
of periodic vibration signals in noisy SSME data. The procedure is best illustrated by example.
Figure 2-11 a illustrates the orbit plot for two jointly periodic signals, each containing three
harmonic components. Figure 2-1 l b represents the same plot when uncorrelated noise and
independent, coincident periodic components have been added to each signal. This chaotic
pattern is highly representative of hot f'h--ing data. Figures 2-1 lc and 2-1 ld are the recovered
orbital diagrams by hypercoherence filtering and comb filtering, respectively. The superior
performance of hypercoherence filtering is clearly indicated.
The Wide Band Demodulation (WBD) technique was applied to the detection of cavitation in
turbopump systems. When cavitation occurs, the periodic shaft rotational components will
amplitude modulate the wide-band noise generated from collapsing cavitation bubbles. This
wide-band modulation will make the periodic component become undetectable in the raw PSD of
its dynamic measurement signal. However, this special phenomenon provides a unique
signature for cavitation detection and monitoring. By using the WBD technique, the hidden
periodicity can be recovered from a wide-band high frequency noise signal. The resulting WBD
PSD can better indicate cavitation condition changes as compared to an ordinary raw data PSD.
The application of WBD to cavitation detection is illustrated in Figure 2-12. Figure 2-13
indicates several analytical approaches to perform the transformation. The WBD method has
aided the identification of hidden periodicities in MSFC turbopump inducer flow test data and
correctly indicated changes in the cavitation level during test.
A novel technique, the Modified Wigner Distribution (MWD) was developed for resolving time-
frequency trends in highly non-stationary vibration data. Standard Fourier-based routines (e.g.
FFT) imply the assumption of a stationary time series. However, turbomachinery operation
includes highly nonstationary periods associated with engine startup, shutdown, and throttling.
The Wigner Distribution (WD) is capable of high resolution estimates for nonstationary signals,
but suffers from aliasing resulting in false peaks, for series with multiple spectral peaks: A
demonstration of the MWD method in the evaluation of multiple components signals is shown in
Figures 2-14, 2-15, and 2-16. Figure 2-14 shows the short-time FFT isoplot of a simulated
signal composed of two sine waves. The frequencies and amplitudes of the discrete components
are changing rapidly, and the corresponding spectr.al peaks are smeared. The WD spectrum for
the same signal is shown in Figure 2-15. With the multicomDonent signal, the WD introduces
erroneous cross coupling component between the t'fi,o simulated sine waves. This "phantom"
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Ca)Orbital Diagram of Noise-Free Simulation. (b). Orbital Diagram of Simulation With Additive Gas.vian IVhite
Nais¢. (c). Recovered Orbital Diagram by Using Hypercoherence Filtering. (dJ. Recovered Orbital Diagram by
Using Comb Filtering
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MWD spectrum for the SSME signal. As can be seen in the figure, an improved resolution is
attained over that of the STFT, without unwanted cross coupling terms.
The SSME static f'Lring and flight vibration data contains many frequency components that can be
confused with incipient bearing deterioration signatures ff not carefully analyzed. This can lead
to rejection of turbopumps with good bearings and the extremely high cost associated with
teardown, inspection, and recertification, not to mention the impact on schedules. In an effort to
define the rotational frequencies and detect signature of ball bearings operating at high speeds
from the geometrical bearing configuration, a number of analytical and computer simulation
routines were developed and implemented. The ADORE (Advanced Dynamics of Rolling
Element bearings) program has been extensively applied over the last two years. With this
program, any arbitrary variation in bearing geometry (ball wear, etc.) or manufacturing
tolerances, can be modeled and the influence of time varying operating condition on each bearing
element calculated. The bearing elements include the inner and outer race, ball or roller, and the
cage. For each roiling element the orbital position, velocity, relative angular position, spin/roll
ratio and slip velocity are available for studying the vibration signature. This program has
basically replaced the previously developed methods, which only considered the geometrical
bearing configuration. Some of the imperfections, operational conditions and manufacturing
tolerances investigated recently with the ADORE program include:
• Imperfections in rolling elements (wear)
° Combined loading
• Outer/inner race curvature factors
Variation in cage pocket shape
A sensitivity analysis of beating behavior is illustrated in Figures 2-17 through 2-20. The study
of bearing dynamics represents a continuing effort to define with greater accuracy ball bearing
signatures for prediction of wear and/or incipient bearing failure. Application of the techniques,
summarized in this section, are discussed more fully in the Appendices to this report.
2.5.4 Statistical Characterization of SSME Data
A comprehensive statistical data base of vibration spectra, representing SSME-component
response over a wide range of engine operating conditions, has been developed. These data are
invaluable in the efficient assessment of hot firin_ test results. Measurements from over 2000
hot firing tests, with an average of 19 vibration measurements per test, are presently stored.
Table 2-1, at the end of" this report, is a log of all SSME hot firings, including flights. Extensive
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P&W PEBB- Pump End Ball Bearing
Program- ADORE Version 3.1
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PEBB- Pump End Ball Bearing
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P&W PEBB- Pump End Ball Bearing
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P&W PEBB. Pump End Ball Bearing
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P&W PEBB- Pump End Ball Bearing
Program- ADORE Version 3.1
3.2- Imperfections ere Normally Distributed
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P&W PEBB- Pump End Ball Bearing
Program- ADORE Version 3.1
Axial Load= 1863 Ibf i :
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FIGURE 2-20. ADORE OUTPUT - BALL WEAR
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Classify (statistically) measurements by location, engine operating conditions, and
component condition.
Discriminate between nominal and abnormal component operation.
Establish vibration rcdlines and flight certification acceptance criteria.
Figures 2-21 and 2-22 illustrate the statistical variation in shaft speed for the ATD turbopump,
during nominally constant power level operation. Such results are useful in the interpretation of
component response measurements since rotational component frequencies (turbine blades,
bearing elements, etc.) of interest will vary with shaft speed.
Operating redlines (vibration, pressure, temperature, etc.) are utilized to terminate, or otherwise
alert, SSME test operations in order to minimize the possibility of damage to equipment or
personnel. Turbopump vibration measurements provide a significant input to test operation
decisions. Detailed statistical analyses are required to establish these criteria. During Space
Shuttle flight, a Flight Accelerometer Safety Cut-off System (FASCOS) is utilized to monitor
SSME turbopump vibrations. (This system is not yet active in the loop.) Similar analyses are
required to assess flight certification (green run) acceptance levels. Vibration acceptance criteria
for the operational SSME turbopumps are summarized as follows:
HPFTP Acceptance Criteria @ 104%- 109% RPL
Synchronous (1N) - pump end/turbine end grms: 7.5 max/7.5 max
3X synchronous (3N) - pump end/turbine end grms: 7.5 max/11.0 max
Any subsynchronous on HPFTP shall be addressed during acceptance review
LPFTP Acceptance Criteria @ 105% - 109% RPL
Synchronous (1N) - pump end/turbine end grms: 3.0 max/4.5 max
HPOTP Acceptance Criteria @ 104% - 109% RPL
Synchronous (1N) - pump end/turbine end grms: 3.0 max/3.0 max
Cage Frequency Harmonic Amplitude: any sustained (two or three consecutive data
samples) amplitude strain placed on the ball cage frequency harmonics is not acceptable
Any subsynchronous on HPOTP shall be addressed during acceptance review
LPOTP Acceptance Criteria @ 104%/109% RPL
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The sample mean and standard deviation of a collection of measurements provide a simple and
useful measure of the 'center of gravity' and dispersion of the data. In addition, such statistics
can be used to estimate the probability distribution for representing the data set. Classical
distributions provide a useful tool for modeling empirical measurements. This permits direct
comparison of newly observed results, with previous trends. Fundamental steps in the
assignment of analytical distributions to represent a collection of data, include the selection of
reasonable analytical models, and performance of tests to gauge how well a selected model fits
the empirical data set. Figures 2-23 and 2-24 illustrate the 'fit' of three theoretical distributions
to the empirical distribution of recent ATD turbopump vibration measurements. The mean-
square error noted on the figures indicates the relative goodness-of-fit between each theoretical
distribution and the observed measurements. Application of statistical techniques to SSME
evaluations are discussed further in Appendix A. Specific tasks performed under the subject
contract are summarized in the next section.
2.6 Task Reauirements and Accomnlishments
The basic objectives of this study were to perform detailed analysis and evaluation of dynamic
data obtained during SSME test and flight operations, including analytical/statistical assessment
of component dynamic performance, and to continue the development and implementation of
analytical/statistical models to effectively define nominal component dynamic characteristics,
detect anomalous behavior, and assess machinery operational condition. Our overall goal was to
provide timely assessment of engine component operational status, identify probable causes of
malfunction, and define feasible engineering solutions. The work performed under this contract
may be summarized by the three broad task areas outlined below. Consistent with stringent
SSME test and flight certification schedules, test evaluation and the resolution of discrepancies
were given priority throughout the study.
Data Analysis. Evaluation and Documentation. This task represented the major contract
effort and included data verification, analysis, and documentation for each SSME ground
test and, additionally, for all SSME flight measurements. Advanced component tests
performed at NASA and contractor facilities were also supported. This included ATD
and TYB data analysis, as required. Results included definition of temporal and spectral
characteristics observed. Spectral values associated with rotor/shaft dynamics, bearing
elements, and the like were identified and _mmarized for engine components under all
operating conditions, permitting comparison with previous test and flight results.
Extensive utilfzation of the SSME automated data base system was made to provide
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assessment of each test and to document the results was provided, including
recommendations as to the integrity of the engine system and components.
Discrepancy investigations were conducted on tests or flights exhibiting abnormal system
otm'ation or anomalous dynamic behavior. This effort made use of the automated data
base and Operator Interactive Signal Processing System (OISPS) analytical capabilities
and included time/event con'clarions and spectral and temporal trend comparisons with
previous component heritage and available models and correlations with operational
performance data. These results were applied to identify probable causes of malfunction
and approaches to their resolution. Failure analyses required routine application of the
advanced software operational on the OISPS, including hypercoherence, phase-domain
averaging, and nonstationary (modified Wigner) spectral methods. Close coordination
of these efforts with MSFC was maintained.
Data Base Develor)ment and Applicatiorh_. Wyle engineers utilized the automated data
base and associated statistical models of SSME component dynamic response to generate
characterizing profiles of observed parametric ranges, distributions, etc., under nominal
and abnormal engine operating conditions at all power levels. These statistics were
applied directly to support the above data analysis effort. Parametric and nonparametric
tests were applied to test for homogeneity between measurement location and operating
condition. Similar analyses were performed to refine and update Redline Accelerometer
Safety Cut-off System (RASCOS) and turbopump flight certification ("green-run")
vibration levels, most recently for the ATD turbopump design. Algorithms were
implemented to increase the efficiency of quick-look data assessment/component
evaluation.
Application and Refinement of Vibration Diagnostic Techniques. Under this task, Wyle
continued the development, update, and application of signature analysis techniques for
detailed SSME and advanced system diagnostic evaluation. A number of advanced time
domain and spectral evaluation algorithms were developed and implemented on the
OISPS. These algorithms include nonstationary spectral techniques, nonlinear coherence
methods, and advanced adaptive filtering techniques. Application of these methods was
provided for efficient and immediate assessment of machinery condition. In addition,
analytical models were developed and applied to provide improved identification of
bearing element wear, whirl onset, squeal, rubbing, and other types of component
degradation. Analyses were conducted to identify component failure signatures and
H-35

other anomalous indications that can be used to indicate component health. All software
developed under this contract was implemented on the OISPS, resident at MSFC. A
series of tutorial seminars was conducted to describe application of the advanced
algorithms implemented on MSFC computers.
A log of SSME hot fLrings, including flights, is included in Table 2-1. Over the course of this
study, data analysis support was provided for 456 SSME hot firings, including 372 single
engine tests and 28 STS flights. Of the single engine tests, 38 included instrumented ATD
turbopump configurations. Additional data analysis was provided for component tests at the
MSFC Technology Test Bed, water flow facility and various contractor locations. As a
test/evaluation program,, rigid, long term task planning was neither feasible nor desirable. On
the contrary, most tasks performed under this contract were initiated on an ad hoe basis,
motivated by observed or suspected SSME component failure modes. Continued coordination
with the MSFC COTR was, therefore, mandatory to revise task priorities based on SSME test
results and Project Office requirements. To support SSME test and flight requirements,
evaluation results were immediately provided the COTR in the form of presentations and
informal data packages. To illustrate the diversity of tasks accomplished under this contract,
some reports and presentations prepared by Wyle in support of SSME dynamic evaluations are
summarized below. It should be emphasized that most of these reports represent a collaborative
engineering effort between Wyle and MSFC personnel.
Some Non-Linear Spectral Methods and
Their Application to
Rocket Engine Diagnostic Evaluation
First International
Machinery Monitoring and Diagnostics Conference
Las Vegas, Nevada; September 1989
Statistical Analysis of SSME
Turbopump Vibration Levels
Part I: High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
Part II: High Pressure Fuel Turbopump
Part HI: Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
Part IV: Low Pressure Fuel Turbopump
Wyle Laboratories Technical Note
TN 60900-90-61 I, June 1990
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The TOPO Plot: A Data Reduction / Graphics
Routine for Tracking Spectral Trends in Data
1990 Annual Report of the Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA TM-103510, December 1990
An Algorithm for Periodic Waveform Recovery from
Space Shuttle Main Engine Vibration Measurements
1990 Annual Report of the Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA TM-103510, December 1990
Correlation Identification Between Spectral
Components in turbomachinery Measurements
by Generalized Hypercoherence
Third International
Machinery Monitoring and Diagnostics Conference
Las Vegas, Nevada,; December 1991
Time-Frequency Representation of Nonstationery Signals
Wyle Technical Progress Report
TR-60900-91-12, December 1991
Some Recent Developments in Turbomachinery
Diagnostic Monitoring
Advanced Earth-to-Orbit Propulsion Technology 1992
NASA Conference Publication 3174, May 1992
Statistical Summary (Update) of SSME
Turbopump Vibration Levels
Part I: High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
Part II: High Pressure Fuel Turbopump
Part IH: Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
Part IV: Low Pressure Fuel Turbopump
Wyle Laboratories Technical Note
TN 60900-92-01_ June 1992
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Cavitation Detection and Monitoring
Using Wide-Band Demodulation
Wyle Laboratories Technical Progress Report
TR-6(D(_93-01, January 1993
Synchronous Frequencies of the ATD
High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
Wyle Laboratories Technical Memorandum
TiM 62200-93-11, June 1993
Comparison of Gamma, Weibull and Normal
Distributions with ATD High Pressure
Oxidizer Turbopump Vibration Data
Wyle Laboratories Technical Memorandum
62200-93-12, June 1993
Anomaly Identification for Space Shuttle
Main Engine Diagnostics
Proceedings of the 49th Meeting of the
Mechanical Failures Prevention Group
(to be published April 1994)
Selected reports, or their abstracts, from the above list are included in Appendix A. These
reports provide detailed discussion of specific data analysis and modeling efforts performed and
the signal processing techniques developed and applied to SSME diagnostic evaluations. The
Technical Progress Reports, generated in the course of this study, give a monthly chonology of
investigations performed, techniques applied and interim results obtained. Appendix B includes
the course notes for a MSFC seminar series on Advanced Signal Processing Techniques,
prepared by Dr. J. Jong of Wyle, under this contract. In addition to documenting the efforts of
this study, these two appendices provide a comprehensive overview of the SSME data analysis
and diagnostic evaluation process, and computation.al methods, which should prove useful as an
orientation guide for analysts new to the field.
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TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS






















































SSME DIAGNOSTIC DATA BASE DIRECTORY
A1 TEST STAND
POWER LEVEL KEY: I=65%; 2---.90%;3=100_; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
DATE DUR ENG # _ HPFTP I.J'OTP
06/05/78 51.0 0005 0005 0102R8 9201
09/06/78 310.1 0005 0105 9003R2 0103
09/28/78 300.0 0005 2202 2102 2003
12/27/78 255.6 2001 2003 2003 92101
03/07/79 15.4 2003 0103 2101 92102
03/12/79 18.3 2003 0103 2101 92102
03/14/79 60.0 2003 0103 2101 92102
03/17/79 520.0 2003 0103 2101 92102
04/04/79 60.0 0006 2402 2006 0007
05/02/79 100.0 2007 2005 2006 2006
05/05/79 61.8 2007 2005 2006 2006
05/10/79 285.3 2007 2005 2006 2006
05/12/79 520.0 2007 2005 2006 2006
06/12/79 100.0 2006 0006 0106 0008
06/16/79 520.0 2006 0006 0106 0008
07/16/79 100.0 2007 2104 9006 2006
0 8/04/7 9 50.0 0007 9005 2006R 1 2007
08/18/79 10.0 0007 2006R 1 0404 2007
08/21/79 10.0 0007 2006R 1 0404 2007
0 8/2 7/7 9 100.0 0007 2006R 1 0007R2 2007
09/18/79 100.0 0007 9105 2006R1 92202
10/12/79 100.0 0008 9006 2007 0009
10/18/79 520.0 0008 9006 2007 0009
10/26/79 520.0 0008 9006 2007R1 0009
11/24/79 100.0 0008 9006 2007R1 0009
02/02/80 39.6 0009 2007 9007R1 92202
02/09/80 520.0 0009 2007 9007R1 92202
02/29/80 520.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
03/05/80 823.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
03/15/80 665.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
03/22/80 520.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
03/28/80 520.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
04/08/80 520.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
04/12/80 520.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
04/18/80 10.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
04/21/80 10.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
04/25/8 0 300.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
04/28/80 520.0 0009 2007 9007R2 92202
06/16/80 520.0 2007 0007R 1 9006R1 2006
07/30/80 9.8 0010 9106 0010 0010
08/29/80 10.0 0009 9108 9107 90303
09/02/80 100.0 0009 9108 9107 90303
09/11/80 392.6 0009 9108 0010R1 90303
09/18/80 520.0 0009 0305R1 0010R1 90303
10/07/80 520.0 0009 0009 - 0010R1 90303
10/10/80 520.0 0009 0009 0010R1 90303
10/15/80 - 520.0 0009 0009 0010R1 90303
10/22/80 823.0 0009 0009 - 0010R1 90303
10/24/80 665.0 0009 0009 0010R1 90303
1 1/07/80 520.0 0009 9208 9008R1 90303
11/11/80 519.3 0009 9208 9008R1 90303







































































































































































LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(Continued)
1=651; 2=90%; 3=1001; 4=1041; 5=1091
DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP
i0.0 0009 9208 9008RI 90303
10.0 0009 9208 9008RI 90303
10.0 0009 9208 9008RI 90303
823.0 0009 2206 9008R2 90303
53.0 0009 9208 90201R 0106
81.7 0009 9208 90201R 0106
79.0 0009 9208 90201R 0106
80.3 0009 9208 90201R 0106
75.0 0009 9208 90201R 0106
3.9 0006 2107 0007R5 0106
67.3 0006 2107 0007R5 0106
67.4 0006 2107 0007R5 0106
64.3 0006 2107 0007R5 0106
60.1 0006 2107 0007R5 0106
63.7 0006 2107 0007R5 0106
47.6 0006 2107 0007R5 0106
66.8 0006 2107 0007R5 0106
15.0 0006 2602 0007R5 90401R2
15.0 0006 2602 0007R5 90401R2










































































































































































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
PAGE 3



































































































































































HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
2011RI 2111 2403 2012
2108 2111RI 2403 2012
2108 2111R2 2403 2012
9308 9109 2208 2013
2210 2211 2208 2013RI
2210 2211RI 2208 2013RI
2210 2211RI 2208 2013RI
2014 2211R2 2208 2013RI
2211 2113 2014 2011RI
2113 2113 2014 2011RI
2113 2212 2014 9005
2113 2212 2014 9005
2113 2212 2014 9005
2113 2113RI 2014 2114RI
2113 2113RI 2014 2114RI
9408 2113RI 2014 2114RI
2212 2113RI 2014 2114RI
2212 2113RI 2014 2114RI
2212 9006R2 0108 2210
2212 9006R2 0108 2210
2212 2113R2 2014 2012RI
2212 2113R2 2014 2012RI
2212 2113R2 2014 2012RI
2212 2113R2 2014 2012RI
0007R2 2113R3 2014 2012RI
9508 2113R3 2014 2012RI
9508 2113R3 2014 2012RI
0110RI 2214RI 9005 2111
9010 2214RI 9005 9106
9010 2214RI 9005 9106
2312 2213 2012 2016
2410 2213 2012 2016
2410 2213RI 2012 2016
2311 9409 2014 2214
2311 9409 2014 2012RI
2311 9409 2014 2012RI
2311 9409 2014 2012RI
9111 9409 2014 2012RI
9111 9409 2014 2012RI
2311RI 9111 2014 2314
2311RI 9111 2014 2314
2311RI 9509 2014 2314
9608 9509 2014 2314
2410 9509 2014 2314
2410RI 9509 2014 2314
2410RI 9509 2014 2314
2410RI 9509 2014 2314
9211 0209 2016 4001
9211 2314RI 2016 4001RI
2410RI Q209RI 2014 2314
2410RI 0209RI 2014 2314
2410RI 0209RI 2014 2314

























































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
PAGE 4
POWER LEVEL KEY: 1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
TEST # DATE DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
A10420 08/30/83 750.0 2010 2410R2 2414 2014 2314
A10421 09/25/83 148.5 2010 2410R2 2414RI 2014 80506R2
AI0422 09/29/83 50.0 2010 2410R2 2414RI 2014 80506R2
AI0423 10/01/83 50.0 2010 2410R2 2414RI 2014 80506R2
AI0424 10/13/83 50.0 2010 0310 2109 2014 2314
AI0425 10/17/83 510.0 2010 0310 2109 2014 2314
A10426 10/24/83 6.6 2010 0310 2109 2110 2314
AI0427 11/02/83 510.0 2010 0310 5101RI 2110 2117
AI0428 11/18/83 510.0 2010 0310 2410 2110 2314
AI0429 11/23/83 595.0 2010 0310 2410 2110 2314
AI0430 12/07/83 510.0 2017 9010RI 2415 2211 9206
AI0432 01/04/84 190.0 0108 2208RI 0506 99601 2112
AI0433 01/21/84 700.0 0108 2512 0107 99601 2112
A!0434 01/24/84 700.0 0108 2512 0107 99601 2112
AI0435 02/08/84 60.0 0108 2512 0107 99601 2112
AI0436 02/14/84 611.1 0108 2512 0606 99601 2112
AI0437 03/22/84 60.0 2019 2019 9210 2017 2118
AI0438 03/27/84 510.0 2019 2019 9210 2017 2118
A!0440 04/11/84 250.0 2019 2022 4002 2017 2118
AI0442 05/08/84 I00.0 0207 0207 2109RI 0206 80606
AI0443 05/14/84 Ii0.0 0207 0207 2109RI 0206 80606
AI0444 05/18/84 160.0 0207 0207 2109R! 0206 80606
AI0445 06/09/84 I00.0 0207 2308RI 2109RI 0206 80606
AI0446 06/15/84 91.3 0207 2308RI 2109RI 0206 80606
AI0447 06/27/84 i00.0 0207 2308RI 2608 0206 80606
AI0448 07/10/84 500.0 0207 2308RI 2608 0206 80606
AI0449 07/14/84 500.0 0207 2308RI 2608 0206 80606
AI0450 07/26/84 124.3 0207 2308RI 0309RI 2110 80606
AI0451 08/09/84 10.7 0207 2308RI 0309R2 2110 80606
AI0452 08/21/84 I00.0 0207 2606R2 90701RI 2110 80606
AI0453 08/31/84 300.0 0207 2606R2 90701RI 2110 80606
AI0454 09/12/84 i00.0 0207 2606R2 90701RI 2110 80606
AI0455 09/21/84 500.0 0207 2606R3 90701R2 2110 80606
AI0456 09/25/84 595.0 0207 2606R3 90701R2 2110 80606
AI0457 09/29/84 500.0 0207 2606R3 90701R2 2110 80606
AI0458 10/05/84 500.0 0207 2606R3 90701R2 2110 80606
AI0459 10/26/84 193.4 0207 2606R3 0309R3 2110 80606
AI0460 11/12/84 500.0 0207 9505 0309R3 2110 80606
AI0461 12/28/84 90.0 0207 9505RI 2209 2110 80606
AI0462 01/05/85 90.0 0207 9505RI 2209RI 2110 80606
AI0463 01/14/85 250.0 0207 9505RI 2209RI 2110 80606
AI0464 01/17/85 283.8 0207 9505RI 2209RI 2119 80606
AI0465 01/19/85 34.0 0207 9505RI 2209RI 2110 80606
AI0466 01/24/85 500.0 0207 9505RI 2209RI 2110 80606
AI0467 01/30/85 586.8 0207 9505RI 2209RI 2110 80606
AI0468 02/04/85 203.9 0207 9505RI 2209R2 2110 80606
AI0470 02/25/85 250.0 2105 2217 4004 4004 9105RI
AI0471 02/27/85 503.0 2105 2217 4004 4004 9105RI
AI0472 03/04/85 520.0 2105 2217 4004RI 4004 9105RI
AI0473 03/06/85 503.0 2105 2217 4904RI 4004 9105RI
AI0474 03/22/85 503.0 2105 9808 4004RI 2022 9105RI
AI0475 04/17/85 520.0 2105 9808 4004R2 2022 9105RI



















































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
PAGE 5
POWER LEVEL KEY: 1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
TEST # DATE DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
A10477 05/24/85 250.0 2105 9505R2 5102RI 2022 9105RI
AI0478 06/01/85 503.0 2105 9505R2 5102RI 2022 9105RI
AI0479 06/05/85 503.0 2105 9505R2 5102RI 2022 9105RI
AI0480 06/07/85 503.0 2105 9505R2 5102RI 2022 9105RI
AI0481 06/10/85 520.0 2105 9505R2 5102RI 2022 9105RI
AI0482 07/09/85 520.0 2105 4004 5102RI 2022 9105RI
AI0483 07/13/85 520.0 2105 4004 5102R2 2022 9105RI
AI0484 07/19/85 603.0 2105 4004 5102R2 2022 9105RI
AI0485 07/24/85 29.0 2105 4004 4104 2113 9105RI
AI0486 07/30/85 520.0 2105 4004 5102R2 2113 9105RI
AI0487 08/04/85 503.0 2105 4004 5102R2 2113 9105RI
AI0488 08/07/85 503.0 2105 4004 5102R2 2022 9505RI
AI0489 08/12/85 302.0 2105 4004 0307 2113 4003RI
AI0490 08/31/85 503.0 2105 4004RI 0307 2022 9105RI
AI0491 09/07/85 503.0 2105 4004RI 0307 2022 9105RI
AI0492 09/19/85 503.0 2105 4004RI 0307 2022 9105RI
A!0493 09/24/85 350.0 2105 4004RI 0307R2 2022 9105RI
A10495 10/22/85 250.0 2026 2504 2614 4005 4004
AI0497 10/04/86 520.0 2105 4104RI 5202R3 2026 4003RI
A10498 10/14/86 520.0 2105 4104RI 5202R3 2026 4003RI
AI0499 10/18/86 520.0 2105 4104RI 5202R3 2026 4003RI
AI0500 10/25/86 520.0 2105 4104RI 5202R3 9005 4003RI
AI0501 11/06/86 520.0 2105 0307R3 4005RI 9005 4003RI
AI0502 11/26/86 520.0 2105 0307R3 4005RI 9005 4003RI
AI0503 12/02/86 520.0 2105 0307R3 4005RI 9005 4003RI
AI0504 12/06/86 520.0 2105 0307R3 4005RI 9005 4003RI
AI0505 12/09/86 520.0 2105 0307R3 4005RI 9005 4003RI
AI0506 12/12/86 520.0 2105 0307R3 4005RI 9005 4003RI
AI0507 12/16/86 590.0 2105 0307R3 4005RI 9005 4003RI
AI0508 12/30/86 520.0 2105 2024 2024RI 9005 4003RI
A!0509 01/05/87 520.0 2105 2024 2024RI 9005 4003RI
AI0510 01/12/87 520.0 2105 2024 2024RI 9005 4003RI
AI0511 01/15/87 520.0 2105 2024 2024RI 9005 4003RI
AI0513 01/30/87 520.0 2105 4204 6001 9005 4003RI
AI0514 02/11/87 520.0 2105 4204 6001 9005 4003RI
AI0515 02/14/87 503.0 2105 4204 6001 9005 4003RI
AI0516 02/17/87 761.0 2105 4204 6001 9005 4003RI
AI0517 02/24/87 603.0 2105 4204 6001 9005 4003RI
AI0518 03/02/87 520.0 2105 4204 6001 9005 4003RI
AI0520 03/19/87 200.0 2011 2021RI 2614RI 2211 2411RI
AI0521 04/04/87 320.0 2011 9311 2614RI 2211 2411RI
AI0522 04/24/87 520.0 2105 9311 5302 9005 4003RI
AI0523 04/30/87 520.0 2105 9311 5302RI 9005 4003RI
A!0524 05/09/87 850.0 2105 9311 5302RI 90402 4003RI
AI0525 05/14/87 250.0 2105 9311 5302RI 90402 4003RI
AI0526 05/20/87 520.0 2105 9908 5302RI 90402 4003RI
AI0527 05/30/87 700.0 2105 9908 4105 90402 4003RI
AI0528 06/04/87 503.0 2105 9908 4105 90402 4003RI
AI0529 06/08/87 603.0 2105 9908 4105 90402 4003RI
AI0530 06/11/87 503.0 2105 9908 4105 90402 4003RI
AI0531 06/13/87 520.0 2105 9908 _i05 90402 4003RI
AI0532 06/17/87 520.0 2105 9908 4105 90402 4003RI

























































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
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DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
520.0 2105 9908 4105 2211 4003RI
761.0 2105 9908 4106 2211 4003RI
520.0 2105 4204R2 5302RI 2122RI 4003RI
656.0 2105 2604 2614RI 2122RI 4003RI
300.0 0211 2604 6201 2122RI 4003RI
300.0 0211 2604 6201 2122RI 4003RI
300.0 0211 2604 6201 2122RI 4003RI
300.0 0211 2604 6201 2122RI 4003RI
300.0 0211 2604 6201 2122RI 4003RI
300.0 0211 2604 6201 2122RI 4003RI
210.0 0211 2604 2808 2122RI 4003RI
250.0 0211 2604 2808 2122RI 2024
135.0 0211 2604 2808 2122RI 2218RI
250.0 0211 2604 2808 2122RI 2218RI
250.0 2019 0510 6002 2025RI 2022
520.0 2019 0510 6002 2025RI 2025RI
754.0 2027 0510 4204 2211 2022
520.0 0211 0510 4204 2106RI 2218RI
520.0 0211 0510 4204 90501 2218RI
520.0 0211 0510 4204 90501 2218RI
520.0 0211 0510 4205 4103 2218RI
503.0 0211 0510 4204 4103 2218RI
503.0 0211 0510 4205 4103 2218RI
603.0 0211 0510 4205 4103 2218RI
573.0 0211 0510 4204 4103 2218RI
520.0 0211 0510 4205 4104RI 2218RI
520.0 0211 0510 4204RI 4104RI 2218RI
20.0 0211 9311R2 4204Ri 4104RI 2218RI
520.0 0211 9311R2 4205 4104RI 2218RI
623.0 0211 9311R2 4205 4104RI 2218RI
520.0 0211 9311R2 4205 4104RI 2218RI
520.0 0211 931!R2 4204RI 9105 2218RI
503.0 0211 9311R2 4204RI 9105 2218RI
520.0 0211 9908R2 4205 9105 2218RI
761.0 0211 9908R2 4205 9105 2218RI
520.0 0211 2215 0607 9105 4001RI
503.0 0211 2215 0607 9105 4001RI
1040.0 0211 2215 0607 9105 4001RI
1040.0 0211 2215 0607 90503 4001RI
1040.0 0211 2215 9511 90503 4001RI
1040.0 0211 2215 9511 90503 4001RI
87.1 0211 2118RI 951!R! 90503 4001RI
596.4 0211 2118RI 9511RI 90503 4001RI
600.0 0211 2118RI 9511RI 90503 4001RI
1040.0 0211 0407R3 4305 90503 9205RI
50.0 0211 4204R3 4305 90503 4001RI
50.0 0211 4204R3 4305 90503 4001RI
300.0 0211 2118R2 6301 90503 4001RI
50.0 0211 2118R2 6301 90503 2218RI
50.0 0211 2118R3 6301 90503 9205RI
761.0 0211 2118R3 6301RI 90503 9205RI
623.0 0211 2118R3 6301RI 90503 9205RI



































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
















































































































3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
2118R3 5502 90502RI 9205RI
2224 5502 90502RI 2218RI
2216RI 5502 90503 2218RI
0407R4 4404 2029 2031
2215R2 4206R2 90503 4001RI
2215R2 12008 90503 4001RI
2215R2 12008 90503 4001RI
2215 12008 90503 4001RI
9311R6 9611 90503 4001RI
4201 0707 90503 4001RI
4201 0707 90503 4001RI
4201 0707 90503 4001RI
4201 0707 90503 4001RI
2417 12008RI 90503 4001RI
2417 12008RI 90503 4001RI
2417 12008RI 90503 4001RI
2417 12008RI 90503 4001RI
2417 12008RI 90503 4001RI
2417 12008RI 90503 4001RI
2417 0707RI 90503 4001RI
2417 0707RI 90503 4001RI
2417 0707RI 90503 4001RI
2417 0707RI 90503 4001RI
2417 0707RI 90503 4001RI
2417 0707RI 90503 4001RI
2417 0707RI 90503 4001RI
19008 2424 4104R2 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
4301 2424 2312 4001RI
2417R3 2424 2312 4001RI
2417R3 2424 2312 4001RI
2417R3 2424 2312 4001RI
2417R3 2424 2312 4001RI
2417R3 2424 2312 4001RI
2417R3 2424 2312 4001RI
2417R3 2424 2312 4001RI
2417R3 2424 2312 2023RI
0507 12108 2405 2023RI
4301R2 12108 2405 82207RI
4301R2 12108 2405 2023RI
4301R2 12108 2405 2023RI
4301R2 12108 2405 2023RI
4301R2 12108 2405 2023RI

































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
PAGE 8
POWER LEVEL KEY: 1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
TEST # DATE DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
AI0650 01/03/91 513.0 0214 4301R2 12108 2405 2023RI
AI0651 02/08/91 530.0 0215 0607 0807 2405 2023RI
AI0652 02/16/91 150.0 0215 0607 0807 2405 2023RI
AI0653 02/21/91 530.0 0215 0607 0807 2405 2023RI
AI0654 03/01/91 I00.0 0215 0607 0807 2405 2023RI
AI0655 03/07/91 640.0 0215 0607 0807 2405 2023RI
AI0656 03/14/91 594.0 0215 0607 5602 2405 2023RI
AI0657 03/20/91 754.0 0215 0607 5602 2405 2023RI
AI0658 03/28/91 771.0 0215 0607 6401 2405 2023RI
AI0660 05/13/91 75.0 0215 4304R2 2814 2405 4004R2
AI0661 05/16/91 i00.0 0215 4304R2 2814 2405 4004R2
AI0662 06/18/91 75.0 0215 0607R2 0807 2405 2023RI
AI0663 06/24/91 i00.0 0215 0607R2 5602RI 2405 2023RI
AI0664 06/27/91 300.0 0215 0607R2 5602RI 2405 2023RI
AI0665 07/12/91 530.0 0215 0607R2 5602RI 2405 2023RI
AI0667 08/23/91 300.0 2011 2521R2 4014 2126 2030
AI0668 08/29/91 550.0 2011 2521R2 4109RI 4008 2023RI
AI0669 09/19/91 513.0 2206 0810 4406RI 4008 2023RI
AI0670 09/23/91 771.0 2206 0810 4406RI 4008 2023RI
AI0671 10/03/91 754.0 2206 0810 4406RI 4008 2023RI
AI0672 10/10/91 300.0 2206 2315RI 4406RI 2106RI 2023RI
AI0673 10/14/91 771.0 2206 2315RI 4406RI 2106RI 2023RI
AI0675 11/20/91 400.0 2032 4009R3 4110 2035 2124
AI0676 12/12/91 75.0 0219 2315R2 12208 2311 9306RI
AI0677 12/19/91 530.0 0219 2315R2 12208 2311 2411
AI0678 01/04/92 754.0 0219 2315R2 12208 2311 2109R5
AI0679 01/09/92 530.0 0219 2315R2 12208 2311 2218R2
AI0680 01/15/92 513.0 0219 2315R2 12208 2311 2218R2
AI0681 01/28/92 530.0 0219 0810RI 2624 2311 2218R2
AI0682 02/05/92 513.0 0219 0810RI 4604 2311 2218R2
AI0683 02/10/92 530.0 0219 0810RI 4604 2311 2218R2
AI0684 02/13/92 530.0 0219 0810RI 4604 2311 2218R2
AI0685 02/21/92 530.0 0219 2129 5004 2311 2218R2
A!0686 02/25/92 300.0 0219 2129 5004 2311 2218R2
AI0687 02/28/92 530.0 0219 2129 5004 2311 2218R2
AI0688 03/03/92 50.0 0219 2129 5004 2311 2218R2
AI0689 03/07/92 50.0 0219 2129 5004 2311 2218R2
AI0690 03/12/92 530.0 0219 2129 5004 2118 2218R2
AI0691 03/17/92 513.0 0219 2129 5004 2118 2218R2
AI0692 03/24/92 530.0 0219 2129 5004 2118 2218R2
AI0693 03/26/92 530.0 0219 2129 5004 2118 2218R2
AI0694 04/10/92 370.0 0219 0810R2 5004 2113 2218R2
AI0695 04/22/92 530.0 0219 0810R2 5004 9104 2218R2
AI0696 04/28/92 530.0 0219 0810R2 6501 9104 2218R2
AI0697 05/01/92 754.0 0219 0810R2 6501 9104 2218R2
AI0698 05/14/92 530.0 0219 0810R2 6501 9104 2218R2
AI0699 05/19/92 771.0 0219 0810R2 6501 9104 2218R2
AI0700 05/26/92 530.0 0219 0810R2 2724 9104 2218R2
AI0701 05/29/92 513.0 0219 0810R2 2724 9104 2218R2
AI0702 06/09/92 513.0 0219 0810R2 6501 9104 2218R2
AI0703 06/11/92 530.0 0219 0810R2 _501 9104 2218R2
AI0704 06/16/92 200.0 0219 0810R2 6501 9104 2218R2












































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS




A10706 06/29/92 530.0 0219
AI0707 07/01/92 530.0 0219
AI0708 07/16/92 80.0 0219
AI0709 07/28/92 520.0 0219
AI0710 08/04/92 600.0 0219
AI0711 08/12/92 600.0 0219
AI0712 08/18/92 250.0 0219
AI0713 08/20/92 50.0 0219
AI0714 08/27/92 350.0 0219
AI0715 09/03/92 600.0 0219
AI0716 09/23/92 520.0 0220
AI0717 10/05/92 520.0 0220
AI0718 10/09/92 520.0 0220
AI0719 10/20/92 520.0 0220
AI0720 11/03/92 520.0 0220
AI0721 11/19/92 26.0 2035
AI0722 12/22/92 520.0 0220
AI0723 01/18/93 754.0 0220
AI0724 01/25/93 I0.0 0220
AI0725 01/27/93 i0.0 0220
AI0726 01/29/93 i0.0 0220
AI0728 02/11/93 71.8 2107
AI0729 02/24/93 100.6 2107
AI0730 03/05/93 195.0 2107
AI0731 03/19/93 850.0 2107
AI0732 03/29/93 136.0 2107
AI0733 04/02/93 520.0 2107
AI0734 04/06/93 850.0 2107
AI0735 04/14/93 520.0 2107
AI0736 04/19/93 850.0 2107
AI0737 04/23/93 850.0 2107
AI0738 05/03/93 15.0 2107
AI0739 05/06/93 15.0 2107
AI0740 05/20/93 318.0 2107
AI0741 05/27/93 475.8 2107
AI0742 06/07/93 850.0 2107
AI0743 06/15/93 850.0 2107
AI0744 06/23/93 761.0 2107
AI0745 06/26/93 761.0 2107
AI0746 07/13/93 150.3 2107
1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
6802 6501 9104 2218R2 XXXX
6802 6501 9104 4101 XXXX
4111R3 2227RI 9104 2218R3 XXX
6802 2227RI 2117RI 2209 XXXX
6802 2227RI 2117RI 2209 XXXX
6802 2227RI 9104 2209 XXXX
6802 2227RI 9104 2209 XXXX
6802 2227RI 9104 2209 XXX
6802 2227RI 2117RI 2209 XX X
6802 2227RI 2117RI 2209 XXX
4013 5303 9104 4101 _XXX
8105R2 A 5303 9104 4101 XX
8105R2 A 5303 9104 4101 XXX
8106 A 5303 9104 4101 XX
8105R3 A 5303 9104 4101 XXX
6109RI 2031 2034 2035 XXXX
8107 A 2227RI 9104 2217 XXX
2229 2227RI 9104 2209 XXX
2229 2227RI 9104 2209 X
2229 2227RI 9104 2209 X
2229 2227RI 9104 2209 X
8003R6 A 5104 2210 2123 XXX
8202RI A 5104 2210 2123 XXX
8106R3 A 5104 4401 2123 XXX
8008RI A 5104 4401 2123 XXXX
8003R8 A 5104 4401 2123 XXX
8003R8 A 5104 4401 2123 XXXX
8003R8 A 5104 4401 2123 XXXX
8003R8 A 2322 4401 2123 XXXX
8003R8 A 2322 4401 2123 XXXX
8003R8 A 2031 4401 2123 XXX
8106R4 A 2604RI 4401 2123 XX
8106R4 A 2604RI 4401 2123 XX
8107R4 A 2604RI 4401 2123 XXX
8107R4 A 2423 4401 2123 XXX
8107R4 A 2423 4401 2123 XXXX
8107R4 A 4110RI 4401 2123 XXX
8105R6 A 4110RI 4401 2123 XX X
8105R6 A 4110RI 4401 2123 XX X





LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS





















































SSME DIAGNOSTIC DATA BASE DIRECTORY
A2 TEST STAND
POWER LEVEL KEY: 1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
TEST # DATE DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
12/08/78 68.6 2002 0205
03/24/79 50.0 2004 9004
03/27/79 520.0 2004 9004
04/02/79 520.0 2004 9004
05/07/79 i0.0 2004 9004RI
05/10/79 90.5 2004 9004RI
05/22/79 27.7 2004 9004RI
06/02/79 520.0 2004 9004RI
06/08/79 665.0 2004 9004RI
06/21/79 520.0 2004 9004RI
06/25/79 520.0 2004 9004RI
06/27/79 823.0 2004 9004RI
07/24/79 I0.0 2004 2006
08/14/79 56.0 2004 9004R2
09/17/79 135.9 2004 9004R3
09/22/79 520.0 2004 9004R3
10/01/79 520.0 2004 9004R3
10/12/79 823.0 2004 9004R3
03/13/80 125.0 2004 9008
03/24/80 241.0 2004 9008
03/31/80 610.0 2004 9008
04/14/80 610.0 2004 9008
04/19/80 610.0 2004 9008
06/20/80 250.0 2004 9104RI
06/24/80 520.0 2004 9104RI
07/02/80 520.0 2004 9104RI
09/13/80 i00.0 2008 0106R3
09/16/80 250.0 2008 0106R3
09/23/80 50.0 2008 0106R3
10/13/80 260.0 0006 2107
10/30/80 i00.0 2008 0106R4
11/05/80 520.0 2008 0106R4
11/11/80 520.0 2008 0106R4
11/15/80 823.0 2008 0106R4
11/21/80 665.0 2008 0106R4
12/05/80 250.0 2008 0009R2
12/10/80 520.0 2008 0009R2
12/18/80 520.0 2008 0009R2
12/23/80 520.0 2008 0009R2
12/30/80 520.0 2008 0009R2
01/05/81 520.0 2008 0009R2
02/03/81 i00.0 2009 0010
02/09/81 520.0 2009 0010
03/07/81 i00.0 0008 0109
03/10/81 610.0 0008 0109
03/12/81 610.0 0008 0109
03/17/81 610.0 0008 0109
04/21/81 i00.0 0204 0405
04/24/81 I00.0 0204 0405
04/27/81 270.0 0204 0405
05/05/81 268.0 0204 0405










































































































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS

























































1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
520.0 0204 0405 2108RI 90202 82502R2
500.0 0204 0405 2108RI 90202 82502R2
500.0 0204 0405 2108RI 0106 82502R2
500.0 0204 0405 2108RI 0106 82502R2
50.0 0204 0010RI 9108 90401R2 2108RI
475.0 0204 0010RI 9108 0106 82502R2
25.0 0204 2602RI 9108 0106 82502R2
i0.0 0204 2602RI 9108 0106 82502R2
15.0 0204 2602RI 9108 0106 82502R2
300.0 0204 0108 9108 0106 82502R2
I00.0 0204 0108 9108 0106 82502R2
450.0 0204 0108 9108 0109 82502R2
25.0 0204 2009 0210R3 0109 82502R2
25.0 0204 0203 0210R3 0109 82502R2
200.0 0204 0203 9108 0109 82502R2
500.0 0204 9204 9108 99601 82502R2
450.5 0204 9204 99202 99601 82502R2
i00.0 2010 2010 2012 2011 2110RI
500.0 2010 2010 2012 2011 2110RI
500.0 2010 2010 2012 2011 2110RI
250.0 2010 2010 2012 2011 2110RI
750.0 2010 2406 2012RI 2011 2110RI
500.0 2010 2406 2012RI 2011 2110RI
595.0 2010 2406 2012RI 2011 2110RI
i0.0 2010 2406 2012R2 2011 2110RI
60.0 2010 2406 2012R2 2011 2110RI
250.0 2010 2110 9009RI 2011 2110RI
500.0 2010 2110 9009RI 2011 2110RI
500.0 2010 2110 9009RI 2011 2110RI
500.0 2010 2110 9009R2 2011 2110RI
i0.0 2010 2110 9009R2 2011 2110RI
i00.0 2010 2108RI 2112 2011 2110RI
500.0 2010 2108RI 2112 0109 2110RI
500.0 2010 2013 2112RI 0109 2110RI
500.0 2010 2111 2112RI 0109 2110RI
500.0 2010 2111 2112R2 0109 2110RI
250.0 2010 2111 2112R2 0109 2110RI
300.0 2010 2310 0306R2 0109 2110RI
500.0 2010 2310 2112R4 0109 2110RI
500.0 2010 2310 2115 0109 2014
60.0 2010 2310 2115 0109 2014
750.0 2010 2310 2115 0109 2012RI
595.0 2010 2310RI 2115RI 0109 2012RI
250.0 2010 0110 2114 0109 2012RI
50.0 2010 2108R2 9208R2 0109 2012RI
50.0 2010 2108R2 9208R2 0109 2012RI
500.0 2010 2108R2 2310RI 0109 2012RI
i0.0 2010 2108R2 9208R3 0109 20!2RI
250.0 2010 2209 9209 0109 2012RI
500.0 2010 2209 9209 0109 2208
250.0 2010 2209 2_14 0109 2208
250.0 2010 2209 9010 0109 2208

























































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
PAGE 3
POWER LEVEL KEY: 1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
TEST # DATE DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
A20291 08/07/82 250.0 2010 2209 9309 0109 2208 X XXX
A20292 08/09/82 146.0 2010 2209 9309 0109 2208 X XX
A20294 09/10/82 120.0 2012 9010 2214RI 2012 9005RI X XX
A20296 09/25/82 120.0 2015 2015 2215 2113 2015RI X XX
A20297 09/30/82 23.5 2015 2015 2215 2113 2111 X X X
A20298 10/06/82 185.0 2015 2015 9010R2 2113 2012RI XXX
A20299 10/08/82 500.0 2015 2015 9010R2 2113 2012RI X X X
A20302 11/15/82 215.0 2016 2016 9011 2015 9005R2 XX
A20303 12/05/82 210.0 2016 2410 9110 2015 9005R3 XXX
A20304 12/07/82 500.0 2016 2410 9110 2015 9005R3 X X X
A20306 01/13/83 86.4 2017 0210RI 2016RI 2211 2115 XX
A20307 02/15/83 500.0 2017 9010 2016RI 2211 9106 XXXX
A20309 04/14/83 5.0 2011 2208 2017 9005 9005R3 X
A20310 04/18/83 190.0 2011 2208 2017 9005 9005R3 XXX
A20311 04/27/83 500.0 2011 2018 2017RI 9005 9005R3 XXXX
A20313 06/09/83 190.0 2019 2019 9210 2017 2118 XXX
A20314 06/20/83 500.0 2019 2019 9210 2017 2118 XXXX
A20316 08/31/83 4.3 2109 2020 5101 2018 2109 X
A20318 10/15/83 190.0 2109 2020 5101 2018 9105 XXX
A20319 10/18/83 510.0 2109 2020 5101 2018 9105 XXXX
A20322 11/11/83 190.0 2020 0107 2018 0208 2019 XXX
A20323 11/19/83 510.0 2020 2021 2018 0208 2019 XXXX
A20325 12/05/83 190.0 2021 4001 2109 2019 9105RI XXX
A20326 12/10/83 510.0 2021 4001 2109 2019 9105RI XXXX
A20327 01/10/84 6.4 2010 4002 2410 2010 2314 X
A20328 01/15/84 510.0 2010 4002 2410 2010 2314 XXXX
A20329 01/25/84 510.0 2010 9110 2410 2010 2314 XXXX
A20331 02/13/84 510.0 2010 0310 2514 2010 2314 XXXX
A20332 03/13/84 60.0 2010 0310 9211 2010 2314 XXXX
A20333 03/21/84 60.0 2010 0310 9211 2010 2314 XX
A20335 04/12/84 250.0 2022 2015RI 4001 2020 2020 XXX
A20336 05/10/84 250.0 2022 2022 2020R! 4002 2020 XXX
A20337 05/22/84 510.0 2022 2022 2020RI 4002 2020 XXXX
A20339 06/13/84 250.0 2023 2019RI 2021 2015 4002 XXXX
A20340 06/21/84 250.0 2023 2019RI 2515 2015 2118 XXX
A20341 06/30/84 510.0 2023 2019RI 2515 2015 2118 XXXX
A20343 07/21/84 250.0 2014 2016RI 9310 4003 2118 XXXX
A20344 08/07/84 250.0 2014 2117 9311 2021 2314 XXXX
A20345 08/12/84 250.0 2014 2117 4102 2021 2314 XXX
A20346 08/20/84 250.0 2014 2117 2313 2021 2021RI xXX
A20347 09/13/84 250.0 2014 2115 2118 2021 4002RI XXXX
A20348 09/28/84 250.0 2014 2016R2 2118 2021 2314 X XX
A20349 10/10/84 250.0 2014 2018RI 9310RI 90403 2314 X _
A20350 10/16/84 250.0 2014 2018RI 2216 4004 2314 X XX
A20351 10/24/84 250.0 2014 2022RI 4202 2022 2314 X XX
A20352 11/02/84 250.0 2014 4102 4003 2022 2311 X XX
A20354 12/01/84 250.0 2014 2016R3 2121 2022 2314 X XX
A20356 02/11/85 250.0 2015 0310R2 4101 2113 2022 XX
A20357 02/19/85 510.0 2015 4003 2413RI 2113 2022 X XX
A20358 03/05/85 250.0 2014 4003 5301 2022 2314 XX
A20359 03/13/85 250.0 2014 4003 9410 2021 2314 XX
A20360 03/16/85 250.0 2014 4003 2120 2021 2314 XX
A20361 03/27/85 -250.0 2014 9211RI 2218 2021 2109R3 X XX
II-50

TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
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DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
250.0 2024 2020R2 4201 4003 2116 X XX
250.0 2024 2020R2 4202RI 4003 2411 X XX
380.4 2024 4003RI 2218RI 4003 4003RI X XX
250.0 2024 2504 2413R2 4101RI 2109R4 X XX
250.0 2024 2018R2 2413R2 4101RI 2109R4 X XX
60.0 2024 2018R2 2413R2 4101RI 2109R4 X X
250.0 2024 2020R3 9510 2123 2109R4 X XX
250.0 2116 2317 4104 2109 2218 X XXX
503.0 2116 2317 4104 2109 2218 X X X
520.0 2116 2317 4104 2109 2218 X XX
226.0 2116 2317 4104 2109 4003RI X XX
461.3 2116 0307 4104 2109 4003RI X XXX
466.0 2116 0307 4104 2109 4003RI X XXX
503.0 2116 2317RI 4104 2109 4003RI X X X
761.0 2116 2317RI 4104RI 2109 4003RI X X X
503.0 2116 2317RI 4104RI 2109 4003RI X X X
503.0 2116 9808RI 0409RI 2109 4003RI X X X
603.0 2116 9808RI 0409RI 2109 4003RI X X
503.0 2116 9808RI 0409RI 2109 4003RI X X X
275.0 2116 9110RI 5301RI 2109 4003RI X XX
250.0 2116 4001R2 2117 2109 4003RI X XX
250.0 2116 0307RI 0409RI 2109 4003RI X XXX
18.2 2026 4005 2022 4005 4004 X X
503.0 2026 4005 2022 4005 4004 X XXX
200.0 2026 4005 2022 4005 4004 X X
250.0 2022 9110RI 9510 4002 2411 X XXX
250.0 2106 0307R2 4005 2026 82106 XX
520.0 2106 0307R2 4005 2026 82106 X XX
520.0 2106 0307R2 2117 2026 82106 X XX
520.0 2106 2023 9411 2109 82106 X XX
520.0 2106 2023 2023RI 2109 82106 XX
600.0 2106 2023 2023R2 2109 82106 XX
520.0 2106 2023 2023R3 2109 82106 XX
520.0 2106 6002RI 2023R3 2109 82106 XX
520.0 2106 6002RI 2218RI 2109 82106 XX
520.0 2106 6002RI 2218RI 2109 82106 XX
520.0 2106 6002RI 2218RI 2109 82106 XX
200.0 2106 0307R4 4006R2 2109 82106 X XX
200.0 2106 0307R4 4006R2 2109 82106 X XX
200.0 2106 0307R4 4006R2 2109 82106 X XX
200.0 2106 0307R4 4006R2 2109 82106 X XX
200.0 2106 0307R4 4006R2 2109 82106 X XX
520.0 2106 0307R4 0407 2109 82106 X XX
520.0 2106 4101 0407 2109 82106 X XX
520.0 2106 4101 0407 2109 82106 X XX
503.0 2106 4101 0407 2109 82106 X X X
567.6 2106 4101 0407 2109 82106 X X
520.0 2106 4101 0407 2109 92603 X XX
520.0 2106 4101 0407 2122 92603 X XX
797.0 2106 4101 0407 2122 82106 X X X
750.0 2106 4101 0407 2122 82106 X XX
90.0 2106 4101 0407 2122 82106 X XX
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LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(Continued)
; 6=111%
DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
680.0 2106 4204RI 6101 2109 82106 XX
503.0 2106 4204RI 6101 2109 82106 X X X
520.0 2106 4204RI 6101 2122RI 82106 X XX
275.0 2106 4204RI 6101 2122RI 82106 XX
520.0 2106 4204RI 6101 2122RI 82106 X XX
i000.0 2106 9311 5302 2122RI 82106 X XX
139.0 2106 9311 5302 2122RI 82106 XX
204.0 2106 9311 5302 2122RI 82106 XX
520.0 2027 4106 2122 2027RI 2026 X XXX
250.0 2022 6102 4106 4201 2027 X XXX
520.0 2022 2025 2025 2104RI 2024 X XXX
250.0 2028 2121 2223 2027RI 4001RI X XXX
520.0 2028 2121 2124 2027RI 2026R2 X XXX
250.0 2029 9109 2025R2 4106 2027 X XXX
520.0 2029 9109 2026 4106 2027 X XXX
250.0 2029 9109 5203 4106 2027 X XXX
300.0 2030 6102 4007 4201 2027 X XXX
520.0 2030 6102 2223RI 4201 2027 X XXX
250.0 2027 2124RI 2122RI 2124 2028 X XXX
520.0 2027 2124RI 6102 2124 2029 X XXX
252.0 2029 2118RI 4206 4106 4005 X XXX
520.0 2029 2118RI 2224 4106 2029 X XXX
300.0 2107 4202 4206 4102 2022RI X XXX
300.0 2015 2122 2323 2216 2117RI X XXX
520.0 2015 2123RI 2224RI 2120 2022RI X XXX
300.0 2031 2026 4206R2 4105 82107RI X XXX
530.0 2031 2026 2125 4105 82107RI X XXX
300.0 2019 2221 2026RI 2025RI 2025RI X XXX
550.0 2019 4206 2324 2025RI 2025RI X XXX
530.0 2019 4105 4206R2 2025RI 2025RI X XXX
530.0 2019 2222 4206R2 2025RI 2025RI X XXX
446.0 2107 4306 4009 2028 2120 X XXX
550.0 2107 4302 4009RI 2213 2120 X XXX
530.0 2107 2126RI 4010 2213 2120 X XXX
530.0 2206 4406 5502 0209 2028 X XXX
483.0 2206 6003 4404RI 0209 2028 X XXX
530.0 2206 2321RI 4404RI 0209 2028 X XXX
147.6 2206 9311R6 4305 0209 2028 _
530.0 2011 2322 4011 4301 4006 X XXX
50.0 2011 4205 4009RI 4301 82207 XX
550.0 2011 4205 4012 2126 82207 X XXX
530.0 2024 2323 2126 4206 4007 X _XX
550.0 2024 4107 6007 4206 2131 X XXX
314.7 2206 2422 4404R2 4302 2109R5 X XXX
300.0 2206 2305 4404R2 4103RI 2109R5 X XXX
300.0 2206 4406R2 6008 4103RI 2109R5 X XXX
300.0 2206 2324R3 4007RI 4103RI 2109R5 X XXX
300.0 2206 2027 5203RI 4103RI 2109R5 X XXX
300.0 2206 4008 4404R2 4103RI 2109R5 X XXX
80.0 2206 2321R2 4_04R2 4103RI 2109R5 XX
200.0 2206 6003R2 4404R2 4103RI 2109R5 XX
300.0 2206 2226 2222 4103RI 2109R5 X XXX
300.0 2206 4502 4109 4103RI 2109R5 X XXX
II-52
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1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
80.0 2206 6402R2 6401 4103RI 2109R5 XX
80.0 2206 4205R2 6401 4103RI 2109R5 XX
300.0 2012 2421 2323RI 4306 4006 X XXX
550.0 2012 4304 2222RI 4306 4006 X XXX
300.0 2026 9309 6401 2224 2025R2 X XXX
300.0 2026 9309 6401 2224 2025R2 X XXX
550.0 2026 2522 4109RI 2224 2025R2 X XXX
300.0 2022 4009 6401 2104RI 2024RI X XXX
400.0 2026 2522RI 4012R2 2224 2025R2 X XXX
300.0 2029 2305R2 6003RI 2121 2128 X XXX
530.0 2029 2521RI 4010R3 2121 2128 X XXX
80.0 2206 4008R2 6401 4104R2 2218R2 XX
80.0 2206 2226R2 6401 4104R2 2218R2 XX
300.0 2030 6502 4011R2 2030 2027 X XXX
530.0 2030 4010 6102R2 2030 2027 X XXX
300.0 2206 2424 2225 4104R2 2218R2 X XXX
420.0 2032 2325RI 2323R2 4007 2032 X XXX
550.0 2032 6007 2028 4007 2033 X XXX
300.0 0208 2408 2318 2117RI 9306RI XXX
310.0 0208 2408 2318 2117RI 9306RI XXXX
520.0 0208 2408 2318 2117RI 9306RI X XXX
520.0 0208 2408 2318 2117RI 9306RI X XXX
300.0 2206 2622 2029 2129 2218R2 X XXX
310.0 2015 6008 4013RI 4205 2216 X XXX
550.0 2015 6602RI 2322 4401 2216 X XXX
310.0 2033 4010R2 2322 2032 2034 X XXX
550.0 2033 4011 2030 2032 2034 X XXX
80.0 2206 4009R2 6401RI 2118 2218R2 XXX
I00.0 2206 2424R2 6401RI 2118 2218R2 XXX
208.8 2034 2028 2031 2033 2032RI X XXX
226.0 2034 2028 2031 2033 2032RI X XXX
550.0 2034 2425 2127 2033 2032RI X XXX
300.0 2206 4111 2127 2118 2228 X XXX
300.0 2206 2405 2127 2118 2228 X XXX
300.0 2206 2028RI 2127 2118 2228 X XXX
300.0 2035 2424R3 2127 2034 2035 X XXX
550.0 2035 6702 2127 2034 2035 X XXX
300.0 2206 4305 2127 2118 2218R2 X XXX
300.0 2206 6103 4504 2118 2218R2 X XXX
300.0 2206 6109 4504 2118 4008 X XXX
300.0 2206 2029 4504 2118 2026R2 X XXX
300.0 2035 4207 4108 2034 2035 X _XX
310.0 0216 2315 4504 2117RI 9306RI XXXX
530.0 0216 2315 4504 2117RI 9306RI X XXX
530.0 0216 2315 2127RI 2117RI 9306RI X XXX
65.4 0216 2315 2127RI 2!17RI 9306RI X XX
460.0 0216 2315 2127RI 2117RI 9306RI X XXX
300.0 0216 2423 4109RI 2117RI 9306RI X XXX
300.0 0217 2521R2 4604 4203 9306RI XXX
530.0 0217 4009R3 4604 2521RI 4306RI X XXX
300.0 2011 2127 4016 4406 4009 X XXX
420.0 2011 2129 4015 4016 4009 X XXX
-300.0 2206 9409 4604 2106RI 2218R2 X XXX
II-53
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1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100% 6=111%
DUR ENG # HPOTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
300.0 2206 2030 4604 2106RI 2218R2 X XXX
300.0 2206 4108 6108 2106R1 2109R5 X XXX
300.0 2017 9210 2032 4009 2215 X XXX
550.0 2017 2031 4107 4009 2215RI X XXX
300.0 2107 2621 2227 4203 4101 X XXX
300.0 2107 4109 6108 4203 4101 X XXX
260.0 2035 2218 2033 4203 9305 XXX
300.0 2107 4012 4209 2128 9305 X XXX
300.0 2107 2218 2034 2125 9305 X XXX
300.0 2107 2218 4406R2 4203 9305 X XXX
80.0 2107 4108 4406R2 4203 9305 XX
300.0 2107 2326 2326 4203 2125 X XXX
300.0 0218 4110 4107RI 2130 9305 X XXX
135.0 0218 4207RI 4406R2 2130 9305 XXX
80.0 0218 6109RI 4406R2 2312 9305 XXX
300.0 2018 4013 2035 2206 4105 X XXX
550.0 2018 2405R2 2323R3 2206 5001 X XXX
300.0 2107 4602 6107 2034 2123 X XXX
80.0 2107 2028R3 2323R3 2210 2123 XXX
300.0 2107 2032 6103RI 2210 2126 X XXX
300.0 2107 2033 4213 2210 2123 X XXX
550.0 2109 2405R3 2323R3 2031 2034RI X XXX
300.0 2109 2525 4111 2031 2034RI X XXX
300.0 2015 4405 6109 4401 4110 X XXX
300.0 2015 2426 2322 2306 2217 X XXX
80.0 2015 4108R2 2322 2306 2217 XX
300.0 2015 4606 2036 2210RI 2217 X XXX
300.0 2015 2034 4309 2210RI 2217 X XXX
300.0 2015 2032R2 4211 2210RI 2217 X XXX
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SSME DIAGNOSTIC DATA BASE DIRECTORY
A4 TEST STAND
1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%
DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP
25.0 2206 2118 2908 4103RI
220.0 2206 2118 2908 4103RI
350.0 2206 2118 4206 4103RI
520.0 2206 2118 4205 4103RI
520.0 2206 2118 4206 4103RI
520.0 2206 2118 0509 4103RI
503.0 2206 0407 4206 4103RI
754.0 2206 0407 4206 4103RI
520.0 2206 0407 2908RI 4103RI
603.0 2206 0407 2908RI 4103RI
503.0 2206 0407 2908RI 4103RI
520.0 2206 0407 2908RI 4103RI
520.0 2206 0407 4206 4103RI
1078.0 2206 0407R2 0509RI 90502
1078.0 2206 0407R2 0509RI 90502
2017.0 2206 0407R2 0509RI 90502
2016.9 2206 9311R3 0509RI 90502
1692.0 2206 9311R3 6301 90502
332.0 2206 9311R3 6301 90502
220.0 2206 9311R3 6301 90502
50.0 2206 9311R3 6301 90502
220.0 2206 9311R3 6301 0209
220.0 2206 0407R4 4305 0209
350.0 2206 4202 6003 0209
15.0 0212 2216RI 4304 2117
550.0 0212 6202 4008 0209
550.0 0212 2125 2027 2126
14.0 0212 2216RI 4305 90501
530.0 0212 9209RI 4305 90501
550.0 0212 6302 4305 90501
530.0 0212 2126 5502 90501
530.0 0212 2205 5502 90501
530.0 0212 2223 5502 4103RI
530.0 0212 2324 4305 4103RI
170.0 0212 4406 4010 4103RI
170.0 0212 2126R3 4305 90502R2
550.0 0212 2225 4305 90502R2
530.0 0212 2216RI 12008 90502R2
19.0 0212 2216RI 4206R2 90502R2
1022.0 0212 2216RI 4206R2 90502R2
1022.0 0212 2216RI 4404RI 90502R2
390.0 0212 2216RI 5502RI 90502R2
1270.7 0212 2216RI 5502RI 90502R2
550.0 2031 4007 6102RI 2120
530.0 2031 4402 2027 2120
550.0 2031 6402 2027 2120
530.0 0213 4402R2 2027 2311
220.0 0213 9209R2 2027 2305
530.0 0213 9209R2 2027: 2305
754.0 0213 9209R2 2027 2305
754.0 0213 9209R2 2027 2305








































































































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
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2510RI 0807 2222 2411RI
2510RI 0807 2222 2411RI
2510RI 0807 2222 2411RI
2510RI 0807 2222 2411RI
2510RI 5602RI 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8104 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8104 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8104 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8104 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
2408 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
0810RI 8005 A 4104R2 2411RI
8006 A 8006RI A 4104R2 4101
8006 A 8006RI A 4104R2 4101
8006R2 A 8006RI A 4104R2 4101
8106RI A 5303 2312
8007R3 A 4406R2 4104R2 4101
8007R3 A 5004 4104R2 4101
8102RI A 5004 4104R2 4101
8007R5 A 5004 4104R2 4101
8007R6 A 5004 4104R2 4101
8007R6 A 5004 4104R2 4101
8007R6 A 5004 4104R2 4101
8007R6 A 5004 4104R2 4101
8003RI A 5004 2312 9305
8003RI A 5004 2312 9305
8105R2 A 6202 2312 9305
8105R2 A 6202 2312 9305
8003R3 A 6202 2312 9305
8202 A 6202 2312 9305
8202 A 6202 2312 9305
8105R3 A 6202 2312 9305
8003R4 A 6202 2312 9305
8003R4 A 6202 2312 9305
8003R5 A 6202 2312 9305
8107 A 6202 2312 2022R!
8107RI A 6202 2312 2022RI
8107RI A 6202 2312 2022RI
8107RI A 6202 2312 2022RI
8008 A 6202 9104 2022RI
8107R2 A 6202 2217 2022RI
8003R7 A 6202 2217 2022RI
8003R7 A 6202 2217 2022RI
8003R7 A G202 2217 2022RI
8003R7 A _303 2217 2022RI
8107R3 A 5303 2217 2022RI


















































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS




A40174 04/13/93 219.0 0218
A40175 04/27/93 520.0 0218
A40176 04/30/93 73.5 0218
A40177 05/10/93 520.0 0218
A40178 05/14/93 265.0 0218
A40179 05/19/93 520.0 0218
A40180 05/26/93 850.0 0218
A40181 06/16/93 520.0 0218
1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
8008R2 A 2227RI 2217
8202R3 A 2031 2217
8202R3 A 2031 2217
8202R3 A 2031 2217
8202R3 A 2031 2217
8202R3 A 2031 2217
8202R3 A 2031 2217
8105R6 A 5104RI 2217
2022 R1 X X









TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
SSME DIAGNOSTIC DATA BASE DIRECTORY
STS TEST STAND
































































































































































HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
0007RI 9006RI 2006 2006 X X
2404 0306R2 0008 2007 X X
2105 0009RI 2004 0007 X X
0007RI 9006RI 2006 2006 X X
2404 0306RI 0008 2007 X X
2105 0009RI 2004 0007 X X
0007RI 9006RI 2006 2006 X X
2404 0306R2 0008 2007 X X
2105RI 0009RI 2004 0007 X X
0007RI 2009 2006 2006 X X
2404 0306R2 2009 2007 X X
2105RI 0009R2 2004 0007 X X
9009R3 2009 2006 2006 X X
2404 0306R2 2009 2007 X X
2105RI 9006R2 2004 0007 X X
9010 9110 2211 9106 X XX
2015 2315 2113 2211 X XX
2016 2213RI 2012 2016 X XX
9010 2315 2211 9106 X XX
2015 9211 2113 2211 X XX
2016 2213RI 2012 2016 X XX
9010 2315 2211 9106 X X
2015 9211 2113 2211 X X
2016 2116R2 2012 2016 X X
2020 5101RI 2018 2117 X X
2015 9211 2113 2211 X X
2016 2116R2 2012 2016 X X
2020 5101RI 2018 2117 X XX
2021 2018 0208 2019 X XX
2016 2116R2 2012 2016 X XX
2020 2020RI 2018 2117 X XX
9211 2017R2 2020 4001RI X XX
4001 4001RI 2019 9105RI X XX
2019RI 2515RI 2015 2020 X X
2021 9311RI 0208 2019 X X
4001 4001RI 2019 2021RI X X
2020 2020R2 2018 2117 X XX
9211 2017R2 2020 4001RI X XX
9110 2118 2012 9206 X XX
2020 4202 2018 2117 x xx
2018RI 2017R2 2020 4001RI X XX
9110 4003 2012 9206 X XX
2115 4202 2018 2117 XXX
2018RI 2017R2 2020 4001RI XXX
9110 4003 2012 9206 XXX
2019RI 2515RI 2015 4002RI X XX
2021 9311RI 0208 2019 X XX
4001 2216 2019 2021RI X XX
2115 2121 2018 2117 X XX
2016R3 4201 2020 4001RI X XX
9110 4003RI 2012 9206 X XX




(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993
LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(Continued)
PAGE 2
POWER LEVEL KEY: 1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
TEST # DATE DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP 123456
STS51FE2 07/29/85 588.0 2020 4003R2 4202RI 0208 2019 X XX
STS51FE3 07/29/85 588.0 2021 4001RI 2216 2019 2021RI X XX
STS51IEI 08/27/85 514.0 2109 2115 2121RI 2018 2117 XX
STS51IE2 08/27/85 514.0 2018 2016R3 4201 2020 4001RI XX
STS51IE3 08/27/85 514.0 2012 2018R2 4003RI 2012 9206 XX
STSSIJEI 10/03/85 518.0 2011 2022R2 5301 9005 2115 X XX
STSSIJE2 10/03/85 518.0 2019 9211R2 2120 2017 2022 X XX
STS51JE3 10/03/85 518.0 2017 4102RI 2218RI 2211 2020 X XX
STS61AEI 10/30/85 521.0 2023 2019R2 2515RI 2015 4002RI X XX
STS61AE2 10/30/85 521.0 2020 4003R2 4202RI 0208 2019 X XX
STS61AE3 10/30/85 521.0 2021 2020R3 2216 2019 2021RI X XX
STS61BEI 11/27/85 517.0 2011 2022R2 2413R2 9005 2115 X XX
STS61BE2 11/27/85 517.0 2019 9211R2 2120 2017 2022 X XX
STS61BE3 11/27/85 517.0 2017 4102RI 2218RI 2211 2020 X XX
STS61CEI 01/12/86 508.0 2015 2018R2 4003RI 4101RI 2116 XX
STS61CE2 01/12/86 508.0 2018 2504 4201RI 2020 4001RI XX
STS61CE3 01/12/86 508.0 2109 2115 2121RI 2018 2117 XX
STS51LEI 01/28/86 81.0 2023 2019R2 2515RI 2015 4002RI X XX
STS51LE2 01/28/86 81.0 2020 4003R2 4202RI 0208 2019 X XX
STS51LE3 01/28/86 81.0 2021 2020R3 2216 2019 2021RI X XX
STS026EI 09/29/88 519.0 2019 4106RI 2026RI 2025RI 2025RI X XX
STS026E2 09/29/88 519.0 2022 2025RI 5203 2104RI 2024RI X XX
STS026E3 09/29/88 519.0 2028 2121RI 4007 2027RI 2026R2 X XX
STS027E2 12/02/88 520.0 2030 2122R2 2323 2216 2027 X XX
STS027E3 12/02/88 520.0 2029 9109RI 2112R2 2106RI 2029 X XX
STS027EI 12/02/88 520.0 2027 2124R2 6102 2124 4005 X XX
STS029EI 03/13/89 515.0 2031 9209RI 2125 4105 2022RI X XX
STS029E2 03/13/89 515.0 2022 2222 5203 2104RI 2024RI X XX
STS029E3 03/13/89 515.0 2028 4105 4007 2027RI 2026R2 X XX
STS030EI 05/04/89 516.0 2027 6302 6102 2124 4005 X XX
STS030E2 05/04/89 516.0 2030 2223RI 2323 2216 2027 X XX
STS030E3 05/04/89 516.0 2029 4302 6003 2106RI 2029 X XX
STS028EI 08/08/89 521.0 2019 2126R4 2125 2025RI 2025RI X XX
STS028E2 08/08/89 521.0 2022 4406RI 5203 2104RI 2024RI X XX
STS028E3 08/08/89 521.0 2028 2324R2 4007 2027RI 2026R2 X XX
STS034EI 10/18/89 519.0 2027 2225RI 4008 2124 4005 X XX
STS034E3 10/18/89 519.0 2029 6003RI 6003 2106RI 2029 X XX
STS034E2 10/18/89 519.0 2030 2321RI 2323 2216 2027 X XX
STS033EI 11/23/89 513.0 2011 4205RI 4012RI 2126 82207 X XX
STS033E2 11/23/89 513.0 2031 6402RI 6102RI 2120 2120RI X XX
STS033E3 11/23/89 513.0 2107 2422RI 4011 4105 2117RI X XX
STS032E2 01/09/90 519.0 2022 2305RI 4010R2 2104RI 2024RI X XX
STS032EI 01/09/90 519.0 2024 4107RI 6007 2029 2131 X XX
STS032E3 01/09/90 519.0 2028 2323RI 2126 2027RI 2026R2 X XX
STS036EI 02/28/90 516.0 2019 4406R3 6008 2025RI 2022RI X XX
STS036E2 02/28/90 516.0 2030 2324R5 6003 2216 2027 X XX
STS036E3 02/28/90 516.0 2027 2225R3 4010R2 2124 4005 X XX
STS031EI 04/24/90 518.0 2011 2027RI 5203RI 2126 2030 X XX
STS031E2 04/24/90 518.0 2031 4008RI 6102RI 2120 2120RI X XX
STS031E3 04/24/90 518.0 2107 2226RI 4011RI 4105 4007 X XX
STS041EI 10/06/90 517.0 2011 2027R2 5203RI 2126 2030 X XX
STS041E2 10/06/90 517.0 2031 2521RI 4010R3 2120 2120RI X XX
STS041E3 10/06/90 _17._ 2107 2305R3 6003RI 2216 4007 X XX
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TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
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DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
517.0 2019 2323R4 6008 2025RI 2022RI
517.0 2022 4107R3 6007RI 2104RI 2024RI
517.0 2027 9309RI 4109RI 4302 4005
519.0 2024 4205R3 4008 2106RI 2131
519.0 2012 6003R3 4007R3 4306 4006
519.0 2028 4502RI 6009 2027RI 2026R2
520.0 2019 9309R2 6008 2025RI 2022RI
520.0 2031 2027R3 4010R3 2120 2120RI
520.0 2107 2521R2 6003RI 2216 4007
520.0 2026 2226R3 4012R2 2224 2025R2
520.0 2030 4506RI 4011R2 2030 2027
520.0 2029 4008R3 2126RI 2121 2029
517.0 2015 4010R3 4013RI 4401 2216
517.0 2022 4502R2 6007RI 2104RI 82207RI
517.0 2027 6008RI 4109RI 4302 4005
514.0 2024 4009R3 6102R3 2028 2131
514.0 2012 2425RI 4007R3 2213 4006
514.0 2028 2405RI 6009 2027RI 2228
523.0 2019 2424R4 5203RI 2025RI 2022RI
523.0 2031 2226R4 2323R2 2120 2120RI
523.0 2107 4305RI 6003RI 2216 4007
516.0 2015 4010R4 4013RI 4401 2216
516.0 2030 4506R2 4011R2 2030 2027
516.0 2029 6103RI 2322 2121 2029
516.0 2026 2425R2 4012R2 2224 4008
516.0 2022 4502R3 6007R2 2129 82207RI
516.0 2027 6008R2 2225 4302 2026R2
517.0 2024 4305R2 2323R3 4205 2131
517.0 2012 4207 4108 2213 4006
517.0 2028 2405R2 6009RI 2027RI 2228
516.0 2030 4506R3 4011R2 4008 2027
516.0 2015 2030 4015 4401 2216
516.0 2017 2031 2032 4009 4009
514.0 2019 9409 4110RI 2126 2022RI
514.0 2031 2423RI 4014 2120 2120RI
514.0 2011 2127 4016 4406 2030
516.0 2032 6007RI 2028 2035 2033
516.0 2027 6008R3 2225 4302 4007
516.0 2033 9210 2029 2032 2215RI
520.0 2026 4109 4012R2 2224 4008
520.0 2022 4012 2033 2129 82207RI
520.0 2029 6103R2 2322 2121 2029
519.0 2030 4111R3 2326 4008 2124
519.0 2015 2030RI 4107RI 4401RI 2216
519.0 2034 4207RI 2030 2033 2032RI
517.0 2019 9409 4110RI 2126 2125
517.0 2033 9210 2029 2032 2215RI
517.0 2018 4602 2035 2130 4105
520.0 2024 4111R4 6108RI 4205 2131
520.0 2033 6109R2 6107 2032 2215R2
520.0 2018 4602RI 2035 2130 4105
517.0 2031 2423RI 4014 2120 2120RI

























































TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS
(TEST AND FLIGHT) THROUGH OCTOBER 1993 (Continued)
PAGE 4
POWER LEVEL KEY: 1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%; 5=109%; 6=111%
TEST # DATE DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP LPOTP LPFTP
STS055E3 04/26/93 517.0 2029 4405RI 4015 2121 2029
STS057EI 06/21/93 518.0 2019 2426R2 2033 2126 2125
STS057E2 06/21/93 518.0 2034 4602RI 2030 2033 2032RI








TABLE 2-1. LOG OF SSME HOT FIRINGS





































SSME DIAGNOSTIC DATA BASE DIRECTORY
TTB TEST STAND
LEVEL KEY: 1=65%; 2=90%; 3=100%; 4=104%
DUR ENG # HPOTP HPFTP
45.0 0208 2704 2714
120.0 0208 2704 2714
140.0 0208 2704 2714
40.8 0208 2704 2714
120.0 0208 2704 2714
160.0 0208 2704 2714
145.0 0208 2704 2714
160.0 0208 2408 2318
160.0 0208 2408 2318
150.0 0208 2408 2318
165.0 0208 2408 2318
160.0 0208 2408 2318
160.0 0208 2408 2318
160.0 0208 2408 2318
170.0 3001 4304R3 2814
112.9 3001 9705 2604RI
20.5 3001 9705 2604RI
205.0 3001 9705 2604RI
170.0 3001 9705 2604RI
41.9 3001 9705 2604RI
210.0 3001 9705 2604RI
85.0 3001 4404 2814R2
205.0 3001 4404 2814R2
17.8 3001 4404 2814R2
210.0 3001 4404 2814R2
200.0 3001 4404 2814R2
51.0 3001 9705 8301 A
114.0 3001 9705 8301 A
138.0 3001 9705 8301 A
210.0 3001 2722 4406R2
180.0 3001 2722 4406R2
202.0 3001 8105R5 A 4406R2
203.0 3001 8105R5 A 8006RI A








































REPORTS AND PRESENTATIONS PREPARED BY WYLE
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Systems The TOPO Plot:. A Data
Reduction/Graphics Routine
for Tracking Spectral Trends
in Vibration Data
CT. Coffin & J. Y. Jong)
In support of space shuffle main engine (SSME)
development and advanced technology test
programs, a number of sophisticated diagnostic
algorithms have been integrated into the Operator
Interactive Signal Processing Systems (OISPS)
operational on MSFC's Structures and Dynamics
Laboratory computers. These include nonlinear
spectrum analysis, adaptive filtering, envelope
detection, and other analytical methods applicable
to specific SSME mechanical symptom detection
and identification investigations. For quick-look
data assessment, the (linear) power spectral density
(PSD), isoplot, and root-mean-square (rms) time
history of a measurement are the most basic and
valuable computational tools. When viewed in the
context of empirical statistical data representing
SSME component measurements obtained under
similar operating conditions, these analyses can
provide a quick, qualitative indication of compo-
nent "'health" (from a dynamics standpoint) and
signal any gross deviations from nominal operation.
The most fundamental "signature" used to
characterize an SSME vibration (acceleration,
pressure, strain, etc.) measurement is the
mean-square density spectrum, or power spectral
density. Figure 23a illustrates an isoplot, or family
of spectra, from a strain gauge measurement repre-
senting 450 seconds during a hot-firing test. The
PSD provides a detailed snapshot of conditions
over an interval of (usually) constant power opera-
don. In contrast, the isoplot yields a more qualitative
indication of amplitude/frequency trends over a
complete hot-firing test or powered flight. These
plots are particularly useful for detecting the time of
any significant deviations in the vibration signature
and correlation with engine operating parameters
(power profile, programmed venting, etc.). Figure
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The PSD isoplot has been used extensively to
display spectral components in a frequency/tL'ne/
amplitude format. This display is especially useful
for nonstationary data, which allows one to trace
any particular frequency component as a function
of time. However, there are several limitations to
the procedure.
• For clarity, a threshold level has to be chosen
when plotting an isoplot in which some possibly
significant peaks with PSD amplitude lower
than the threshold are excluded.
• For a nonstationary case, when manned PSD
peaks are crowded together, or crossover occurs,
it is difficult to identify the trace of some peaks.
Then, it is necessary to subdivide the entire
frequency range into several smaller ranges and
plot the results separately.
• The number of PSD's which can be legibly
displayed in an isoplot is }imited to approxi-
mately one hundred.
To provide improved tracking of spectral trends, a
new method called "TOPO" (for Topographic Plot)
was developed and programmed. The method uses
a novel peak-identifying routine to pick out all
meaningful peaks in each PSD and assign a
"pealo_ess" parameter for each identified peak.
Each peak is then plotted on a TOPO plot as a dot
whose width is proportional to the "peakyness"
parameter associated with the peak. Figure 24 is an
example of bearing test data during ramp-up. Four
hundred PSD's are plotted in this figure, and the
non-stationary and crossover can be clearly
visualized.
The TOPO plot technique has been integrated in
the OISPS program and is in routine use for SSME
data evaluations. For computerized data base appli-
cation, the technique provides significant data
compression since only spectral peak values need
be stored. Enhancements in the graphic output
format, to aid in data interpretation, are presently
under evaluation, including color coding of ampli-
tude ranges.
Coffin, T.. Swanson. W.L, and Jong. J.Y., "Data Analysis Methods
and Signal Processing Techniques for Space Shuttle Main
Engine Diagnostic Evaluation," Wyie Laboratories Final Report
Under Contract NAS8-36549. October 1989.
J.E. McBride/ED23
(205) 544.-1523




I An Algorithm for Periodic
Waveform Recovery
from Space Shuttle Main
E gine Vibration
Measurements
(T. Cott'in & J. Y. Jong)
The frequency content in dynamic measurements
from rotating machinery contains much subtle
information concerning equipment operating
condition and component deD'adation. For this
reason, the power spectral density (PSD) has long
been employed to assess the relative magnitude of
fault-related spectral contributions. Measurements
on high-performance rocket engine turbomachinery
suffer from severe noise contamination, from
numerous extraneous sources, which impedes
rotatino_ element diagnostic evaluation. Thus, it is
difficui't to determine whether an apparent high-level
harmonic contribution is indeed related to the
fundamental rotational frequency,f,, or possibly due
to an independent source. In an effort to correlate
synchronous frequency characteristics with an
arbitrary harmonic component, a unique coherence
spectrum was devised which we call the
"hypercoherence" function. The hypercoherence
function. I-(n.jO, defines the nonlinear correlation
between waves at a reference frequency, f, and
harmonics at nf. n = 1,2 ...... J
Application of the hypercoherence function_to
SSME turbomachinery diagnostic data assessment
was summarized in the 1986 R&T Report (NASA
TM 86567). This frequency-domain analysis has
since been extended to a time-domain filtering
algorithm for the extraction of periodic signals in
noisy data. Assume we have two turbopump vibra-
tion measurements located (approximately) 90 ° apart
radially about the casing, say X(t) and Y(t). If the
shaft (and inner bearing race) motion is sensed by
these transducers, a plot of X(t) versus Y(t) should
indicate the orbital motion of the shaft end measured.
Each of these "signals" will clearly be corrupted
with undesired noise (both random and periodic)
\'v'd)n-ing pr_._tice. The analytical basis for the
technique_ can be summarized briefly. AssumeX(t)
and Y(t.)jointly periodic, with additive uncorrelated






S = Ordinary power spectrum
G = Hypercoherence function
F-t= Inverse Fourier transform
Now X' and Y" represent filtered time histories, and
include only harmonics (nonlinearly) correlated
with the common fundamental frequency. To
generate an orbit plot, or phase-plane representation
of the two quantities, let
Y"(t) = Y (t- z)
_=_-_f,
_= Tan" [Q..(f,/C (f,)]
Q_. = QUADRATURE SPECTRUM
C = COSPECTRUM
The time delay, z, serves as a "key phasor," to ini-
tiate the relative phase angle between the two vec-
tors. A phase-plane diagram of the filtered signals is
thus obtained by plotting X' versus Y'. The proce-
dure is best illustrated by example. Figure 122a
illustrates the orbit plot for two jointly periodic
signals, each containing three harmonic compo-
nents. Figure 122b represents the same plot when




riodic components have been added to each signal.
This chaotic pattern is highly representative of hot
firing data. Figures 122c and 122d are the recovered
orbital diagrams by hypercoherence filtering and
comb flitting, respectively. The superior perfor-
mance ofhypercoherence filtering is clearly indi-
cated.
When compared with available noise cancellation
methods, such as time domain averaging (TDA),
comb filtering, and adaptive line enhancement, the
hypercoherence filter has the following two
advantages: (1) only the hypercoherence filter can
reject independent components at the same
frequency (while the other noise cancellation meth-
ods will pass all data in the pass-band including both
true harmonics and independent components); (2) a
slight phase drift would be fatal for techniques, such
as the TDA method, which require precise phase
lock-in. For the hypercoherence filter, on the other
hand, since only relative phase information is re-
quired, slight phase drifting is not as critical. This is
significant when considering the small speed varia-
tions inherent in turbopump operation, even at a
constant power level.
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Figure 122. Ca)Orbital Diagram of Noize-Fre¢ Simulation. (b). Orbital Diagram of Simulation With Additive Gaxxian White





Figures123a and 123b representthefilteredorbits
from measurements atHPFP tad-90° and tad-170°
duringSSME tests901-.471and 901-436, respec-
tively.Figure 123a has a smooth orbitalmotion
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The above algorithm is prese,nfly operational and
has been integrated into the SSIV_ Diagnostic
Analysis Packagedeveloped by Su'uctm_ and
DynamicsLabonuory.
Cof_n, T. and Jong,I.Y.,-ANonIin¢_ _ _ and Its
Al_ticadonm MaddnesDiaznosd_'JoumaZo/t_/Co_'_ca/
Sac/cryofAmerica,Supplement l,VoL 78,Fail 1985.
jongJ.y.andCoKu_T.,'D_woa_AssesnmofT_
by the Hypercohem_:e Method," NASA _ oa
AdvancedEarth-m-O_tPropulsionTechnok_,Marshall
SpaceFlightCenter,May, 1986.
Coffin.T. and Jong J.Y.,"Some Nonlinear Methods md Their
Application To Rocket Engine Diagnostic Evaluation,"
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Figure 123. Orbital Plot From Test 901-4T1 by
Hypercoherence Filtering. b. Orbital Diagram
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CORRELATION IDENTIFICATION BETWEEN SPECTRAL COMPONENTS
IN TURBOMACHINERY MEASUREMENTS BY GENERALIZED HYPERCOHERENCE
Jen Y. Jong, Thomas Coffin
Wyle Laboratories
Huntsville,Alabama
Jess H. Jones, James E. McBride, Preston C. Jones
NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama
ABSTRACT
Ina rotordynamicsystem,thefundamentalshaftrotationcan be
considereda sourcewhich drivesothermechanisms and
generates new spectral components associated with, say, gear
tooth meshing or bearing element passage. The frequency
contentm measurements from such machinerycontainsmuch
subtle informationconcerning system operationalconditionand
component degradation.Measurements on highpcrformarr_
rocket engine turbomachinery suffer from severe noise
contamination from fluid flow, combustion processes, strncn_
resonances, etc. It is thus impossible, based on linear spectrum
analysis, to determine whether a high level spectral contribution
represents a rotational component frequency or an mdepeudent
noise source. To detect such components, higher order
spectrum analysis is required. However, the hierarchy of
cumulam specn'a (bispecmma, trispecmma, etc.) exist only for
frequency permutations where the sum of the arguments
vanishes. This does not permat direct estimation of the
correlation between arbitrary frequency component pairs. The
hyper-coherence funcuon(12,3) was developed to detect the
correlation between synchronous frequency characteristics and
any harmonic component. The generalized hypereoherencc,
described in this paper, perrmts esurnation of the nonlinear
correlation between any selected reference frequency (e.g., shaft
speed_ and an arbitrary suspect frequency component. The
approach is based on estimanng the temporal correlation between
the rate of change of instantaneous component phases.
Applicanon of the technique to extract component signature
charactenstics is illusn'ated with vibrauon measurements from
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Instantaneous frequency time signal
Instantaneous phase
Instantaneous frequency
Space shuttle main engine
High pressure oxidizer pump
LINEAR AND HIGHER ORDER SPECTRA
Conventionallinearspectralanalysis(4)has long been used to
identifythesignalcharacteristicsa sociatedwith _.
faults invibrationsignature analysis. However, nonlincanues
can playa significantroleforsignatureidentification.Ithas
beenobserved thatdiffcremrotatiomdmechanisms may interact
due to some nonlinearprocess(5.6J).When thisoccurs,
cohcrem phase relationships may exist, which can he identified
from response signals. Frequency sum and difference
components are one of the commonly observed nonlinear
(quadratic)phenomena. A typical example is a synchronous
(shaft rotational) frequency con_ment modulated by
subsynchronous whirl(2).Other kindsof nonlinearityinclude
high levelharmonic content of synchronous vibration due to
waveform clippingfrom mbbingO). All thesesignalsrepresent
nonlinear phenomena since their specmd components at different
frequencies are not independent of each other. Due to _e lack of
phase informanon, traditionalPSD analysis cannot identify such
phenomena. Therefore, higher orden" spectral analysis is
required. This analysis includes a hierarchy of cumulant spectra
such as auto/cross-bicoherence, incoherence, etc. Each
technique can identify nonlinearities of different ordor in a
random signal and be applied to the particular type of failure
mechanism to be detected.
Bispectral analysis can be used to identify the existence of
amplitude modulation (quadratic correlation) among slx_al
components. Enrich and Eshleman(6) have described six
analytical models to explain how these modulations may he
physically generated. The bispecn'mn measures the degree of
correlation by identifying phase relalJonship among thn_
spccn',al components fl, f2, fl+f2, i.e., frequency sum or
difference. It has been applied to identify the quadratic
phenomenon of a synchronous frequency component modulated
by the cage frequency in a ball bearing and a synchronous
component modulated by a 50-percent subsynchronous whirl
frequency component(2).
Trispcctrmn can be used to identify cubic correlation m'nong four
spectral components. A special case of its application is to
determine whether an apparent PSD sideband structure is really
due to modulation or not. Such a sideband structure is another
commonly observed nonlinear defect signature. A typical
example of this is a bearing cage frequency component
periodically exciting a structure natural frequency. In this case,
the envelope signal represents the periodic impact motion, and
the carrier represents the structural response at a dominant
natural frequency. Notice that such a sideband does not satisfy
A-17

the fzequency sum or diffenmcc n:quimmcm; tJ_refore, the
bi_ analysis is not applicable. Envelope detection by
using a I-fi/ben mmsformcan recover the envelopesignal and its
PSD sincethecareer frequencyis shifted m zcm frequencyin
the Hi]ben u-ansformadon.But it cannotmdica_ whetherthis
sidcbandsn'ucmrcis corrclaw._d_ noc
The harmonic components of avibration signal contain subtle
information about machine condition. Many failu_ modes, such
as misalignment, loose coupling, and rubbing, will genera,..
harmonics. For example, rubbing may cause waveform cupping
and generate strong odd harmomcs. However, many
independent sources may generate a spectral component at the
same frequency and appear to be a harmonic. In this case, the
hypcrcohcrence(13) can identify whether an apparent specmd
























displacements will be proportional to each other by factor R. As
a result, coherent phasewillexist betweenthespectral
componentsatfrequenciesN 1 andN2. Ingeneral,however,
thegearratioR may beann'rationalumber.Suchphase
N,(t)
Fig. 1. Gear Box with Gear Ratio R = NI/N2. The rotational
frequency components are correlated to each other.
cohcacnccisdifficultto idenufy. To seethis,considerthe case
when the gear ratioisanmmger K. Inthiscase, the HC can
identify their phase correlation. 'This is because the ambigmty
muuduced by the Riemann surface phase wrapping is within an
integer multiple of 2_, which does not affect the coherence
estimation. However, if the ratio is not an integer, phase
wrapping willinm:giuce a nonintegur multiple of 2g, which
yields ambiguous phase. Therefore, phase correlation cannot be
uniquely identified in the phase domain. Based on this
observation, the GHC was de_lo_d to identify such phase
cohenmee by co_.lating the ram of change of phase, which is
also called the instantaneous fi_quency. By taking the time ram
of change of phase, the ambiguous term is eliminated, and the
phase correlation is reflected in the frequency domain as
f_quency syncl_o_on.
A vibration signal may be uv,amd as an FM signal with diffc_nt
spectral components at different center (carrier) frequencies.
Assume that there is some mteuigence being frequency
modulated in the signal as the instantaneous frequency about
these carriers. To recover the intcUigence, we demodulate the
FM signal to estimate its instantaneous frequency signal. A
narrow-band random process can be modeled as a sine wave






Figure 2 shows the block diagram of a FM demodulator by
using the Hilbe_ transform method. The input signal may
contain several spectral components(FM signals) at different
earner frequencies. Here, the 90-degree phase shifting is
pcrf_ thn)ughmultiplicanonby locallygeneratedsinusoid
andcosine waves (synchronousreceiver) at the desired carrier
frequency. This win effectively shift the spectral component
from the carner frequency to both zero and two _'tcs that
frequency. A low-pass filter is then used to remove any high
frequency component. The output of the low-pass filters then
represent the slowly varying amplitude and phase components
that have been frequency translated. The instantaneous
frequency signal then can be obtained by:
i)(t) = [u(t) v(t)- i_(t) v(t)l / [u2(t) +v2(t)]
These outputs can be represented as
u(t) = A(t) cos [p(t)]
v(t) = A(t) sin [p(t)]
(3)
L_____._ ,,c,I




Figure 3(a) shows another FM demodulator by using the phase
lock loop (PLL) (8) technique. The desired carrier f_quency for
FM demodulation is d_ by the frequency in the Voltage
Control Oscillator (VCO) m the feedback loop. The output y(t)
of the PLL will be an estimation of the insumumeous fizquency.
To see this, the PLL can be shown as a nonlinear nxxtel in
figure 3(b). It can be shown that the phase error signal e(t)
tends to drive the PLL into lock. That is, any phase deviation
will converge to some steady state operating point. When the
PLL is operating in lock, the VCO phase, q(t), is a good
estimate of the input phase, P(0. Theref_e, the sinusoidal
nonlinearity in figure 3(b) can be neglected, since p(t) - q(0 is
small, and
sin [p(t) - q(t)] = p(t) - q(t) (4)
Therefore, the PLL becomes a typical linear feedback system
with transfer function:
H(f) Y-_ j2_f (5)
= p(O - I+j2'_/K
The loop constant K wiU control the frequency deviation range
(lock range) for the PLL to lock. If K is large, the term j2aS/K
in equatiou (5) can be neglected, and the transfer function
becomes
H(f) = j2gf
which is the transfer function of a differenriator, d/dL
Therefore, the output signal will be a good estimate of
instantaneous frequency.
(6)
sm[w c t+q 0)]




(a) Pt_ase Lock Loop (PLL) FM Demcxlut_or
yO)
• Y0)
(b) Nonhnear PLL Model
Fig. 3. Schematicof an FM Demodulator
For the purpose of ident_ying frequency synchronizanon for
machinery diagnostics, imagine that the vibra_on signal is
composedof severalFM signalsmodulated= different carrier
frequencies as shown in figure 4. Each componentis then
passed through an FM demodulator to generate a series of new
random signals. Eachone mpresems the instantaneous
fn:quency signaJ at each career frequency. A linear correlator is
then usedto correlatethese signals with a specified refcav.nce
cartier f_uency. Their com.lations are then s_ m the
fa'equency domain to geneame the GHC.










Fig. 4. GHC ThroughFM Demodulator
A SIMULATION MODEL
A simple simulation is used to dcmonst_t¢ the GHC. Consider
a gear train with 16 and 9 teeth respectively. The first gear is
rotatingatfr_luencyf,withphasep(t).The angular
disp_ent of thesetwo gears wig be proportional by a factor
of 1.78. The simulation signal is composed of three spectral
components. The first corresponds to the synchronous
frequency component of the first gear, i.e., reference frequency.
Tile second one is the SYNC of the second gear at center
f_uency 1.78 f, with proportional phase 1.78 times p(t). The
third represents a component at frequency 1.36 times f with
independent phase q(0. Therefore, the third component is
uncorrelated with the other two. The reference frequency is at
500 Hz with a sampling rate of 10,240 Hz. A total of 20
seconds of data was generated. Figure 5(a) shows the PSD of
the simulation signaJ with 50 averages of 4096-point FFT
blocks. It is composed of three spectral components marked by
R, U, and C, which representthe Reference, Uncorrelated, and
Correlated component,respectively. Figures 5(c), (d), and (e)
show the demodulated instantaneous frequency signal with
career frequencies set at R, U, and C respectively. Strong
correlation or synchronizauon can be clearly seen between the
reference and correlated component while no correlation is
indicated with the independent component. The linear



















(a) PSE of the simulation signal
Co) GHC of the simulation signal with R as reference
(c) D_nodulated frequency signal for R
(d) Demodulated frequency signal for C
(e) De .'nodulated frequency signal for U
Fig. 5. nlus_'arion of the GHC Method
bandwidtl" of the PSD estimator which is 2.5 I-D_ As shown in
figure 5(c_, the frequency variation for the reference component
is only ab )ut 0.015 Hz, which is less than one percent of its
PSD freq) ency resolution. Therefore, frequency n'acking from
a typical ] SD isoplot or its Wigner re'he-frequency dismbuuon (9)
would no' provide adequate frequency resolution to identify this
synchron zation.
APPLIC _,TION TO MACHINE DIAGNOSIS
Synchrol)ous/bearing signature correlation. Figure 6(a)
shows the PSD of a su'am gauge measurement taken from a
SSME Hi i ',h Pressure Oxidizer Pump (HI.P) hot fmng test.
The peak, aarked 5.7N is located at 5.7 times shaft frequency N,
near the pl -.dicted outer ball pass (OBP)
frequency and a possible defect indication. However, many
independe It sources, such as a feedthrough from nearby pump
units, cont )und signature identification. To demrrmne whether
this is ind¢ _l an outer race defect signature, the GHC analysis
was perfol reed to discover whether this 5.7N OBP component
is synchrc nized with the SYNC component. Figures 6(b), (c),
and (d) st ow the instantaneous frequency variation of
compone' ,ts N, 5.7N, and an arhiaarfly chosen component at
500 Hz. Strong fi.cqtmncy synchronization is identified between
components N and 5.7N and no con'clation between
components N and noise at 500 I-h. This indicates that the 5.7N
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(a) PSD of SSME HI_P internal sn-aln gauge measurement
(b) Frequency signal of N (sync)
(c) Frequency signal of 5.7N (OBP)
(d) Frequency signal of a component at 500 Hz
Figure 6. Correlation Detection by GHC
Identification of composite modulation. The GHC
technique can also be applied to identify a more complicated
modulation signal, the so-called "composite-modulation"
phenomenon. As noted above, the bispectrum is useful for
idenufying the correlation between a "carrier" frequency and a
modulating component signal. However, it has been observed
that modulation may exist bet_vccn a harmonic of the shaft speed
and a harmonic of a subsystem frequency without these
harmonics showing up in the linear PSD. In such cases, direct
(nonlinear) spectrum analysis is impractical. This composite-
modulation phenomenon was observed in SSME vibration
measurements associated with a bearing element defect as shown
in figm'e 7. This PSD is taken from the SSME H.POP internal
bearing su'aln gauge measurement during a hot firing test. The
peaks marked N, 2N, 4N, etc., are the synchronous frequency
component and its harmonics. The other peaks marked C and
2C are the bearing cage frequency components and are
considered normal in such internal measurements. However, a
A-20

surong anomalous cornponem marked A is observed around
frequency 8.5N. To assess tlus anomaly, we need to determine




Fig. 7. Swain Gauge Measurement Showing Anomalous
Component A at 8.5N
By examining the fr_luencies of these components, it is
observed that the 8.5N is equal to 14N-12C, or 12(N-C) + 2N.
This implies that the 8.5N component might be caused by the
modulation between the inner ball pass component (for a 12-hall
bearing set), which is at frequency 12(N-C), and the second
harmomc of SYNC at 2N. In other words, this could be a
composite-modulation. If the existence of such modulation can
be proven, then the anomalous 8.5N component would
represent a bearing-related signature. However, the spectral
components at 14N, 12C, and 12(N-C) are not shown in the
PSD. Therefore, the bispectrum or lrispecwam cannot identify
such composite-modulation. Notice that. for this particular case,
the ninth order cumulant spectrum at frequencies
2N, 4N, 8N, -2C, -2C, -2C, -2C, -2C, -2C
should be able to identify this modulation since the PSD shows
spectral components at frequencies 2N, 4N, 8N, and 2C.
However, whenever multiple phase components are summe&
the effect of noise will accumulate while that of signal will not
because of the Riemann surface phase wrapping. As a result,
such noise expansion effect at this high order will smear the
coherent phase reformation and make it difficult to identify any
significant coherence value.
Such noise growth in the phase domain will not exist in the
mstamancous fr_uency domain. Thus, we can identify the
composite modulation by simply matching the appropriate
integer multiple of each instantaneous frequency signal
corresponding to each modulating componenL In this example,
the career frequency of the FM demodulator is tuned to the cage
frequency C, the SYNC frequency N, and the anomalous
frequency A to generate their IF signal as shown in figures 8(a),
(b), and (d). Figm'e 8(c) shows the summation of 12 m'nes the
IF signal of C and 14 times the IF signal of N. Theoretically,
this composite IF signal should be equal to the IF signal at
frequency 14N-12C due to modulation of 14N and 12C.
Compare this to figure 8(d), which is IF of the anomalous
component A. Strong correlauon can be identified between
them. Figure 9 shows the same reformation over a longer time
period. Therefore anomaly A turns out to be SYNC- and cage-
component likely being generated from the modulauon of





(a) Frequency signalof C (cage)
(b) Frequency signalof N (sync)
(c) Smrim of 12 tiu_s theIF signalof C and
14 runesthe IF signalof N
(d) Instantaneousfrequencysignalof A (anomaly)
Fig. 8. Detection of Composite Modulation
n I ' [
Time, tcg
Fig.9. Same as Fig.8 Except forOver Long Time Pennd
The IF signal reflects the micromotion of a vibration spectral
componenL Therefore, any independent interference will
disruptsuch micro-information. Thus, any bern-ragcontact
angle variation or ball slippage will disrupt such frequency
correlation. This can be seen in figtm:s 8(a) and (b) where no
significant correlation can be identified between the IF signal of
SYNC and cage components.
CONCLUSIONS
By estimating the instantaneous frequency (IF) signal of a
nan-ow-band specwal component, the GHC can be used to
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idenKfy the nonlinear c,cmelarion among arbimn_y chosen
frequency components. This method is especially useful for
machinery diagnostics, in which ease a driving source generates
many fi_uency components _ may be mve_ly contaminated
with noise. In addition, the IF s_gnal reflects me
microfrequency variation for a seemingly.smuonary specual
componenL It can identify fnxluency varmtions much smaller
than the f_xluency resolution of a conventional PSD estimator or
even that of a maximum entropy PSD es_mator or obtained
using the Wigncr distribution. The GHC method should
provide a useful addition m the tools available for the _t
ruskof machinery fault detection and iden_ficatioo.
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ABSTRACT
This report presents a new signal analysis tecnhique called the Modified Wigner
Distribution (MWD). The MWD has been developed for the Structures and
Dynamics Laboratory at MSFC by Dr. Jen-Yi Jong of Wyle Laboratories. The new
signal processing tool has proven very successful in resolving time-frequency
representations of highly nonstationary multicomponent signals in both simulation
and trials involving Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) high frequency data. The
MWD departs from the classic Wigner Distribution (WD) in that it effectively
eliminates the cross coupling among positive frequency components in a multiple
component signal. This attribute of the MWD, which prevents the generation of
"phantom" spectral peaks, will undoubtedly increase the utility of the Wigncr





TIME-FREQUENCY REPRESENTATION OF A HIGHLY NONSTATIONARY SIGNAL
VIA THE MODIFIED WIGNER DISTRIBUTION
T
I. INTRODUCTION
This report describes and evaluates a new signal processing technique called the modified Wigner
distribution (MWD) used for the spectral analysis of highly nonstationary mulficomponent signals. The
•regular Wigner distribution (WD) is capab!e of prov_n,g .high re.soluuon
nonstationary signals which arc common m many nelos mcmamg mu uy,,a_,. ,,,.vv ,_
machinery. A traditional tool for such analysis has been the short-time Fourier transform (STFI'),
commonly referred to as "overlap." processing, which is obtained by applying a fixed-length moving time
• * ° * * "
compOncn_ wtu,,,t ug_ _a5 "y • _. • • "stics.
fails in providing enough frequency resoluuon to ,dentify key ume frequency spectral charactert
The WD was originally introduced in 1932 by E. Wigner. t It received little attention until 1980
when Claasen and Mecklenbrauke r2 presented a comp.rehensive three-part paper describing the utility of
the WD as a tool for time-frequency analysis of nonstauonary signals.
Major obstacles arise in the direct use of the WD. Most notable of these problems are aliasing and
the generation of artifacts or "phantom" spectral peaks in the resultant time-frequency distribution. A
number of attempts, with varying degrees of success, have been employed to minimize these effects. 3-'5
This paper presents yet another approach. With the introduction of the "smart window," this approach will
hopefully overcome these obstacles.
suited to those turbomachinery operations which are highly trans,ent, Le. aurmg smnup t' $
conditions. It can also be an important diagnostic tool in failure analysis where the dynarmc signals are
highly nonstationary.
II. THE WIGNER DISTRIBUTION
The WD is a powerful tool in determining the time-frequency characteristics of a highly non-
stationary signal. The technique has been applied successfully in the identification of abnormal machine
operating states through vibration signal analysis. 3 Other applications of the WD include the analysis of
time-varying spectra in optics, speech, sonar, and seismic signal processing.
The WD of a real signal r(t) is given by:
W(t,f) = _z(t+f]2) z*(t-f/2) ej2nf¢ df , (1)
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where z(t)isthe analyticsignalof I'(0,z(O = r(O +j i(t),and i(t)istheHilberttransform(HT) of r(t),i(O=
HT{r(t)}. Let the absence of limits on the integral symbol denote the interval (-.0% oo). In equation (I),
z*(t) represents the complex conjugate of the analytic signal z(t). Therefore, the WD is the Fourier
transform (FT) of the product between the original forward signal and c..ofl_sponding backw.ard signal
both centered at time t. If the frequency of a subject natrowband signal is elmer monotonicauy mcreaismg
or decreasing within its time window, the product of this forward and backward signal will provide
frequency cancellation, and, as a result, will estimate a frequency corresponding to the signal frequency at
the center of the time window. However, the product in equation (I), which serves as the kernel of the
FT, introduces a frequency summing effect. Taking a real single component signal with a discrete
component atfo as an example, the summing effect produces a peak in the WD spectrum at 2/"o. For this
reason. q a.on(,> os,o  ubj tumo Howo  :
not relax sampling constrmnts on me ume signal. 1/40 Is greater mall u,v u_*r_"' ,,j_l -''t .,
(determined when the subject ".rune. si .gnal w.as originaLly sampled) aliasing within the WD specman will
occur. For this reason, an anaJyuc sxgna_ ,s used in equation (1) since it has no energy at negative
frequencies. Aliasing due to the frequency summing effect can now be avoided, and, in addition,
frequency difference effects (coupling between positive and negative frequency components) are
eliminated. Essentially, use of the analytic signal in equation (1) returns the sampling rate constraint for a
subject time signal back to its original Nyquist rate.
Prior to introducing the MWD, sample graphical illustrations of the WD for cases involving simple
sinusoids will be presented. In the examples, the WD's will be processed through convolution in the
frequency domain since this format conveys the frequency summing and difference effects welL
Before developing case I of the WD, equation (1) will be simplified into a convenient form
representing convolution in the frequency domain. Taking the original equation and replacing 0"2 with _',
gives
W(t,f) = Jz(t+r) z* (t-C) eJ 2nf_ dr . (2)
Note, with removal of z/2 from the WD equation,f now represents twice the actual frequency of spectral
components contained in the original time signal. To simplify further evaluation, one should just consider
one cross section of the WD at t = to
W(to,f) = jZ(to+r) z*(to-'c) eJ*2=f¢dr • (3)
Letting
x(t) = Z(to+ ¢)
y(t) - z*(to-'r) .
Equation (3) can be viewed as the FT of the product x(t)y(t)




The FT of the product x(t)y(t) can also be viewed as a convolution in the frequency domain. Given that
x(t)_ X(a)
y(t) _ Y(a)
where ¢* denotes FT pair.
Equation (4) can now be written as the convolution
W(toOD = J X(a)Yff-a) da .
This form of the WD will be used in the following graphical evaluations.
_._C,_._: ANALYTIC SIGNAL CONTAINING SINGLE SINUSOID
For this case, the real signal is a single sinusoid at frequencyfo
r(t) - cos (2_rfot) .
The imaginaryportionof the analyticsignal,z(t),iscalculatedthrough theI-ITof therealsignal
i(t)- HT{cos (2afor)} = sin (2_rfot).
The analytic signal, z(t), now becomes
z(t) = cos (2afot) +j sin (2afot) = • j 2a for




z*(-t) = e J:nf°'
Moreover, the FT of both z(t) and z*(--c) is a delta function shifted byfo.
FT{e J'2_rf°t} = 8(f-fo)
This sample case is now in proper form with respect to equation (4), with
x(t)= z(z'),







Y (f) = 8 (f-f o)
With to = O, equation (5) can be written as a function of frequency only
w(/) --Jx(a) r(f--a) da, (6)
and the WD for case I can now be developed graphically (fig. 1) through convolution in the frequency
domain.
The left-hand side of figure 1 displays the translation of the Y(-o0 spectrum during the convolution
process defined by equation (6). The fight-hand side of the figure shows successive contributions to the
WD spectrum as the frequency,f, varies during the convolution. For this case involving the analytic signal
of a single sinusoid, a contribution to W(f) is made only when f- 2fo. Remembering that f now
represents twice the actual frequency of spectral components contained in the original time signal, f must
be scaled by 1/2 to yield a correct frequency value. In this case, the true frequency would be 2foe2, orfo,
which is the expected result.
_I2..CA_._: ANALYTIC SIGNAL CONTAINING MULTIPLE SINUSOIDS
For this case, the real signal is composed of two sinusoids at frequencies off1 and f2
r(t)= {cos (2:¢fff)+ cos (27rf2t)}
This case is identical to WD case I except that the real signal contains two discrete components. Using the
same method of reduction as in the previous case yields
X(D = S(f-fl)+S(f-f2) ,
Y(f) = 6 (f-f l )+ _ ff-f 2) •
Again, using equation (6), the WD for case H can be developed graphically (fig. 2) through convolution in
the frequency domain.
As in figure 1, the left-hand side of figure 2 displays the translation of the Y(--a) spectrum during
the convolution defined by equation (6), and, the right-hand side shows successive contributions to the
WD spectrum as the frequency, f, varies. Since the original time signal contains multiple discrete
components, peaks in the WD spectrum are generated when f= 2fl and f= 2f2. Again, scaling by */2
yields the correct frequency representations of the spectral components. However, in this case, the WD
spectrum also exhibits a contribution atf =f1+f2. This contribution is due to cross term coupling between
the components at fl and f2. This coupling is displayed in figure 2 where the peaks b and c of the X(a)
spectrum line up with peaks c and b of the Y(L6+f2] - a) spectrum. This cross coupling effect contributes
a peak to the WD specmam at the frequency Ill+f2]. After scaling, this false peak would appear in the WD
spectrum at a frequency of Ill+f2]/2.
Generation of false peaks due to cross coupling effects severely limits the practical application of




example, use of the conventional WD in developing time-frequency representations of multicomponent
,s,!gnals, even with the use of an analytic signal, introduces erroneous spectral components. These
phantom peaks only confuse the resulting WD spectrutn.
HI. THE MODIFIED WIGNER DISTRIBUTION
In order for the WD to perform as a practical tool in the time-frequency analysis of multicomponent
signals, unwanted erroneous spectral components due to cross coupling among both negative, and most
notably,positivefrequencycomponents inthesesignalsmust be eliminated.The MWD accomplishes this.
Thus, the superior time-frequency resolution of the WD can be attained without the generation of
"phantom" spectral peaks.
For a cross section of the time-frequency representation of a real signal r(t), at t = to, the MWD is
introduced and is defined by:







As equation (7) suggests, the MWD is evaluated in the frequency domain using the FT's of a real time
signal centered at to and its respective reversed signal also centered at to.The central nail of the MWD
which separates the new technique from the traditional WD is its smart frequency window function, ID0').
Use of this window function eliminates the cross coupling of positive frequency components. This in turn
prevents erroneous spectral peaks from entering the MWD time-frequency representation during the
evaluation of a muhicomponcnt signal. Moreover, use of the smart window, W (3'), eliminates cross
coupling between positive and negative frequency components by preventing their interaction during the
evaluation of the MWD. There arc some limitations on the use of the smart window, and they will be
discussed later. The MWD does not rely on the use of the analytic signal of the subject time signal; thus,
the HT of the original time signal is no longer necessary. Finally, smcc the MWD is evaluated in the
frequency domain, aliasing duc to the frequency summing effect is avoided.
As with the WD, the evaluation of the MWD will also be illustrated graphically. Where the WD
was reduced to a more convenient form representing convolution in the frequency domain to simplify its
graphical presentation, the MWD is actually evaluated through convolution in the frequency domain. The
graphical evaluations of MWD's which follow include the same two cases which were presented for the
WD. MW'D case I develops the spccmma for a real signal containing a single sinusoid while MWD case II




Using equation (7), MWD cases I and n can be developed graphically through convolution in the
frequency domain.
M_.C._,_I: REAL SIGNAL CONTAINING SINGLE SINUSOID
The real signal to be evaluated is a single sinusoid at frequencyfo
r(t) = cos (27rfot) •
The required time f_gnals centered at to are
x(O = cos {2lrfo(to+t)} ,
y(t)= cos {2lrfo(to-t)}
To simplify the evaluation, let to = 0, yielding
x(t)= cos {2lrfo(+t)} ,
y(t)= cos {2trfo(-t)}
Fourier transformation of x(t) and y(t) gives X(/) and Y(f)
X(f)= _ (f-fo)+8(f+fo),
Y(])= 6 (f+fo)+¢5(f-fo)•
Xff) and Y(]')are equivalentwith both frequency representationsconsistingof two deltafunctions,one
deltafunctionbeing shiftedalong thepositivefrequencyaxisbyfo and theothershiftedalong the negative
frequency axisbyfo. Using equation (7),the MWD forcaseIcan be developed graphically(fig.3).
Figure3 isessentiallythe same asfigureI which displaysthedevelopment of theWD fora signal
containinga singlediscretecomponent. However, sincethe MWD operateson realsignals,theX(a) and
Y(a) spectra also contain negative frequency components. Moreover, figure 3 introduces the smart
window function,111(/).The window functionisa gateinthe frequencydomain of unityamplitude which
translatesalong the dummy variable(o0 axisatone halfthe rateof the Y(--a)spectrum translationduring
the convolution. The window, as shown in figure 3, has a width in frequency of 2m. This width
parameter is almost inconsequentifl, in..the processing, of s_gle.component si .gnal_s _such_as--m.._.is c.a_.,:t_ll
a proper window width is very criucal in me evamaaon ot mulucomponent s, gnaJs, r,sp_vv,L,u_,7 _..- ,
the window, IV(f), eliminates cross coupling between positive and negative frequency components by
preventing their interaction. Moreover, it eliminates interaction between components in a multicomponent
signal. The window function's influence on a multicomponcnt signal will be discussed in MWD case II.
For a single component signal, unwanted cross coupling would have contributed a false spectral peak at
zero frequency; however, the gating action provided by the window function prohibits this coupling.
For this case involving a real signal containing a single sinusoid, a contribution to the MWD
spectrum, M(D, is made only when f = 2fo. Notice, that when the Y(-ct) spectrum has translated
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along the a axis by 2fo, the window function, W(f) has translated by a frequency of one half of 2fo, or,
fo. This positioning of the window function permits the desired coupling which only provides a
contribution to the MWD spectrum at f ffi _o. Again, this f must be scaled by 1/2 to yield a correct
fzequency value. This yields the expected frequency offo.
]_.C.,A_: REAL SIGNAL CONTAINING MULTIPLE SINUSOIDS
In this case, the real signal consists of two sinusoids at frequencies off1 and f2
r(O = {cos (2xflt) + cos (2xf2t)} •
This case is identical to MWD case I except that the real signal now contains two discrete components.
Similar simplification as in the previous case yields the frequency representations of the time signals x(t)
and y(t) with
X(f)= 6 (f"-f2)+ 8 (f-fl)+ 8 (f+fl)+ 8 (]'+f2),
Y(D = 8 (f+f2)+ _ 0r+fl)+ 8 (]'-fl)+ 8 (I-f2)•
With thesefrequency representations,the MWD forcase H can be developed graphically(fig.4) using
equation (7).
As in the previous example, figure4 shows how the positioningof the window functionallows
desiredcouplingswhich inturnmake correctcontributionstoMff).These couplingsresultinpeaks atthe
frequencies 2fl and 2f2 in the final MWD spectrum. However, the key feature of the MWD, which
separates it from the conventional WD, is its ability to eliminate the cross coupling of positive frequency
components. This is shown in figure 4 when f = fl+f2. At this value of f, notice that
the components b and c of the X(a) spectrum line up with peaks c and b, respectively, of the
Y([fl+f2]-a) spectrum. This is a graphic representation of cross coupling between positive frequency
components. This cross coupling is eliminated by the positioning of the frequency window. Notice how
the smart window is positioned between the components c and b in the Y([fl+fz]-oO spectrum thereby
preventing cross coupling. In this situation, the width of the frequency window is critical since too wide a
window would permit cross coupling. For this reason, the frequency resolution of the MWD in
differentiating spectral peaks is governed by the window function, W(f). In figure 4, if [f2-fd were less
than the window width, 2m, cross coupling between positive frequency components would occur and
erroneous peaks would be contributed to the MWD spectrum just as in WD case II.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODIFIED WIGNER DISTRIBUTION
IN DIGITAL FORMAT
Before developing a digitalrepresentation of the MWD, itsgeneralform given by equation (7) will
be simplified. Starting with equation (7)
where
M(to,t) = [. Ill(a-f 2) X(a) Y(f-a ) dot









Again,equation(7)definesa crosssectionofM(tJ) att= to.By defining
/}=072)-a ,
equation(7)becomes
M(to¢')= -I W(-/_) x(_/21-/_)Z(lfla]+/_)d/3. (8)
Letting/'=(//2)yields
M(to,[')= -_WC-_fl)X(f'_) Y(f'+_) dE • (9)
Sincethewindowfunctionissymmetric,W(-/D= W(_) andequation(9)becomes
M(toj")= -IW(/fl)Xff'-/})YOt'+/$)d/}. (10)
Finally,by lettingy = -#fl,and by invokingsymmetry of thefrequencywindow once again,theMWD
representation becomes
M(toJ")= IW(7) Xff'+_) V(f'-_')dy. (I1)
Note,thatin thisform, theMWD representsa frequencywhich no longerneeds scaling.Moreover,
equation (11) is in a form conducive m digital implementation. The digital form of equation (11) is
÷m
MCk) = _._ X(k+i) YCk-i) , (12)
where X(k) is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a subject real time series, x(n), centered at to, and
Y(k) is the DFT of y(n), the reversal of x(n), also centered at to. M(k) represents the discrete MWD
spectrum of a time signal centered at to, and the summation limits in equation (12) constitute the smart
window function. Since y(n) is the reversal ofx(n), it can easily be proven that,
Y(k)= X* (k)WN "k• (13)
where
W N =--e-J(2tr/N)•
N denotesthenumber of discretevaluesinthetimehistoryused incalculationof thespectrumwithn





M(k) ffi _ X(k+i) X*(k-i) WI¢
"I--...m
(14)
Equation (14) states that the evaluation of the MWD at frequency k is simply the sum of the left-hand side
and right-hand side of a signal's FFT specwam, X(k), with both sides centered at frequency k, modified
by a phase correction term of unity amplitude. Note, that when no window is applied (m = 0), the MWD
reduces to a special form with an amplitude equal to the power spectral density (PSD) but modified by a
phase term.
V. WIGNER AND MODIFIED WIGNER DISTRIBUTION EXAMPLES
In order to test the capability of the MWD in extreme situations, a simulated sine wave varying
linearlyinfrequency atarateof-400,000 Hz/s was processedusing both thetraditionalSTFr method and
the MWD. Figure 5 shows the STFr isoplot(logarithmicin amplitude)of a sinewave whose frequency
firstdecreasesthen increasesrapidlyatthisratewithin 25 ms. The sampling frequency in thiscase is
10,240 Hz, and the length of the moving time window is 12.5 ms (corresponding to 128 discretedam
points)with 20 Hanning windows applied.Use of the Hanning window makes the effectivetime window
approximately 3 ms. As seen in figure 5, the STFT produces a very broad specu'alpeak since the
frequency of the component variesconsiderably during each window. However, figure6 shows the
superiorfrequencyresolutiongainedby theMWD (equation(14))inprocessingthe same simulatedsignal.
Figure7 shows the block of raw time dataused indeterminingthe firstspecu'um of theisoplotsinfigures
5 and 6.Along with thisraw time signal,figure7 alsoidentifiesthe actualinputsimulated frequency at
time 0.00625 s, the center of the firstblock of data. This frequency, 2,550 Hz, will serve as the
benchmark in comparing the accuracy of the spectragenerated by the STFT and MWD. Figure 8 shows
the fu'stspectraof figures5 and 6 in linearformat.The increasedfrequency resolutionattainedby the
MWD isreadilyapparent.Moreover, the MWD ismuch more accurate in estimatingthe actualsignal
frequency atthe centerof the time window. While the STFr overestimatedthisfrequency by 110 Hz, the
MWD estimationwas within 40 Hz. Again, thisincreasedaccuracy can bc attributedto the frequency
canccUationeffectinherenttotheMWD. Noticeinfigure6 that,duringtheturnin frequency of the single
component signal,lobingon theinsideturnof thetime-frequencyrepresentationbecomes prominent since
thefrequency cancellationeffectinherentto theMWD islimitedduringthisextreme transitionalperiodin
which the signalisneithermonotonicallyincreasingor decreasing.
The isoplotof figure9 has bccn developed through the STFT of a simulated sinewave whose
frequency and amplitude both variedrapidlywithinthe 400 ms of activitydisplayed.The lengthof the
moving time window in the STFT is25 ms with a sampling frequency of 10,240 Hz. Within the span of
each time window, the frequency of the simulated sinewave changes approximately 300 Hz. For this
reason,STF]" of the signalproduces a very broad spectralpeak. Figure I0 shows the conventional WD
specu'um forthe same signalprocessed using the sarncparameters as the STFT. The increasedfrequency
resolutionrelativetofigure9 isvery evident.Figure I1 shows thecorrcspond-ingMWD spectrum forthe
signal,which, inthiscase,providesjustas much frequencyresolutionas theWD.
As shown in the previous figures,relativeto traditionaltechniques,both the WE) and MWI)
provide increasedfrequency resolutionfor a singlecomponent signal.However, thisis not the case
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in the evaluation of multiple components signals. Figure 12 shows the STFT isoplot of a simulated
signal composed of two sine waves. As before, the frequencies and amplitudes of the discrete components
are changing rapidly, a_. the corresponding _ .pe_ are very b_,,_._j.TheV_,___fc_t_ealsa_e
signal processed using me same parameters is snown m ngure t_. wire mc mmu_,.-v,, _, re. ,
analysis form of the WD introduces an erroneous cross .coup.ling component between .the two simulated
sine waves. This "phantom" peak train confuses me resumng ume-n'equency represenumon of the multiple
co  o.on, is o
be seen in the figure, a high frequency resomuon _s auam_u _,,,u_.. ,_v,,,-,._,
method) without unwanted cross coupling terms corrupting the time-frequency representanon.
Figure 15 is a PSD isoplot showing the shutdown of an SSME alternate _wbopump develop-ment
(ATD) test rig following a component failure. As seen in the STFT isoplot, following the failure which
occurs at 615 s into the test, the spectral distribution of the proximity probe signal becomes very noisy. In
order to study the temporal and spectral characteristics of the signal just prior and following the failure,
analysis focused on a very short time period around 615 s. Figure 16 shows the STFT isoplot for a 300-
ms period extending from 615 to 615.3 s. No clear spectral characteristics can be identified in this time-
frequency representation of the proximity probe measurement. Figure 17 is the MWD spectrum for the
same period using identical processing parameters. While use of the traditional WD would introduce
numerous erroneous spectral components in trying to improve upon the performance of the STFT, the
MWD is successful in providing a much clearer time-frequency picture of the time signal without the
"phantom" peaks.
As a final example, figure 18 is an "overlapped" (STFT) isoplot developed during the failure
investigation of space shuttle main engine u/n 0215. During test 901-666, the engine experienced a
premature cutoff due to a second-stage turbine-blade failure in the high pressure fuel turbopump (HPFTP)
u/n 5602R1. The 0-1-kHz isoplot of figure 18 displays the time-frequency history of the fundamental
shaft rotational (synchronous) frequency, N, as taken from an external pump-end accelerometer. As
evidenced by the sudden increase in synchronous amplitude in the figure, the pump failure initiated at
approximately 3.9 s into the test. The STFT and MWD isoplots for the pump speed transducer channel are
shown in figure 19. The speed probe is a magnetic-type transducer which registers four "blips" with every
revolution of the pump shaft, and, for this reason, the 4N component dominates both isoplots. Note the
increased frequency resolution offered in the MWD plot of figure 19, especially during the ramp-down
period following the failure. In order to attain more insight regarding the failure, attention was focused on
the 100 ms timeframe surrounding the failure. Figure 20 shows the STFT and MWD isoplots for this
extremely short period. Again, notice the increased frequency resolution offered by the MWD. Moreover,
note the enhancement of the novel character of the frequency variation. The frequency separation exhibited
in both plots at N, 2N, 3N, and 5N is currently interpreted as being caused by a phase discontinuity in
these respective frequency components of the speed signal at the time of the failure. This phase
discontinuity of the shaft precession can be attributed to the sudden turbine blade loss which
instantaneously shifted the phase of the driving imbalance force. The frequency, branching effect does not
appear in the 4N component (which represents the pure shaft rotational mouon, or motion other than
precession) since the speed probe continues to count four "blips" per revolution regardless of the phase
discontinuity at the time of the failure. It is also important to note that as a result of the branching (forking)
of the frequencies, an artifact is present in the middle of the fork. This results because the difference
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ABSTRACT
Measurements on high performance rocket engine wrbomachinery _er f_om r_.vere nobe contamination
associated with fluid flow, combustion processes, structural resonances, eta. It is thus extremely di_icult to detect and
discriminate between rotational system "signatures" and independent noise sources. In _pport of SSME development and
advanced technology test programs, a number of sophistic,•rod diagnostic algorithms have been developed and integrated
into the signal processing system operationalat MSFCs Smtamres and Dynamics Laboratory. These zlgoridmls include
lugher order rpecwara analysis, adaptive filtering, phase dzmain averaging, and other techniques applicable m specific
SSME mechanical symptom detection and identification investiga tons.l'2
This presentation reviews some recent developments in mechanical system detection and identification
technology. The hypereoherence function was developed to detect the con'elation between synchronous f_[mmcy
characteristicsmd any harmon/c componenL 3'4 The generalizedhypercoheren_-,5 more recentlyapplied,permits
estimation of the nonlinear correhtfion between a se :_-, (the Modified
component. A hypercoherence filtering algorithm "
Wigner Distribution). which has proven useful in resolving tree-frequency char_teristics of highly nonstationary data
typical of engine starmp, cutoff, and thmv2ing, is demoustrated- 8 The technique effectively suppreraes the spurious
spectral peaks inherent with the standard Wigner specmnn for • signal with multiple frequency components. This paper
briefly summarizes the analytical basis for the above algmiflm_, practical application of the methods is then demonstrated
tl_ough the evaluation of vibration measurements from SSME hot firing tests.
INTRODUCTION
Equipment failures are generally preceded by growing tolerances, hnbalgr_ be._g eleme_ wean and the Like,
which may num_est them._elves through subtle modificatiocs in the waveform observed by dynamic m_ents.
Conventional linearspectralanalysishas long been used m identifythe signalclm-_uffiisticsa u_atod with machinery
faultsin vibrationsignan_e analysis.However, nonline.mtes can play • significantrolefor signatureidentification,h
has been observed thax diHeren_ rotanonal mechanisms may interact due to some nonlinear pincer. 9'10"11 When this
occurs,coherent phase relationshipsmay exist,which can be identifiedfrom responsesignals,r.requencysum and
differencecomponenL_ areone of the commoniy observed nonlinear(quadratic)phenomena- A typicalexample isa
synchronous (shah rotational) frequency component moduhu_ by subsynchronous whirl. 2 Other kinds of nonlinearity
include high level harmonic con_ of synchronous vibration due to waveform clipping from rubbing. 3 All these signals
representnonlinearphenomena sincethei_spectralcomponents atdiHenmt frequen_es ax_not independentof each other.
Due to the lack of phase informmon, _raditional specmm_ malysis cannot identify such phenomenL Therefore, higher
order spectral analysis is required. Th_ analy_ includes • hierarchy of cmuulant spec_ such as bkoherence, n-icoherence,
ew- Each techniquec_ identifynonlinearitiesof diff_ onlerina rargiom signal_ be appliedtothe particulartype of
failuremech_ to be detected.The followingdiscussion_-mnmarizessome of thesetechniquesand q_plications.These
methods are strictlyappropriateto stationarytime series.Specnralanalysisof transientoperationalperiodsisadz:h'essed in
the final sectionof thispaper.
HIGHER ORDER SPECTRAL METHODS
THE BISPECTRUM AND BICOHERENCE
Given a stationary, zero mean process, the ordinm-y (linear) specwam Sxx(f), may be defined by
sxx(_)= F.I'X(f)X*(f)]
where X( ) denotes the Fourier trmsform and E[ ] is the e_u_nble average.




The next higher order is called the b/specuem Bxxx(fj,fk).
Sx (f/ - r x(fj) X(fk)X*(fj÷fk)]
Succeeding t=rms can be written out following the permumion rules for higher ord_ cumulmts of rmdom variables. 12
The bicoherence, a normalized bispectram, b(fj,fi0, is defined as
I Sxxx(fi.f'k) I
bxxx(fj'fld = {El lx(fj) X(_k)[2] E[ [X(fj+fk) 12]} 1/2
By Schwartz' inequality, it can be shown that the bico_ is hounded by zero and unity. If the wave at fj+fk is totally
correlated to the waves at fj and fk, the bicoherence will equal unity. On the other hand, if these three waves or any one of
them are statistically independent, the bicoherence win be zero.
APPLICATION OF BICOHERENCE
Bispeczral analysis can be used to identify the existence of amplitude modulation (quadratic correlation) among
spectral components. Eraich and Eshleman I0 have described six analytical models m explain how these modulations may
be physically generated. The bislx_mm_ measures the de_ of correlation by identifying phase relationship among three
spectral components, i.e, frequency sum or difference. It has been applied to identify the quadratic phenomenon of a
synchronous frequencycomponent modulated by the cage f_quency in a ludl bearing and • synchronous component
modulated by a 50-perr.ent subsynchronous whirl frequency component. 2 As an example, Fig. la is the PSD of a vibration
measurement taken on the tmbopump o_ engine test 902-436. The peak nm'ked "N" is the sync frequency comlxment N md
the peak marked "SS" is the suspected 52-percent su_us whirl frequency ¢omponem. There is aLso a component
atsynchronousfr=quencyN plusSS. NoticethatthelevelofSS c_npommt _ nothighenoughtobeofconcernifitisdue
to independent sources. But it would be critical if it is a _us whirl component which is synchronous related.
Therefore, it is important to be able m identify whether this SS component is _us relaxed or not. Figure lb shows
one slice of bicoherence b(w 1, 318.75 Hz) with the second frequency argument fixed at the subsyncbronous frequency which
is318.75Hz. Severalpeaksaredetected,and themost significantpeakistheone locamdat(N,SS;N+SS) which indicates
thatthe$5 and SS+N componen_ arebothsynchronousrelated-Therefore,the52-percentsubsyn_us isreallyphase
lockingtothernachineryrotationalprocessand nota feedth_ughfromothersources.
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Fig. 1: Power Specman and Bicoherence from Engine Test 902-436
THE TRICOHERENCE
The trispecman can be used to identify cubic correlation among foor spectral components. A special case of its
application is to deanminc whether or not an apparent sidelmmd smu:tme is re.any dae to modulation or not. Such a sideband
structureisanothercommonly observednonlineardefectsignan_e.Figure 2Aillusmm'_ a pmbumer pump radial
measurementduringhotfiring.Noticethateventhoughthesynchronousand ovendlR.MS levelsa_enominalan apparent
sidebandstructureconsistingofthreepeaksmarkedN-120,N, andN+120 isobserved,whichcouldindicatemodulationof
the synchronous f_equency by a lower frequency c_rnponenL Figure 2b shows • slice tYaough the mcoh_mce by fixing
two of the three independent frequencyvalues. If the sideband and synchnmous component are truly cm_related,a peak
wouldbe e.xpectadtf=N+120. Sincethisdoesnot occur, it indicates the sideband components are due to an h-xiependent
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Fig.2: Power Specmmn andTricohermlcefincnnE gineTestFRF-26
HYPERCOHERENCE FUNCTIONS
THE HYPERSPECTRUM
To smamarize the non]Jncar interaction between h=monicaily related spectral components in • given smdonazy.
zero mean signal we define the Hyparspecrrum of order n by the relation
H(n; fl) = E{'Xa(fl) X*(nfl)]" n = 1,2.3 ....
where fl is an zrbitrary reference fi-equency, md nf I is an integer multiple of fl- Thus, the _g terms in H(m fl)
represems a single value from the linear spectrum, bispecmm_ trbpecurum, e.w..at the specific value fl = f2 ..... fn-
THE HYPERCOHERENCE
In ,_olo_ with the _ coheTence func_o_ we define the hype_mherence as • norma_ed hyperspec_:
IElx_(ft)x*(_l)]]2 _t. 2. _.
r_=_l) = E[ix_f_)12 _tlx(_oi2] .
The hypercoherence funcdon defines the nonlinear correlation betwe_m • reference frequency compottmat in • vibratory
signal and its harmonics. A major benefit is determination of whether am sppanmt harmonic in • complex vibration signal
is correlated with the fundamental or caused by extraneous noise. The tecimiqm was applied m spaceshuttlemain engine
tmbopump measuremaemts. The linear spectra of two different umts appear virtually identical other than the background
noise (Figs. 3a and 3b). The PSD amp_le-s at 3N fa'equerq tte very high for both tests. Figtrrm 4a md 4b &pict the
hypercoherence functions computed for the same two test meututmem_ F.gme 4a indicates that almost all the power at 3N
is correlated with the rotmionalfrequency¢omlxme_- On theotherbroad,the3N cemponcm of the second testisdue toa
diffen'ingphysicalphenomenon notttlamdto th¢ mtadonalfl_lUeVcy.Thisindicamstn improveddegreeofsignature
discri.mmadon.
(A) 2 :(B) 2RAD 186o - RAD 186o
-- N Af = 5Hz 3N
_ + + iN NAVE = 309 j NAVE ffi240 4N
-3 I 1 i i
-3 ......... _REdUE_CYiHzl' 2S60
0 FREQUE NCY (Hz) 2560
SSME HOT FIRING TEST 901-436 SSME HOT FIRING TEST 901-471
Fig. 3: Power SpectrafromHigh IWessumFuelPump Me.mm'mnmts
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SSME HOT FIRING TEST 901-471
Fig. 4: Hypo_h_enc_ Spectra
THE HYPERCOHERENCE FILTER
The above f_equmcy analysis has been extended to • fime-dmnaM algotiflml for the ¢xlra=fion of period signals in
noisy data. The analytical basis for the mch_b:lUeS _ be immm_ized briefly. A.umme X(t) and Y(t) jointly periodic, with
additive uncorrelated noise and (possibly ¢oinciden0 periodic components.
_(t) = F"1 [ NrSxx(nf)l l'x (n;fl)]
_(t) = F1 [ _J-S_l ry (n;fz)]
n ffi 1.2.3 ....
S = (3x/imuypowers'pecm_
F = Hypercoherm_ funcuon
F-1 = InverseFouriermmaform
Now X' and Y' represent filterext _me histories, and include only harmonic_ (nonlinearly) correlated with the
common fundamental frequancy. To generate an orbit plot or phlae-plane _on of the two quantifies, let
Y"Ct) = Y(t-'O x = $/7.=fl
t = Tan'! [Qxy(fl/Cxy(fl))]
Qxy = Qu_=ue spe_mm,
Cxy = Cospectrum
The ume delay, _ s_-ves as a "key phasor," to initiate the relative phase =gle between _ two vectors. A phase-
plane diagram of the filtered signalsisthusobtainedby plo_ X' v_'us Y'. The pn_edu_ is best i]]us_ated by example.
Hguae 5a illustratesthe orbitplotfor two joindy periodicsignals,each containingthreeImmonic components. Figure 5b
representsthe same plotwhen =n_=on_latednoise md independent, coincidentperiodicCOmlXnUmts have been added to each
signal This chaoticpancm ishighlyrepresentativeof hot firingdata. Figures5c md 5d arethe recoveredorbitaldiagrams
by hypercoherence filteringand comb filtering,respectively.The superiorperformance of hypen_herence filteringis
clearlyindicated.
Figures 6a and 6"o represent the filtered orbi= from measurements st HPFT tad-90 degrees and tad-170 degrees
during SSME tests 901-471 and 901-436, respectively. Figure 6a has • smooth orbital motion which represents a weU-
behaved rotational system. Figure 6"0, however, indicatm a potential rubbing problem. The two locations with sharp cusps
appear to indicate possibleimpart betwe_m stanonary and mtenng system c_mponents.
GENERALIZED HYPERCOHERENCE
As discussedabove,thespecu'alcomponents tobe identifiedby higherorderspecmt =re requiredm sa_f'y certain
frequency combinations (e.g.,thesum of arguments iszero).However, in many simation_ we wish m identifythe
correlation between two arbinrary frequency components that do not satisfymy such requirm_ems. The generalized
hypercohere_e (GHC) was developed to deal with this sinmion. The GHC can identify the correlation between two
arbitrary speclzal components in the s_lse of frequency syn_o_ or lock-in.
To illuswatetheapproach,considera getr n'alnwith ge._ ratio K. Cohm'ent phase willexistbetween inputand
output rotational(specmd) components. When the gearratioisan integer,the HC cam identifytheirphase correlation.
This is because the ambiguity introduced by the Riernmn surface phase wr=gping is within an integer multiple of 2_, which
does not affect the coherence estimation. However, if the ratio is not =n integer, phase writing win introduce •
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Fig. 6: z. Orbital Ploz fxom T_t 901-4T1 by Hypercoher=ce F'flz=ring; b. Orbiud diag_mm of 901-436
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noninteg_ mul_le of 7._ which yields ambiguous phase.. "l'Im,dm'e, ph_u,s _l_ml ¢_=ot be unk[uely id_ntifi_ in the
phase domain. Based on this observation, the GHC wu de.veloped m idon_'y inch phase co_ by correlating the rate
of change of phase, which is also called the _ frequency. By _ the time ram of change of phase, the
ambiguoustermiseliminated,and thephasecotillion is re.flocu_l in the _ domm M _ _on,
A vibrationsignalmay be _ as an FM silpmlwithdifferemspectralctmrtlxmentsItdiff_ center(carrier)
h-equencies.Assume thatthereissome inteUigencebeingfttquencymodulatedinthesigmdm theinsumumeousfrequency
aboutthesecarriers.To recover thein,-LUgence,we demodub_ theFM sismfltoeKimam im imumraneous freclU_'y
signal. A narrow-band random pn>cess can be modeled as a sine wave with slowly varying aml_imde A(t) and phase p(t):
x(0= A(0ms [2=ff¢t+p(0]





modulation. The GHC techniquewas appliedm
identifya complicatedmodulationsignaltheso.c.tiled
"composite-modulation"phenomenon. Ithas been
observedthatmodulation may existbetweena harmonic
of theshaftspeedand a harmomc ofasubsystem
frequency withoutthese harmonics showingup inthe
linear PSD. In such cases, d_ect (nonlinear) spectrum
analysis is impractical. This composite-modulation
phenomenon was observed in SSME vibration
measurementsassociated witha bearing element defect as
shown in Fig. 8. This PSD is taken from theSSME
H.POP internal bearing swain gauge measurement dining •
hot f'Lring teal The peaks marked N, 2.N,aN, etc. t,rt the
synchronous frequency component and its harmonics.
The other peaks marked C md 2C m= the bearing ease
frequency components and are considered normal in such
internalmeasurements.However,• stzonganomalous
componentmarkedA isobservedarmmd frequencyg.SN.
To assessthisanomaly,we needm determinewhether it
iscorrelatedwiththecageorthesyncf:equency
component.
By examining the frequenciesof these
components,it is observedthatthe g.SN is equal to





modulationcan be proven,thenthe momalous g-_
componentwould representa be.•ring-relaxedsignature.
Thus. we can identify the compositemodulation by




F_. 7: GHC Tin.ugh RM Demodulator
frequencyoftheFM demodulatoristunedtothecage
frequencyC,theSY'NC frequencyN.md theanomalousfzequencyA m generatetheirIF signal as _wn in Figs.9(a),Co),
and (d).Figure9(c)showsthestmmumon of12timestheIFsignalofC and 14timestheIFsignalofN. Theoretically,this
compositeIFsignalshouldbeequaltotheIFsignalatf_quen_ 14N-12C due © modulationof14N and 12(:.Compare this
tofigure9(d),whichisIFoftheanomalouscomponentA. Strongcorrelationcanbe identifiedbetweenthem. Therefore




N " SN A t
-Fig_ 8: Swain Gange Measurements Showing





(a) Frequen_ _ of C (cage)
Co) F.requency signal ofN (sym:)
(c) Summadon of 12 times the IF signal of C and
14 ma_ tim IF signal of N
(d) In.qantaneo_ frequency signal of A (anomaly)
Fig. 9: Detection of Composite Modulation
NONSTATIONARY MODELS
Standard Fourier-baseddataanalysisroutin_ _ based on tim implicit asmanption of a statiomwyRme series.
(The above mc.hniques all require this assm'nption.) Turbomw.kinery components experience severe d3mamic loads
associated with highly transient operational period, of starmp, shutdown, and eagne throttling. A traditional tool for such
window to nomtatiormry dam lmor to performingthe fast Foune* tramforrn(FFT). However. if timspectral componen_
within the sigmd vary considerably during the time window, the STFT often fails ia providing enough frequen_ ret_lution
to identify key me-frequency spectral characteristics. It is wen known in the theory of functional mudysis that an
arbkrary square imegrable function x(t) can be decomposed into shifted end dilated version., of another square integrable
function g(t) tzrovided that g(t), called the malyzing wavelet, satisfies some additional conditions. 14 This _ to the
wavelet transform (WT). 15 Having two free parameters available (a shift and a dilation), the WT often greau_ flexl"bilit7
than the STFT for modeling observed phenomeam.
A third technique, failed the Wigner distribution 0VD) is capable of providing high resolution lime-frequency
estimates of nonstationary signals which are common in many fields, including the dynamic response of rotating
machinery. 16.17 Several obstacles arise in the direct use of the WD, parucul_ly for signals with multiple spectral peaks.
Most notable of these are afi_g Jmd the generation of "phantom" spectral peaks in the r_xdtsmt time-f3_
distribution. A number of attempts, with varying degrees of success, have been employed to minimize these
effects. 18.19.20 The foUowing discussion presents yet mother aplm'OaCh. With the imroduc_on of the "mlart window."
this approach will overcome these obstacles. 8
THE MODIFIED WIGNER DISTRIBUTION
The WE) is a powerful tool in de_g the t_ne-frequency characteristics of a higMy nomtafionary signal. The
technique has been applied succe_Rly in the identification of abnormal machine operating stau_ through vibration signal
analysi*. Other applications include the tndysis of time-varying spectra in optics, speech, sonar, md seismic signal
processing.
The WE) of a real signal r(t) is given by
w(t.f) -- _z(t-_'2) z*(t-*./2)eJ2_ d_.
where z(t) is the analytic signal of r(t), z(t) = r(t) + ji(t). _.d i(t) is the Hilbert tnmy.form (HT) of r(t). i(t) = HTtr_t)}.
Therefore, the WE) is the Fourier u'ansforrn (Vl') of the product between the origaud forward signal and con'm]mnding
backward signal both centered at time t
A-63

Inord_ toserveu a_ toolintlmtime_fzeqtmncyanalysisofmulticomponentsignals,unwanted erroneous
sp¢Inl components due to cross coupling must be eliminated. The MWD accomplishes this. Thus. the superior tirne-
f_u_'y resolution of the WD .n be _mincd withoutthe generation of erroneous spectral peaks.
For a cross section of the time-frequency representation of a real signal r(t), at t=to, the MWD is def'med by
M0o, t) = _W (a-f/2) X(a) Y(f..a) da,
wh= x(O = r(_+O
X(O =_ x(O
Y(O = YO)
AS [he above SUU_ts, the MWD is ewlus_d in the f_quency domain usingthe i_s of a real _-ne si_ _I centered at to and
its respective reversed signzl also c._n_ed at % The cen_'_l trait of the MWD which separates the technique from the
traditionalWD isitsmartfrequencywindow function,W(f).Use ofthiswindow functioneliminatesthecrosscouplingof
positive frequency components. This in mrn
prevents erroneous specni peaks f_m
enr_mg the MWD _-ne-f_quency
representation during the evaluanon of a
multicomponent signal. Moreov¢ use of the
smart window, W(f), elimJnalr.s cross coupling
between positive and negative frequency
components by preventing their interaction
during the evaluation of the MWD.
A digital recipe for extrac_ng the
MWD, given a discreterime series, is as
follows:
WN-(k.i)M(k) = S'. X(k+i) X*(k-i)
i=-m
The above states that the evaluation of the
MWD atfzequ_ncyk issimply the sum ofthe
left-handside and right-hand side of a signal's
FFT spectrum, ,X(k). with both sides c,=mmd .r
6_luency k. modred by a phasecc,n'cc:ion
termofunityamplitude. Note thatwhen no
window is applied (m---O),the MWD reduces to a
specialform with an maplimdeequaltothe
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Fig. 10: Short-time Fourier Transform During Engine Shutdown
MWD APPLICATION
Figure I0 is an ST]:T isuplot showing
the shutdownofmaSSME altemamnntmlm_p
development (ATD) test following •
component failure. In ordertostudythe
temporal and s-pecwal characzristic_ of the
signaljust priorand followingthe failure,
analysisfocused on a veryshortRole period
around615 s. Figure I0shows the plotfor t
300-ms period extending from 615 to 615.3 s.
No clear spectral chanett'ristics can be
idcntilqed in this time-frequency representation
of the proximity probe m_e_.
Figure 11 is the MWD specmun for the s_e
period using identical processing pm_ane.un's.
While use of the u'aditional WE) would inuroduce
numerous erroneouspectralcomponents,the
MWD is successfulinproviding a much clearer









The above discur_on provides an overview of rocket engine diagnose efforts in progre_ at MSFC. The
technology is seen to be highly evolutionary. The effort is s_on_ly driven by engine test observations, but the techniques
should find wide gpplication for dynamic data uudysis and system identification. In conclusion, it is well realized that
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A series of Inducer Test Leg (ITL) water flow tests were conducted to study cavitation
phenomena in the water flow test facility at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).
From video taken during these tests, one can clearly visualize how cavitation develops
and changes from one state to another, such as four-blade cavitation to alternate-blade
cavitation. The signal from a vibration or high frequency pressure measurement also
reflects such a cavitation condition change. However, in complicated operational
conditions as experienced during flights or engine hot firing tests, these vibration
signals will also contain elements induced by rotor-dynamics, structural dynamics, and
hydrodynamics, which make it difficult to identify the failure sources when engine
failure or malfunction occurs. Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop an effective
method for cavitation detection and monitoring using vibration signal analysis when
video information is not available.
The technique to be discussed in this section for cavitation detection and monitoring is
based on a unique cavitation phenomenon reported in literature as:
"When cavitation occurs, the periodic rotational components (such as SYNC &
its Harmonics) will amplitude modulate the wide-band high frequency noise
generated from the collapse of cavitation bubbles."
Such a wide-band modulation phenomenon thus provides a unique signature in the high
frequency region conductive to cavitation detection. However, conventional PSD
analysis is unable to identify the signature associated with such a modulation
phenomenon. In this section, the Wide Band Demodulation (WBD) signal method for
cavitation detection will be discussed. Real test data from both inducer water test leg
as well as Alternate Turbopump Development (ATD) E8 test stand will be used in
demonstrating this WBD technique.
[21 WIDE-BAND MODULATION (WBM) SIGNAl,
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The signal model for Wide-Band Modulation can be represented as a sine wave
multiplied by a noise signal N(t):
xCt) - [ I+ r cos(Wrt)] NCt)
where cos(Wn) represents a periodic motion, and N(t) is zero-mean Gaussian
White or Color Noise.
In signal processing literature, this type of signal is referred to as a "Cyclostationary
signal". A special kind of periodicity exists in such a Cyclostationary signal.
However, this periodic component is well hidden in the signal. An ordinary PSD will
not show a discrete peak at the frequency of the periodic component. This can be
easily deduced from studying its signal model. The operation between N(t) and
cos(Wrt) in the time domain is multiplication, but this multiplication becomes a
convolution in the frequency domain. Since the PSD of noise is fiat and that of a sine
wave is a delta function, the convolution of these two PSD functions remains flat
without any discrete peak. For this reason, a conventional PSD is unable to identify
periodic components hidden within a Wide-Band Modulation signal.
[3] WIDE-BAND DEMODULATION (WBD) SIGNAL
In this section, three different methods for demodulating a WBM signal into a WBD
signal are discussed. These are the tri-spectra method, the rectification method, and
the Hilbert Transform envelope detection method. Simulation examples using an
analytically generated signal will be used to demonstrate these wide-band demodulation
processes.
Reference: "Fourth Order Spectra of Gaussian Amplitude-Modulated Sinusoids" Roger
Dwyer, Navy Underwater System Center, Journal of Acoustic Society of
America, August 1991.
In this reference, Dwyer proposes a special tri-spectral method to identify the existence
of cyclostationary signals in underwater sonar signal processing_ This tri-spectra is
based on the Fourier Transform of a special auto-tri-con'elation function Rxxxx(T),
which is defined as:
Rxxxx(T) = E[ x(t) x(t) x(t+T) x(t+T) ]
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= E[ x2(0 x2(t+T) ] = Ryy(T)
Where y(t) = x2(t)
The special tri-spectrum T(W) is defined as the Fourier Transform of Rxxxx(T)
Notice that, the function Rxxxx(T) reduces to the ordinary auto-correlation of y(t),
where y(t) is defined as the square of the original signal x(0. In other words, this
special tri-spectrum is equal to the ordinary PSD of the square of the original signal.
By examining the WBM signal model, it can be easily seen why such a simple square
operation can recover the hidden periodicity in a W'BM signal. The square of x(t) can
be written as:
x(t) 2 = [ 1+ r Cos(wrt) ]2 [ N(t) ]2
=[ 1.5 + 2r Cos(wrt) + 0.5 r2 Cos(2 Wrt) ] [DC + N'(t) ]
I I [
Terms Through Which Periodic Component Recovered
Where N'(t) is defined by the following relationship:
[ N(t) ]2= [DC + N'(t) ]
When squaring a zero-mean noise signal, a DC (mean value) component is introduced,
and this DC component will be multiplied by the periodic component Cos(Wrt). The
resulting component then becomes superpositioned on the new noise component N'(t).
It is this new DC-introduced superpositioned term that allows the recovery of the
periodic component hidden in the original WBM signal
A simple simulation example will now be used to demonstrate this WBD process.
Figure l-a and 1-b show the respective time histories of simulated Gaussian White
Noise (GWN) and a sine wave at 500 Hz. The time history x(t) in figure l.-c is
generated from multiplication of the GWN and the sine wave. The time history in
figure 1-d is simply generated by the squaring of x(t).
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As discussed above, the ordinary PSD of x(t), as shown in figure 2-a, does not show a
discrete peak at the periodic frequency of 500 Hz. However, after squaring the signal,
the DC-introduced superpositioned term generates a periodic component at 1000 Hz
which is twice the periodic frequency of 500 Hz. This is how such a simple squaring
operation is able to recover the hidden periodicity within a WBM signal.
[4] CAVITATION GENERATED WBM SIGNAL
The signal generated by cavitation can be modelled as the multiplication of two separate
components p(t) and N(t):
x(t) = p(t) N(t)
Here, N(t) represents the wide-band high frequency noise generated from the collapse
of cavitation bubbles, while p(t) represents the low frequency periodic pressure
fluctuation due to the impeller rotational process. This pressure signal p(t) contains
a DC component due to its static pressure component Pstatic.
p(t) = [ Pstatic + P(t)dynamic 1.
DC
Therefore, a cavitation generated pressure signal is a typical WBM signal and is a good
candidate for WBD processing. However, in most operational environments, the
dynamic signal must be sampled at a much higher frequency than a regular dynamic
analysis would require. This is because the PSD in the low frequency region always
contains the fundamental Sync frequency component along with its harmonics (2N, 3N,
4N...), which are generated from the combination of all the effects of rotor dynamics,
structural dynamics and hydrodynamics. These combinational effects make it difficult
to isolate sources of vibration problems. However, when cavitation occurs, its
signature should be contained in the noise floor of the high frequency region due to the
uniqueness of wide-band modulation. The significance of this phenomenon is that the
source of vibration can now be isolated to the hydrodynamic effects whose information
is contained in the high frequency noise floor.
For cavitation detection, the high frequency raw signal must be high-pass filtered first
to remove low-frequency discrete components while keeping the high frequency wide-
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band noise data. WBD is then performed on this high-frequency noise floor data in
order to recover any existing low frequency periodic component which is modulating
the cavitation noise signal. As a result, a new low frequency WBD PSD is generated
in addition to the original raw data PSD. However, unlike the raw data PSD which
including multiple contributions from rotordynamics, structure dynamics and
hydrodynamics, this new WBD PSD only reflects the hydrodynamic effect due to
cavitation-generated modulation. If cavitation does not exist, the WBD PSD will
reduces to regular broadband noise. However if cavitation does occur, the WBD PSD
will show discrete peaks corresponding to the low frequency periodic rotational process
modulating the collapsing bubble noise. This discussion is also depicted in figure 3.
Figures 4 shows three different algorithms for performing WBD. The first one shown
in figure 4-(1) is the tri-spectrum method. The input raw wide-band high frequency
signal is first high-pass filtered at some pre-determined cut-off frequency, then sent
through a squaring operation, and then low-pass filtered. The PSD of the output signal
is the special tri-spectral function T(w). The original hidden periodicity within a WBM
signal will now show up at its periodic frequency in the tri-spectra function. Figure 4-
(2) shows the similar algorithm using the rectification method. Again, a WBM signal
is high-pass filtered, then rectified, and low-pass filtered. Figure 4-(3) shows the
Hilbert Transform method. Again, the input signal is first high-pass filtered, then
Hilbert Transformed into an envelope signal which is then low-pass filtered. The PSD
of the output signals from both figures 4-(2) and 4-(3) should identify the original
hidden periodicity within the WBM signal.
[5] W'BD SIGNAL FOR REAL TEST EXAIVlPLE
Real test data taken from 6 different accelerometers and pressure measurements across
ATD LOX pump unit 3-1A during test E8-162 can be used to successfully demonstrate
the WBD process. The inducer of this unit has four blades. Figure 5 shows the
ordinary raw PSD corresponding to these six different measurements up to a maximum
frequency of 5 KHZ. These PSDs all show the fundamental Sync frequency component
and its harmonics. Figures 6 shows the ordinary raw PSDs of these 6 measurements
with the maximum frequency increased to 50 KHZ. The discrete peaks are mostly
concentrated in the low frequency region with some high frequency discrete line noise
peaks also in the spectra. Notice that the signal in the wide-band high frequency noise
floor is the prospective information to be used for cavitation detection. These high
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frequency noise floors may contain just regular noise, or may have the very unique
wide-band modulation phenomenon hidden within. Using the PSDs of both figures 5
and 6, one would not be able distinguish such a subtle difference.
The high frequency signals shown in figure 6 are first high-pass filtered at 20 Khz,
after which their envelope signals are calculated through Hilben Transform. Finally
the envelope signals are low-pass filtered at 5 Khz. Figure 7 shows the resulting WBD
PSDs of these 6 measurements. For the first five measurements, which include four
accelerometers and one inducer outlet pressure measurement, no periodic component is
recovered in the WBD signal. This indicates that the original wide-band high-
frequency noise components of these five measurements are just ordinary noise signals
with no modulation phenomenon present. However, in the sixth plot of figure 7,
corresponding to the Three Quarter Chord Inducer Inlet Kistler pressure measurement,
several strong discrete components show up in the WBD PSD. This indicates that
wide-band modulation phenomenon indeed exists in the high frequency noise floor. In
other words, cavitation is present in this test, and the rotational periodic components
modulate with collapse bubble noise generating a unique WBM high-frequency noise
floor. The demodulated WBD signal thus recovers these hidden discrete components.
Moreover an interesting phenomenon is present in this wide-band demodulation result.
Notice that this WBD PSD of figure 7 has a strong 2N component and relatively
weaker IN, 3N and 4N components. Would this be an indication of an alternate-blade
cavitation condition in which case cavitation bubbles only attach to two diagonally
opposite blades of the four-blade inducer? In the following section, a WBD signal will
be used not only to detect the presence of cavitation, but it will also allow us to monitor




[61 WBD SIGNAL FOR INDUCER TEST LEG WATER FLOW
In this section, WBD analysis for Inducer Test Leg (ITL) water flow test data is
performed and cavitation condition predictions are compared to actual cavitation
conditions visually monitored during the test. The actual cavitation conditions can be
easily recognized in the video taken using a flow visualization device. Also in this
testing, ordinary PSD already accurately reflect cavitation conditions since the testing is
conducted in a laboratory environment which isolates the hydrodynamic effects.
Therefore, the accuracy and effectiveness of the WBD signal for cavitation monitoring
can best be verified using this water flow test data.
Figure 8 shows a regular PSD isopiot taken from a Kistler pressure measurement from
Inducer Test Leg (ITL) Water Flow Test ITL-173. At the beginning of the test, one
can clearly visualize from the video information that there are cavitation bubbles
attached to each of the four inducer blades (four-blade cavitation). Then at a later
time, around S+69s, two alternating bubbles out of the original four disappear. This
indicates that the original four-blade cavitation condition has changed into alternate-
blade cavitation. Later on at S+92s, the cavitation phenomenon totally disappears.
This cavitation condition change is indeed accurately reflected by the raw PSD isoplot
of figure 8. At the beginning of the test when the inducer is experiencing four-blade
cavitation, the 4N PSD component is dominant. At S+69s, when the inducer begins
experiencing alternate-blade cavitation, the 4N component diminishes while the 2N
component starts to grow and dominate. Finally when all cavitation phenomenon
disappears at S+92s, both the 2N and 4N components diminish. Therefore, in this
particular case under isolated laboratory environment, the traditional raw PSD is
already accurately monitoring the cavitation condition.
Figure 9-a and 9-b are the ordinary PSDs of the raw signal and high-pass filtered signal
of the Kistler measurement with a maximum frequency 50 KHz. In this high-pass
filtered version, all the low frequency discrete components under 5000 Hz are
removed. WBD will be performed based on the wide-band high frequency noise floor
of figure 9-b. Figure 10-a shows the 5 Khz raw data PSD at the beginning of the test,
S+0s. The 4N component is dominant since the four bubble regions due to four-blade
cavitation are generating a four pulse per revolution pressure fluctuation. Figure 10-b
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shows the corresponding 5 Khz WBD PSD. This WBD PSD recovers several discrete
components with the 4N component being the dominant one. This WBD PSD indeed
correctly reflects the fact that the inducer is experiencing four-blade cavitation at the
beginning of the test.
Figures ll-a and ll-b are the raw data and the WBD PSDs at S+69s when the four-
blade cavitation changes into alternate-blade cavitation. The dominant peak of the
WBD signal has now changed from 4N to 2N, which again correctly reflects actual
cavitation condition changes the inducer experiences.
Figure 12 shows the corresponding PSD isoplot of the WBD signal. This time-
frequency energy distribution agrees quite well with the regular raw data PSD
isoplot and correctly monitors the cavitation condition change. However, when
dealing with data from real world cases such as_ flight or hot firing tests rather
than an isolated laboratory environment, a raw data PSD will reflect
contributions from other effects (e.g. rotor and structural dynamics) other than
just the hydrodynamic cavitation effects. These multiple contributions will
make it difficult to identify the existence of cavitation or monitor cavitation
condition changes. In this case, the WBD signal becomes an effective tool for
cavitation monitoring.
[7] WBD SIGNAL FOR ATD E8 TEST
In this section, two different ATD E8 tests are discussed and analyzed using the WBD
signal. In the first example (test E8-161), ATD HPOTP vibration levels are nominal.
While during the test of the second example (test E8-162), an early test rig red-line
cutoff occurred due to high synchronous vibration level. A WBD analysis is performed
in order to determine if any significant discrepancy in the dynamic characteristics
associated with cavitation condition existed between these two tests.
ATD TEST E8-161: NO HIGH SYNC VIBRATIQN CUTOFF
Figure 13 shows the raw PSD isoplot from Three Quarter Chord Inducer Inlet Kistler
pressure measurement data taken during test E8-161. The time frame spans two
different power levels, 104% and 111%. Throughout the test, the 4N component is
dominant. However, immediately after the power level ramp up to 111%, the 2N
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component starts to grow but remains smaller than the 4N component. Notice that, the
IN component was never re.ally strong as compared to the 2N and 4N components.
Figure 14-a shows the composite RMS tracking time history of this Kistler
measurement. The overall vibration level is getting stronger toward the end of the test.
However, since the vibration level of the 1N component never exceeds the red-line
level, early test rig cutoff never occurs in this test. Figure 14-b and 14-c show the raw
PSD and band-pass filtered PSD of the Kistler transducer with a maximum frequency
of 50 Khz. Information relating to the cavitation condition as experienced by the
inducer is contained in the wide-band high frequency noise floor of figure 14-c, and
will be recovered from the WBD signal.
Figure 15-a and 15-b are the 5 Khz raw and WBD PSDs of the Kistler measurement at
104% rated power level (RPL) . The raw PSD picks up moderate N, 2N, 3N
responses and a strong 4N component. Since the 4N component is the dominant
component, the raw PSD indicates the possible existence of four-blade cavitation.
Since the WBD PSD of figure 15-b clearly shows a dominant 4N component, it verifies
that cavitation does exist and is indeed four-blade cavitation.
Figure 16-a and 16-b show the raw data and W'BD PSDs at 111% power level. The
raw data PSD picks up a weak N, a stronger 2N, and a dominant 4N component. It
now becomes more difficult to identify whether the inducer is experiencing alternate-
blade or four-blade cavitation just from this raw PSD. Since the WBD PSD only picks
up a strong 2N component and some weak harmonics of 2N, cavitation has changed
from a four-blade cavitation condition at 104% power level into an alternate-blade
cavitation at 111% power level. This cavitation condition change is not at all obvious
judging from its raw PSD. This is because other sources such as the ordinary linear 4N
blade-passage pressure wave are corrupting the raw data. The WBD PSD isoplot in
figure 17 clearly shows this cavitation condition change. Before the power level
change, 4N is weak but is still the dominating one. But right after the power level
change, the 2N component immediately takes over and becomes the strongest
component.
Notice that there exist some similarities between the cavitation conditions of this E8-
161 test and the Inducer Test Leg (ITL) water flow test example discussed in the
previous section. In both of these tests, WBD PSD all present a dominant 4N
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component as an indication of four-blade cavitation, and a dominant 2N component as
an indication of alternate-blade cavitation. Another significant similarity is that the IN
component of their WBD PSDs was almost non-existent. Generally speaking, the
regular raw PSD of a dynamic measurement will always pick up a relatively strong
sync frequency component since IN is the fundamental driving force in the dynamic
system. A IN presence in raw PSD data is considered to be normal unless its
amplitude becomes too large. However, the presence of a sync frequency component
in a WBD PSD would indicate an asymmetrical or unbalanced cavitation distribution.
Such an asymmetric cavitation bubble distribution might create additional shaft
unbalance forces and cause a high synchronous vibration.
ATD TEST E8-162: WITH HIGH SYNC VIBRATION INDUCED EARLY
CUTOFF
During the ATD HPOTP test E8-162, early red-line cutoff occurred due to high level
sync vibration. Figure 18 shows the raw PSD isoplot of the HPOTP Inducer Inlet
Kistler measurement. The 4N component is clearly the dominant throughout the test.
Originally the IN component is relatively weak, but at around S +25.2s, its amplitude
starts to grow rapidly and turns into a strong sync vibration ultimately leading to an
early test rig cutoff.
Figure 19-a shows the composite RMS tracking time history from an ATD HPOTP
strain gauge measurement. Right before the cutoff, there is a small jump in RMS
amplitude directly followed by a rapid amplitude growth resulting in a high vibration
cutoff of the test rig. Figure 19-b shows the high-pass filtered raw data PSD in which
the wide-band high frequency noise floor is used for wide-band demodulation.
Figures 20-a and 20-b are the raw data and WBD PSDs of the Kistler measurement.
Unlike the previous cases, a strong 1N component starts to show up in the WBD PSD.
The presence of this strong IN component is the most distinctive feature between this
high-vib test and test E8-161 along with the ITL water flow test both without high
synchronous vibration. The WBD PSD isoplot in figure 21 shows more clearly this
cavitation condition change. Originally, the 2N component is dominant and is an
indication of alternate-blade cavitation. Later on at S+23.5s, the IN component starts
to grow rapidly and then diminishes again. About half second later, high synchronous
vibration occurs and leads to test rig cutoff. The cavitation-generated WBD signature
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indeed shows some peculiar condition change right before the high-vib event. Whether
this peculiar WBD signature change is directly related to the follow-on high
synchronous vibration acting as a precursor is yet to be determined. Further research is
currently in work•
[81 CONCLUDING REMARKS
When cavitation occurs, the periodic shaft rotational components will amplitude
modulate the wide-band noise generated from collapsing cavitation bubbles. This wide-
band modulation will make the periodic component become undetectable in the raw
PSD of its dynamic measurement signal. However, this special phenomenon provides
a unique signature for cavitation detection and monitoring• By using the WBD
technique, the hidden periodicity can be recovered from a wide-band high frequency
noise signal. The resulting WBD PSD can better indicate cavitation condition changes
as compared to an ordinary raw data PSD. Some observations are summarized below:
• Vibration data taken from Inducer Test Leg water flow tests have verified that such
cavitation-generated WBM phenomenon does exist in its dynamic signal. In
addition, the hidden periodicity recovered from its WBD signal correctly identifies
the cavitation condition changes during the test.
Some similarities exist between the ITL water flow test and ATD test E8-161 of
which neither experienced a high vibration cutoff. During these two tests, WBD
PSDs show a dominant 4N component as an indication of four-blade cavitation and a
dominant 2N component as an indication of alternate-blade cavitation. Most
importantly, the WBD PSD 1N components for both tests are almost non-existent.
A strong sync frequency component in a WBD PSD would indicate an asymmetrical
or unbalanced cavitation distribution which generates additional shaft unbalancing
force.
• Unlike the cavitation conditions observed in water flow testing and the E8-161 test, a
strong WBD PSD IN component is observed during ATD test E8-162, in which
strong synchronous vibrations led to an early test-rig red-line cutoff. This strong
WBD IN component is the most distinctive feature between this test with high sync




• The WBD technique discussed in this section suffers from a severe limitation. Since
the hidden periodicity is recovered from the envelope signal of a high frequency
wide-band noise floor, any discrete components present in this high frequency
region of the raw signal will generate false discrete peaks in the WBD signal
pretending to be recovered hidden periodicities. This limitation may not be so
critical in an isolated environment such as during laboratory testing where no
discrete component shows up in high frequency region. But it would be a critical
limitation in dealing with static firing of flight data in which many other vibration
sources will contribute all kinds of high frequency components that corrupt the
WBD signal. Attempts to remove such high frequency interference by using
bandpass and adaptive filtering have been attempted. However, only a limited
degree of success was achieved for a few simple cases. This procedure is tedious
and inefficient, and it is difficult to be automated. Development of an efficient and
effective method for wide-band demodulation without such a discrete-interference
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Anomaly Identification for Space Shuttle Main Engine Diagnostics
Jen Jong
Jess Jones, Preston Jones, Thomas Zoiladz
Thomas Coffin
Turbomachinery fault detection and diagnosis represents a significant technical
challenge in the aeronautics, transportation, and power industry. A reliable health
monitoring system can prevent catastrophic failures and costly down time due to false
alarms. As computer information processing technology continues to advance, the
major challenge associated with machinery monitoring and diagnosis is shifting from
how to obtain machinery, vibration data to methods of information extraction and
interpretation. Therefore, the incorporation of intelligent information processing
capability, has become invaluable to the machinery diagnostic process. Such an element
can provide valuable dynamic information regarding the machine operational condition
and greatly improve system reliability.
During the developmem of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), significant
progress has been made in both the NASA and aerospace communities toward
performance of the fault diagnostic function in instrumentation, modeling, and signal
analysis techniques, in order to enhance the safety and reliability of Space Shuttle
operations. A hierarchy of Anomaly Identification (AI) techniques for mechanical
signature analysis has been developed to process and identify intelligent information
hidden in a measurement signal which is often unidentifiable using conventional signal
analysis methods. The AI methods can better identify well-hidden defect symptoms as
well as false-alarm signatures. Within the SSME as well as other propulsion
environments, dynamic measurements suffer from severe noise contamination
associated with fluid flow, combustion processes, structural resonance, couplings,
modulation.s, and other unknown mechanisms. Whenever an anomaly is detected, the
AI function must determine if such anomaly is associated with a false-alarm or true
defect signature. It will perform a detailed analysis and verification through the AI
techniques. The ultimate effectiveness of this AI technology will depend upon its
ability to optimally era'act available machinery operational state information from a
monitoring signal. A number of techniques have been developed and applied to SSME
hot-firing test and flight data, and they appear to be highly promising for failure
analysis and detection in other complex machinery applications.
Bi-spectral analysis is illustrated to identify the existence of amplitude modulation
(quadratic correlation) among spectral components. The characteristics of such

quadratic interactions are usually reflected in its coherent phase relationship. It has
been applied to identify, the quadratic phenomenon of a synchronousfrequency
componentmodulatedby thecagefrequencycomponentsin a ball bearingsystem.
Tri-spectrum analysis identifies cubic correlation among four different spectral
components. A special caseof its application is to identify,whether anapparent side-
band structure is really due to modulationor not. Sucha sideband structureis another
commonly observednonlinear defect signature. A typical example is a bearing cage
frequency,componentperiodically excitesastructure modeat its natural frequency.
The hyper-coherence function was developed to detect the correlation between
synchronousfrequencycharacteristicsand any harmonic component. A major benefit
is to determine whether an apparent harmonic in a complex vibration signal is
correlated with the fundamentalor causedby extraneousnoise. This analysishas been
extended to a time-domain algorithm (hyper-coherencefiltering) for the extraction of
period signalsin noisydata.
The generalized hyper-coherence,more recently applied, permits estimation of the
nonlinear correlation betweena selectedfrequency (e.g.,shaft speed)and an arbitrary
frequencycomponent.The spectral componentsto be identified by higherorder spectra
are required to satisfy,certain frequencycombinations (e.g., the sum of arguments is
zero). However, in manysituations, we wish to identify,the correlationbetween two
arbitrary frequency components that do not satisfy any such requirements. The
generalizedhyper-coherence(GHC) wasdevelopedto dealwith this situation.
A Modified Wigner Distribution has proven useful in resolving time-frequency
characteristics of highly nonstationary data typical of engine starmp, cutoff, and
throttling. The technique effectively suppresses the spurious spectral peaks inherent
with the standard Wigner spectrum for a signal with multiple frequency components.
This paper reviews some recent AI methodologies for mechanical fault detection and
identification. We briefly summarize the analytical basis for the above algorithms.
Practical application of the methods is then demonstrated through the evaluation of
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This document is an updated version of a previously published report I on the vibration
level statistics of the Phase II High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopumps (HPOTP) at different
power levels. The purpose of this document was to evaluate if a significant change has
occurred in the vibration statistics since the last report was published in November 1987.
Both the mean or average value and standard deviation do not indicate a significant change
other than what would be expected from random chance for both the synchronous and
composite vibration levels of the HPOTP. The updated version now includes 1217
measurements at the 100-percent power level, while the previous data base contained 429,
or an increase of 788 in sample size. The average pump end vibration level changed from
1.33 Grins to 1.45 Grins, or 0.12, which is not considered significant. The standard
deviation increased from 0.67 to 0.85, which also is not significant. On the turbine end
measurements, the change was slightly less--from 1.23 to 1.28 Grmsmwith a change of
the standard deviation from 0.56 to 0.68, which is also not significant. The composite
levels, however, did indicate a slight decrease, which could be attributed to a decrease in
the noise floor of the measurements. Additional analysis will be required to verify this
hypothesis. A comparison of the calculated statistics in reference 1 is shown in Figures 1
through 4, with the updated statistics shown in Figures 5 through 8.
Again, for this study (for comparison with the reference 1 data base) only valid data from
Phase II turbopumps that operated under normal conditions was included. Therefore,
questionable data points (excessive noise, etc.), early cutoff, high running main impellors
(0307 series of pumps), and pump S/N 2412 were deleted from this data base. However,
including these pumps with the large data base presently available would still not
significantly change the calculated statistics (mean and standard deviation). For studies that
require information other than normal operational conditions (i.e., extreme values, higher
moments, etc.), the complete data base should be utilized.
1Swanson, W.L. "Statistical Analysis of Vibration Levels on the SSME Turbopumps; Volume I,
Calculation of RMS Overlay Vibration Levels for the SSME Phase II High Pressure Oxidizer




Section 2 contains plots of the cumulative distribution, probability density or histogram,
and a table of the mean and standard deviation for each test stand. Power levels analyzed
for this report include 65 percent, I00 percent, 104 percent, and 109 percent. Sufficient
data was not available to perform a statistical analysis at 111 percent or the other power
levels (i.e., 80 percent, 90 percent, ¢tc.) although some data is available in the Diagnostic
Data Base at these power levels. Section 3 contains pl.o_.s,of the FASCOS vibration levels
(PBP 45-2, PBP 135-I, and PBP 135-3) utilized for flight vibration monitoring. The
synchronous vibration levels are comparable to the RASCOS measurements, although
FASCOS composite vibration levels arc slighdy lower since the cut-off triter is set at 800
Hz for thesc measurements, as opposed to 1000 Hz. A comparison of the RASCOS and
FASCOS measurements are shown in Figures 9 and i0. The small differences noted from
this study do not warrant any change in the overlay plots and/or green-run specifications
for the SSME HPOTP at this time. Studies will continue on more sophisticated methods to
evaluate the significance and/or comparison of data groups using recently received PC
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This document is an updated version of a previous study of the vibration level statistics for
the Low Pressure Fuel Turbopumps (LPFTP) at different power levels. The previous
unpublished work was to evaluate the green-run specifications and establish an overlay plot
for data evaluation comparison, including all LPFP and LPFT vibration data in the
Diagnostic Data Base up to December 1987.
Figures 1 through 4 compare the previous vibration data with the data rolled into the data
base from December 1987 to June 1990. No significant change is noted for the
synchronous data groups. However, the composite levels, especially at 104% power level,
may contain some outliers that will require further checking to ensure that a valid data base
was utilized for the previous (December 1987) study. Figures 5 through 8 are the statistical
data for the total data group, which is more applicable for comparison with future
individual measurements and/or data groups.
Sections 2 and 3 contain plots of the synchronous and composite (50 to 1000 Hz)
cumulative distribution, probability density or histogram, and a table of the mean, standard
deviation for each individual measurement location for each test stand and data group.
Section 4 is a listing of the present SSME Diagnostic Data Directory, and Section 5
contains plots and tabulations of the synchronous frequency versus power level calculated
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This document is an updated version of previously published reports(1,2) on the vibration
statistics of the Phase II High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopumps (HPOTP) at different power
levels. The purpose of this document is to evaluate and document any significant change
that has occurred in the vibration statistics since the last reports were published in
November 1987 and June 1990. This report will also update and provide additional values
(2N, 3N, 4N, etc) for overlay plots in the data analysis routines.
The first two moments---the mean (average value) and the standard deviation (variance)---
do not indicate a significant change other than what would be expected fi'om random chance
for both the synchronous and composite (50-1000 Hz) vibration levels of the HPOTP. The
updated version now includes 1796 measurements at the 100% power level, an increase of
579 from the June 1990 document. A comparison of the calculated statistics in references 1
and 2 are shown in Figures 1 through 6, with the updated statistics shown in Figures 7
through 11. The statistics for power levels at 63 percent and 64 percent and harmonics of
synchronous (2N, 3N, and 4N) are also included in this document.
For the previous studies only valid data from Phase II turbopumps that operated under
normal conditions were included in the data base analysis. Therefore, questionable data
points (excessive noise, etc), early cutoff, high running main impellors and extreme
outliers were not utilized. However, including these pumps or tests with the large data
base presently available would still not significantly change the calculated statistics (mean
and standard deviation). For studies that require information other than normal operational
conditions (i.e., extreme values, higher moments, etc), the complete data base should be
utilized. For this analysis, turbopumps with damping seals were defined as Phase rl
turbopumps since, during the development phase testing of the Phase II turbopumps, not
all pumps contained the final design components during some of the tests.
Sections 2 through 8 contain plots of the cumulative distribution and probability density or
histogram and a table of the mean and standard deviation for each test stand. The classical
gamma function provides a convenient smoothing operation and computational method for
evaluating the cumulative distribution of the data and is shown as an overlay on the plots.
With the exception of one set of 4N plots and mean vibration levels below 0.5 Grins, the
gamma distribution shows excellent fit to the measured data. At the low vibration levels, a
smaller bin size should be used to analyze the data. Power levels analyzed for this report
include 63 percent, 64 percent, 65 percent, 100 percent, 104 percent, and 109 percent.
Sufficient data was not considered available to perform a statistical analysis at 111 percent
or the other levels( i.e., 80 percent, 90 percent, etc.) although data is available in the
Diagnostic Data Base at these power levels. Sections 7 and 8 contain plots of the FASCOS
vibration levels (PBP RAD 45-2, PBP RAD 135-1, and PBP RAD 135-3) utilized for
flight vibration monitoring. A slight increase from the previous study (approximately 0.25
Grms) was noted in the statistics tbr the composite FASCOS vibration levels (Figure 5).
However, this is not considered significant since a much smaller increase (approximately
0.15 Grins) was noted for the synchronous levels (Figure 6). Studies will continue on
1 Swanson, W. L. "Statistical Analysis of Vibration Levels on the SSME Turbopumps: Volume 1,
Calculation of R.MS Overlay Vibration Levels for SSME Phase II High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopumps."
Wyle Laboratories technical memorandum TM 68101-20, November 1987.
2 Swanson, W.L. "Statistical Analysis of SSME Turbopump Vibration Levels: Part I, High Pressure




more sophisticated methods to evaluate the significance and/or compare different size data
groups using recently received PC software (e.g., SYSTAT, IGOR statistical packages).
Confidence intervals could be calculated based upon the Student t and Chi Squa_ methods
but are not included in this report. Additional study will be required to demrmine what
degree of freedom applies to the data sample (number of pumps, with or without revisions,
number of tests, total data sample, etc). Depending on the selection of the degree of
freedom, a very wide variation can be obtained for the confidence interval, which places
very little confidence in the confidence interval calculations.
Sections 9, 10, and 11 are included for reference. Section 9 is a listing of the tests, date of
test, test duration, turbopump serial number, and the power levels where data is available
from the Diagnostic Data Base program. Section 10 provides the synchronous frequency
of the SSME turbopumps versus power levels, and Section 11 is a listing of the program
written for calculation of the Gamma Cumulative Distribution Function. A bin size of 0.01
















HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOX PBP (PHASE II)
COMPOSITE Grins LEVELS
65% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 1.45 0.36 II0
JUN. 1990 1.33 0.34 493
JUN. 1992 1.39 0.54 635
100% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 3.15 0.91 429
JUN. 1990 2.92 0.88 1217
JUN. 1992 2.91 0.86 1796
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 3.77 1.12 290
JUN. 1990 3.43 1.09 944
JUN. 1992 3.29 1.03 1426
I
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 4.63 1.71 171
JUN. 1990 3.73 1.35 599
JUN. 1992 3.52 1.22 961
Figure I.Historical StatisticalData Comparison of RASCOS HPOTP




HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOX PBP (PHASE II)
SYNCHRONOUS Grins LEVELS
65% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 0.36 0.16 110
JUN. 1990 0.36 0.17 493
JUN. 1992 0.36 0.15 635
100% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 1.33 0.67 429
JUN. 1990 1.45 0.85 1217
JUN. 1992 1.51 0.85 1796
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 1.67 0.69 290
JUN. 1990 1.77 0.89 944
JUN. 1992 1.76 0.92 1426
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 1.59 0.88 171
JUN. 1990 1.64 0.87 599
JUN. 1992 1.63 0.90 961
Figure 2.Historical StatisticalData Comparison of RASCOS HPOTP




HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOX TURB (PHASE II)
COMPOSITE Grins LEVELS
65% PWI. AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 1.91 0.72 74
JUN. 1990 1.56 0.52 330
JUN. 1992 1.61 0.65 445
100% PWI. AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 2.85 0.63 284
JUN. 1990 2.70 0.73 795
JUN. 1992 2.71 0.75 1204
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 3.13 0.57 192
JUN 1990 2.95 0.73 620
JUN. 1992 2.89 0.76 976
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 3.56 0.90 114
JUN. 1990 3.11 0.79 402
JUN. 1992 3.04 0.73 670
Figure 3. Historical StatisticalData Comparison of RASCOS FIPOTP







65%PWL AVERAGE STDDEV NBRDATASAMPLE
NOV.1987 0.26 0.13 74
JUN.1990 0.24 0.11 330
6UN. 1992 0.25 0.12 445
100% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 1.23 0.56 284
JUN. 1990 1.28 0.68 795
JUN. 1992 1.25 0.65 1204
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 1.42 0.54 192
JUN. 1990 1.44 0.73 620
JUN. 1992 1.41 0.75 976
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NSR DATA SAMPLE
NOV. 1987 1.41 0.69 114
JUN. 1990 1.31 0.66 402
JUN. 1992 1.32 0.68 670
Figure 4. Historical StatisticalData Comparison of RASCOS HPOTP







65%PWL AVERAGE STDDEV NBRDATASAMPLE
JUN.1990 0.85 0.30 283
JUN.1992 0.96 0.56 412
DIFFERENCE 0.11 0.26 129
I00%PWL AVERAGE STDDEV NBRDATASAMPLE
JUN.1990 1.92 0.67 559
JUN.1992 2.19 0.77 897
DIFFERENCE 0.27 0.1 338
104%PWL AVERAGE STDDEV NBRDATASAMPLE
JUN.1990 2.20 0.70 481
JUN.1992 2.42 0.81 703
DIFFERENCE 0.22 0.11 222
109%PWL AVERAGE STDDEV NBRDATASAMPLE
JUN.1990 2.26 0.63 311
JUN.1992 2.51 0.80 448
DIFFERENCE 0.25 0.17 137





HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
FASCOS LOX PBP (PHASE II)
SYNCHRONOUS Grins LEVELS
65% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV
NBR DATA SAMPLE'
JUN. 1990 0.34 0.19 283
JUN. 1992 0.35 0.16 412
DIFFERENCE 0.01 -0.03 129
I00% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE'
JUN. 1990 1.24 0.77 559
dUN. 1992 1.36 0.78 897
DIFFERENCE O.12 0.01 338
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
dUN. 1990 1.50 0.78 481
JUN. 1992 1.61 0.85 703
DIFFERENCE 0.11 0.07 222
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
dUN. 1990 1.39 0.76 311
JUN. 1992 1.55 0.82 448
DIFFERENCE 0.16 0.06 137
Figure 6. Historical StatisticalData Comparison of FASCOS HPOTP




STATISTICAL DATA SSME PBP HPOTP
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (HPOTP) ! i i
tRASCOS PBP 45-1, 45-3, 135-2, 225 ! .,
COMPOSITE I.. 63% ,' 64% ! 65% i 100% !I 104% . I09%
Mean ! 1.27i 1.31 i 1.39 i 2.91t 3.29 3.52
Std Dev ! 0.30i 0.38! 0.54 0.86 1.03 1.22
Data Sample 233! 230i 635 1796 1426 961
I-Sigma 1.571 1.69 1.93 3.77i 4.32 4.74
5.96
2-SIgm a I.87_ 2.07 2.47 4.63 5.35
3-Sigma 2.17i 2.45i 3.01L 5.49p, 6.38 7.18
50% Gamma 1.25,, 1.27] 1.32! 2.831 3.18 3.38
90% Gamma 1.671 1.81! 2.11 4.05 4.66 5.15
2.07 _ 2.35 2.94 5.271 6.15 6.9699% Gamma I I
I d I






Std Dev 0.11i 0.121 0.15











65% 100% 104% 109%





3.432-Sigma 0.66 3.21 3.60
3-Sigma 0.81 4.06 4.52 4.33
50% Gamma 0.34 1.35 1.60 1.47
90% Gamma 0.56 2.65 2.99 2.84
99% Gamma 0.80 4.15 4.57 4.41
I
Figure 7. StatisticalVibration Data HPOTP PBP RAD




STATISTICAL DATA SSME PBP HPCTP
i : !
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (HPOTP)








1oo% i 1o4% ! 1o9%
i
0.19 0.19 0.23 0.77 1.131 1.01
Std Dev 0.08 0.08 O.12 0.46 0.70 0.61
233 230 635 1796 1426 961)ata ,Sample
I-Sigma 0.27 0.27 0.35 I.23 1.83 I.62
0.35 0.47 1.69 2.53 2.230.35
0.43 2.15i3-Sigma 0.43 0.59 3.23 2.84
I
50% Gamma O.18 O.18 0.21 0.68 0.99 0.89
90% Gamma 0.30 0.30 0.39 139! 2.07 1.83
P
_9% Gamma 0.42 0.42 0.60 2.22i 3.35 2.93
I I
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (HPOTP)
RASCOS PBP 45-1,45-3, 135-2,225




0.87Mean 0.21 0.82 1.06,
Std Day O.15 0.29 0.48: 0.46
233! 230i 635 1796 1426 961Data Sample
I i
l-Sigma 0.21! 0.21 0.36 1.11 1.54_ 1.33
2-Sigma 0.26i 0.26 0.51 1.40. 2.02_ I.79
3-Sigma _ 0.311 0.31 ! 0.66 1.69 2.50 2.25
50% Gamma 0.18 0.79 0.99_ 0.79
0.41 1.21 1.70 1.49
o.15i o.151
o.23t o.23i90% Gamma
99% Gamma 0.301 0.301 0.71 1.64 2.48 2.28
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (HPOTP) I









o981 ,I,i 656 639 5.23
0.6, 0.591 2.74 2.77 2.71
230 i 6351 1834 14.24 940
1.59' 1.701 9.30 9.16 7.94
2.20i 2.291 12.04 II.93 10.65
14.70 13.367-Sigma 2.81! 2.88i 14.78
50% Gamma 0.84] 0.86[ 1.011 6.18 5.99 4.77
90% Gamma 1.901 10.22, I0.I0 8.86
99% Gamma 14.521 13.492.921 14.55
_.681 _.8oI
2.66t 2.92I
Figure 8. StatisticalVibration Data HPOTP RASCOS PBP RAD




STATISTICAL DATA SSME HPOT HPSTP
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (HPOTP) !






1o4% ICOMPOSITE i 63% 'i 64% i 65% 109%
Mean i 1.401 1.43 1.61i 2.71 2.89i 3.04
Std Dev i 0.44 0.45t 0.65 0.75 0.761 0.73
Data Sample i 169! 167 445 1204 976i 670
I-Sigma ! 1.841 1.88 2.26 3.46 3.65 3.77
2-SIgm a 2.28 2.33 2.91 4.21 4.41 4.50
3-Sigma 2.721 2.78 3.56 4.96 5.17 5.23
50% Gamma 1.35i 1.38 1.52 2.64 2.82 2.98
90% Gamma 1.991 2.03 2.48 3.70 3.90 4.00
2.68 3.49 4.75 4.94 4.99
I I
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP(HPOTP)
RASCOS HPOT RAD 45,90, 135
SYNCH i 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.16 0.16 0.25 1.25 1.32
0.09 0.12Std Dev 0.650.08
1.41
0.75 0.68
Data Sample 169 167 445 1204 976 670
I-Sigma 0.24 0.25 0.37 1.90 2.16 2.00




50% Gamma 0.15 0 141 0.23
90% Gamma I 0.27 0.28 0.41 2.12
99% Gamma i 0.40 0.441 0.61 3.23















STATISTICAL DATA SSME HPOT HPOTP
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (HPOTP)
RASCOS HPOT RAD 45, 90, 135 i




























2-Si gma I 0.28 0.29 0.40 2.21 2.38
3-Sigma i 0.341 0.35 0.49 2.82 , 2.96
'50% Gamma 0.151 0.16 0.21 0.87 1.151 1.13
0.24 i 0.25 0.34 1.81 2.09 2.00
0.33! 0.34 0.48 2.92 3.16 2.96
I I











RASCOS HPOT RAD 45, 90, 135
3*SYNCH ! 63% I 64%




























50% Gamma I 0.181
90% Gamma 0.25





,HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (HPOTP)
RASCOS HPOT RAD 45,90, 135
4*SYNCH 63% ! 64% 65% 100%
Mean 0.43 0.51 1.630.421 2.63 3.94
Std Dev 0.20i 0.21 0.23 0.86 1.5 2.03
Data Sample i 169 167 445 1248 973 655
0.64 0.74 2.49 5.97! 0.62!I-Sigma
2-Sigma I 0.82 _ 0.85 0.97 3.35
3-Sigma 1.02 1.06 1.20 4.21
50% Gamma 0.39 0.40 0.48 1.48
90% Gamma 0.69 0.71 0.82 2.78
1.1999% Gamma 1.o21 I.o6
Figure 10. StatisticalVibration Data HPOTP RASCOS













I ! _ i i
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (HPOTP) ; i
















-StdDev 0.21 0.56 0.77 0.81 0.80
)ata Sample 172 172 412 897 703 448
I-Sigma 0.92 0.95 1.52 2.96 3.23 3.31
2-Sigma 1.12 1.16 2.08 _ 4.04 4.11
3-Si gma 1.32 1.37 2.64 4.5.0.._ 4.85 4.73
50= Gamma 0.70 0.72 0.85 _.i0-']" 2.33 2.43
0.99 1.02
99% Gamma 1.26 1.31
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP(HPOTP) I
FASCOS PBP 45-2, 135-I, 135-2 [
;YNCHRONOUS 63%1 64%i 65% I00% 104% 109%




















3-Sigma 0.57 0.61 0.83 3.70 4.16
50% Gamma 0.22 0.23T 0.33 1.21 1.46
90% Gamma 0.39 0.411 0.56 2.41 2.75
0.5799% Gamma 0611 0.82
Figure 1I.StatisticalVibration Data HPOTP FASCOS PBP _AD
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FOREWORD
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The work was performed under contract NAS8-38156, entitled "Data Analysis and
Diagnostic Evaluation of Space Shuttle Main Engine Dynamic Measurements."
Technical direction, assistance, and maintenance of the Diagnostic Data Base
computer program was provided by J. McBride and S. GaUik of MSFC/ED 23,
with members of BCSS providing the computer output support. This is part II in a
series of reports published and/or in preparation.
Statistical Summary of SSME Turbopump Vibration Levels
• Part I, High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
• Part II, High Pressure Fuel Turbopump
• Part HI, Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
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This document is an updated version of previously published reports 1 on the vibration
statistics of the Phase II High Pressure Fuel Turbopumps (HPFTP) at different power
levels. The purpose of this document is to evaluate and document any significant change
that has occurred in the vibration statistics since the last report was published in June 1990.
This report will also update and provide additional values (2N, 3N, 4N, and PWLs) for
overlay plots in the data analysis routines.
A comparison of the FASCOS vibration levels (HPFP RAD 0, HPFP RAD 174, and
HPFP RAD 186) utilized for fright vibration monitoring are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
When compared to the previously published dam 2 for the first two moments--the mean
(average) and standard deviation (variance)---no significant change was noted except for
what would be expected from random chance. Figure 1 shows the composite (50 to 1000
Hz) and Figure 2 shows the synchronous vibration levels.
An additional historical vibration data trend analysis was also performed for each year from
1987 to the first half of 1992. All available test data in the SSME diagnostic data base was
grouped by pump and turbine end for each power level. Power levels at 100 percent, 104
percent, and 109 percent for the composite (50 to 1000 Hz) and synchronous were
included in the analysis. The results of this study are shown in Figures 3 through 8. The
most significant feature over the past one and a half decades is the steady decrease of the
pump end vibration for both the composite and synchronous data. For the turbine end
measurements, however, the change is much less and could be considered insignificant
when factored by the number of data samples available in the early part of the program.
Figure 9 more clearly illustrates the difference between the pump end and turbine end data
trend at the 100% power level. Since all data was included in this analysis, the results
should not be directly compared to the data from turbopumps under normal operation. The
extreme ourliers (obviously invalid data) was not included, however, but included was data
from early cut-off tests, abnormal operation, etc. For future reference, the SSME
diagnostic data plot output and test input fist for each year are included as an appendix.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the type of analysis that can be easily performed using the data
in the SSME diagnostic data base program. Note the very slight upward trend of the 1992
data when compared to 1991 and 1990. The distribution of the data plotted for each of the
three years is shown in Figure 10, and a different type of plot format is shown in Figure
11. When compared to the previous years, the upward trend is insignificant since the data
shift is only one bin (0.5 Grms) and approximately one half less data samples were
available for 1992. Also, it can be noted that the mean value was not influenced by a
series of higher than usual vibration levels for a series of tests and/or turbopumps.
The next analyses were performed to evaluate and update the values for overlay plots in the
data analysis routines at additional power levels of 63 percent and 64 percent and the
harmonics of synchronous (2N, 3N, and 4N). Selected as the start of the data set, was the
point where the measurement scheme was changed to separate the RASCOS and FASCOS
measurements, which will provide a consistent data set for the analysis. Also, the data set
1Swanson, W.L. "Statistical Analysis of SSME Turbopump Vibration Levels: Part II, High Pressure






corresponds to the time period (1987) where the pump end measurements had stabilized to
a reasonably constant level. Justification and/or validation for not using the total data set
versus the data after 1987 is illustrated in Figure 12. The difference for composite
vibration levels at 100% PWL is less than 0.6 Grins for the mean value and 0.8 for the
standard deviation. Figures 13 through 17 include the 50%, 90%, and 99% values for the
gamma distribution for the noted measurements. A bin size of 0.01 Grins was used to
permit smooth plots and two-place tabulated values.
For the previous study, 3 only valid data from high pressure fuel turbopumps that operated
under normal conditions was included in the the data base. The came criteria were applied
for this analysis. Therefore, questionable data points (e.g., excessive noise), early cutoff,
pseudo 3N (if identifiable), and extreme outliers were not utiEzed. Including these pumps
or tests with the large data base presently available, however, would still not significantly
change the calculated statistics (mean and standard deviation). For studies that require
information other than normal operational conditions (i.e., extreme values, higher
moments, etc), the complete data base should be utilized.
Sections 2 through 8 contain plots of the cumulative distribution, probability density or
histogram, and a table of the mean and standard deviation for each test stand The classical
gamma functiorv--shown as an overlay on the plots--provides a convenient smoothing
operation and computational method for evaluating the cumulative distribution of the data.
With the exception of isolated plots and mean vibration levels below 0.5 Grms, the gamma
distribution shows excellent fit to the measured data. At the low vibration levels, a smaller
bin size should be used to analyze the data. Power levels analyzed for this report include
63 percent, 64 percent, 65 percent, 100 percent, 104 percent, and 109 percent. Sufficient
data was not considered available to perform a statistical analysis at 111 percent or the other
levels (i.e., 80 percent, 90 percent, etc) although data is available in the diagnostic data
base for these power levels. Sections 7 and 8 contain plots of the FASCOS vibration
levels fI-LPFP RAD0, HPFP RAD 174, and HPFP RAD 186) utilized for flight vibration
monitoring. Prom the previous study, a slight increase (approximately 0.25 Grms) was
noted in the statistics for the composite FASCOS vibration levels (Figure 5). However,
this is not considered significant since a much smaller increase (approximately 0.15 Grms)
was noted for the synchronous levels (Figure 6). Studies will continue on more
sophisticated methods of evaluating the significance and/or comparison of different size
data groups using recently received PC software (i.e., SYSTAT, IGOR, and other
statistical packages). Confidence intervals could be calculated based upon the Student t
and Chi Square methods, but they are not included in this report. Additional study will be
required to determine what degree of freedom applies to the data sample (number of
pumps, with or without revisions; number of tests; total data sample; etc). Depending on
the selection of the degree of freedom, a very wide variation can be obtained for the
confidence interval, which places very little confidence in the calculations.
Sections 9, 10, and 11 are included for reference. Section 9 contains a list of the tests, date
of tests, test duration, turbopump serial number, and the power levels, where data is
available, from the diagnostic data base program. Section 10 contains a list of the program
written for calculation of the gamma cumulative distribution function, and Section 11


















HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
FASCOS HPFP RAD O, 174, and 186
COMPOSITE Grins LEVELS
65% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
JUN. 1990 1.11 0.58 286
JUN. 1992 1.22 0.70 458
DIFFERENCE 0.11 0.12 172
100% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
JUN. 1990 2.77 1.i4 566
JUN. 1992 2.86 1.14 884
DIFFERENCE 0.09 0.00 318
i
104% PWL AVERAGE STD'DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
dUN. 1990 3.57 1.44 485
dUN. 1992 3.48 i.34 707
DIFFERENCE -0.09 -0.10 222
i
i
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
JUN. 1990 4.09 1.60 317
JUN. 1992 3.99 1.49 480
DIFFERENCE -0.10 -0.11 163
Figure I. Historical Statistical Data Comparison of FASCOS







65%PWL AVERAGE STDDEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
JUN. 1990 0.71 0.44 286
JUN. 1992 0.79 0.45 458
DIFFERENCE 0.08 0.01 172
i
100% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
JUN. 1990 1.99 1.06 566
JUN. 1992 1.93 1.04 884
D IFFERENCE -0.06 -0.02 318
i
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
JUN. 1990 2.67 1.36 485
JUN. 1992 2.44 1.29 707
DIFFERENCE -0.23 -0.07 222
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
JUN. 1990 2.96 1.46 317
JUN. 1992 2.65 1.42 480
DIFFERENCE -0.31 -0.04 163
Figure 2. Historical Statistical Data Comparison of FASCOS






HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURIqOPUMP 100% PWL
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFP)





























HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP 104% PWL
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP 104% PWL
nclorcl Deviation i
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSUREFUEL TURBOPUMP 109% PWL
Meen Grins VlbrotIo_." Levels
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSUREFUEL TURDOPUIIP 109% PWL
iilf ........................................
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFT)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUIIP I00;
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFT)
















































HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFT)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP 104X PWL
Mean Grms Vlbrotl_ Level
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFT)
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (HPFT)









































HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND ANALYSIS















HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND ANALYSIS
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND DISTRIBUTION (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP 100% PWL
RAS(_0S andiFASCOS HPFP ._AD Measurements
COMPOSITE (SO-IO00 Hz) i i
i
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND DISTRIBUTION (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP 100% PWL
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND DISTRIBUTION (HPFP)
HIfiH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP 100% PWL
YEAR 1991 AND ,,/UN 1992 DATA
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND DISTRIBUTION (HPFP)
HIOH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP 100% PWL
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HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND ANALYSIS (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP I00% PWL
HPFP COMPOSITE _0o% PWL
MEAN VIBRATION L.:EVEL Grins
MEAN FOR EACH _EAR
SINCE AUGUST 197_



























HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND ANALYSIS (HPFP)
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP IOOX PWL
HPFP COMPOSITE _00% PWL
STANDARD DEVIA'I_ION
NNING STD DEV CA[.CULATION
STD DEV FOR EACH YEAR
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STATISTICAL DATA SSME HPFTP
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
RASCOS HPFP RAD 84, 96, 180, ancl90
!COMPOSITE 65% 100% 104% 109%
:Mean 1.46 3.I9 4.03 4.68















6.37! -Sigma 1.97 4.38
2-Sigma 2.48 5.57 7.15 8.06
3-Sigma 2.99 6.76 8.71 9.75
50% Gamma 1.40 3.04 3.83 4.48
90% Gamma 2.14 4.78 6.11 6.93
99% Gamma 2.90 6.59 8.51 9.48
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
RASCOS HPFP RAD 84, 96, 180, and 90
SYN CH 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.54 0.56 0.65 1.61 2.20 2.43
Std Dev 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.88 I.14 I.22
Data Sample 308 312 639 1211 970 664
I-Sigm a 0.86 0.88 1.00 2.49 3.34 3.65
2-Sigma I.18 1.20 1.35 3.37 4.48 4.87
3-Si gm a 1.50 1.52 1.70 4.25 5.62 6.09
50% Gamma 0.48 0.50 0.59 1.45 2.0 i 2.23
90% Gamma 0.97 0.99 I. 12 2.79 3.73 4.07
'99% Gamma 1.54 1.56 1.73 4.32 5.67 6.12
I I





STATISTICAL DATA SSME HPFTP
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL'TURBOPUMP
RASCOS HPFP RAD 84, 96, 180, and 90
2*SYNCH 63% 64% 65%




Std Dev 0.08 0.08 O.11 0.42 0.70 0.57
308 312 639 1211 970 664
l-Sigma 0.30 0.31 0.38
2-Sigma 0.38 0.39 0.49
3-Sigma 0.46 0.47 0.60
50% Gamma 0.21 0.22 . 0.26
90% Gamma 0.33 I 0.34 0.42















RASCOS HPFP RAD 84, 96, 180, and 90
3" S YN C H 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.22 0.22 0.27 -2.69 3.78 3.49
Std Dev 0.08 O.I0 O.15 1.76 2.20 2.07
Data Sample 308 312 639 1211 966 660
I-Sigma 0.30 0.32 0.42 4.45 5.98 5.56
2-Sigma 0.38 0.42 0.57 6.21 8.18 7.63
3-Sigma 0.46 0.52 0.72 7.97 10.38 9.70
50% Gamma 0.21 0.21 0.24 2.32 3.36 3.09
90% Gamma 0.33 0.35 0.47 5.05 6.73 6.27
99% Gamma 0.45 0.52 0.73 8.35 10.66 9.99
I
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
RASCOS HPFPRAD 84, 96, 80, and 90
4iSYNCH 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.99 0.92 0.84 2.07 3.05 3.36
Std Dev 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.92 1.28 1.28
Data Sample 308 312 639 1211 970 664
l-Sigma 1.27 1.20 1.11 2.99 4.33 i 4.64
2-Sigma 1.55 1.48 1.38 3.91 5.61 I 5.92
3-Sigma 1.83 1.76 1.65 4.83 6.89 i 7.20
50% Gamma 0.96 0.89 0.81 1.94 2.87 i 3.20
90% Gamma 1.36 1.29 1.20 3.30 4.76 l 5.07
99% Gamma 1.75 1.69 1.59 4.78 6.78 i 7.03
I
Figure 14. Statistical Vibration Data RASCOS HPFP RAD 84, 96, 180, and 90




STATISTICAL DATA SSME HPFTP
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
RASCOS HPFTRAD90 and 180
COMPOSITE 63% 64% 100% 104% 109%65%
Mean 2.07 2.09 2.22
Std Dev 0.70 0.53 0.59
5.65 6.34 6.32
! .79 1.89 1.77
Data Sample 141 143 286 581 473 3.17
2.77 2.62 2.81 7.44 8.23 8.091-Sigma
2-Sl gma 3.47 3.15 3.40
3-Sigma 4.17 3.68 3.99
1.99 2.05 2.1750% Gamma
90% Gamma 3.00 2.79 3.00












HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
RASCOS HPFT RAD90 and 180
SYN C H 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.87 0.87 0.95 2.17 2.90 2.99
Std Dev 0.58 0.43 0.47 1.04 1.32 1.49
Data Sample 141 143 286 581 473 317
l-Sigma 1.45 1.30 1.42 3.21 4.22 4.48
2-Sigma 2.03 1.73 1.89 4.25 5.54 5.97
7.463-Sigma 2.61 2.16 2.36 5.29 6.86
50% Gamma 0.75 0.80 0.87 2.01 2.70
90% Gamma 1.65 1.45 1.58 3.56 4.67
2.75
4.99
99% Gamma 2.74 2.17 2.37 5.29 6.81 7.49
i p






HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP






























































HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
RASCOS HPFT RAD 90 and 180
3*SYNCH 63% 64% 65% 100% 104%
Mean 0.82 0.82 0.96 3.57 4.37
Std Dev 0.42 0.33 0.36 1.85 2.21
Data Sample 141 143 286 581 471
l-Sigma 1.24 1.15 i 1.32 5.42 6.58
2-Sigma 1.66 1.48 I 1.68 7.27 8.79
13-Sigma 2.08 1.81 i I
: 2.04 i 9.12 11.00
!50% Gamma 0.75 0.78 I 0.92 ! 3.26 4.00
i
90% Gamma 1.38 1.26 ! 1.44 i 6.05 7.33
99% Gamma 2.10 1.78 I 1.99 I 9.21 11.07
I !






















RASCOS HPFT RAD 90 and 180
,4*SYNCH I 63% i 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
I
Mean I 1.06 i 1.07 1.22 : 2.96 3.84 4.06
i
I
Std Dev 0.64 0.36 _ 0 45 1.66 2.I0 2.04
Data Sample 141 143 286 _ 581 473 317
l-Sigma 1.70 143 , 167 i 4.62 5.94 6.10
2-Sigma 2.34 1.79 2.12 i 6.28 8.04 8.14
|
3-Sigma 2.98 2.15 2.57 ,;_ 7.94 10.14 10.18
J
50% Gamma 0.93 1.03 I.17 2.66 3.46 3.72
90% Gamma 1.92 1.55 1.82 5.19 6.66 6.79
99% Gamma 3.08 2.08 2.50 _ 8.11 10.31 10.23
! I !
Figure 16. Statistical Vibration Data RASCOS HPFT RAD 90 and 180




STATISTICAL DATA SSME HPFTP
IHIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
FASCOS HPFPRADO, 174, and 186
COMPOSITE 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 1.03 1.03









Data Sample 228 231 458 884 707 480
1.57 1.58 1.92 4.00 4.82 5.48





2.65 2.68 3.32 6.28 7.50 8.46
0.94 0.93 1.09 2.71 3.31 3.81
1.75 1.77 2.16 4.38 5.27 5.98








FASCOS HPFTRAD O, 174 and 186





Std Dev 0.35 0.35 0.45
Data Sample 228 231 458
l-Sigma 1.01 1.01 1.24
2-Sigma 1.36 1.36 1.69
3-Sigma 1.71 1.71 2.14
50% Gamma 0.60 0.60 0.71










1.73 2.19 5.13 6.39 7.01
I I
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This document is an updated version of a previously published report 1 on the vibration
statistics of the Low Pressure Oxidizer TurboPumps (LPOTP) at different power levels.
The purpose of this document is to evaluate and document any significant change that has
occurred in the vibration statistics since the last report was published in June 1990. This
report will also update and provide additional values (2N, 3N, 4N, and PWLs) for overlay
plots in the data analysis routines.
Figures 1 through 3 compares the first two moments--the mean (average value) and the
standard deviation (variance)---with the previous statistics for the LPOTP. No significant
change is indicated other than what would be expected from random chance. Additional
investigation will be required to explain the slightly lower mean value at 109-percent power
level when compared to the 104-percent power level. The updated statistics are shown in
Figures 4 and 5 for power levels at 63 percent, 64 percent, 65 percent, 100 percent, 104
percent, and 109 percent. The mean, standard deviation; one sigma; three sigma; and 50%,
90%, and 99% gamma are included. An interpretation of the gamma function at 50 percent
is half the data should fall above and half below the listed value. For 90 percent, 10
percent of the data are expected to be above and 90 percent below the listed value. Other
percentage point can be easily calculated using the program listed in section 8. This type of
interpretation for the sigma values is much less accurate since the discrete gamma
cumulative distribution function provides a much better fit to the measured data than a
normal or Gaussian distribution.
For the previous study, 2 only valid data from low pressure oxidizer turbopumps that
operated under normal conditions was included in the the data base analysis. Therefore,
questionable data points (e.g., excessive noise), early cutoff, and extreme outliers were not
utilized. Including these pumps or tests with the large data base presently available,
however, would not significantly change the calculated statistics (mean and standard
deviation). For studies that require information other than normal operational conditions
(i.e., extreme values, higher moments, etc), the complete data base should be utilized.
Sections 2 through 6 contain plots of the cumulative distribution, probability density or
histogram, and a table of the mean and standard deviation for each test stand. The classical
gamma function--shown as an overlay on the plots-- provides a convenient smoothing
operation and computational method for evaluating the cumulative distribution of the data.
For this study, the bin size was changed to 0.20 Grins from the normally used bin size of
0.50 Grms. In most cases, the gamma function provides an excellent fit to the data.
Power levels analyzed for this report include 63, 64, 65, 100, 104, and 109 percent.
Sufficient data was not available to perform a statistical analysis at 111 percent or the other
levels (i.e., 80 percent, 90 percent, etc) although data is available in the diagnostic data
base at these power levels.
Sections 7, 8, and 9 are included for reference. Section 7 contains a list of the tests, date of
tests, test duration, turbopump serial number, and the power levels, where data is
available, from the diagnostic data base program. Section 8 contains a list of the program
1Swanson, W.L. "Statistical Analysis of SSME Turbopump Vibration Levels: Part III, Low Pressure





written for calculation of the gamma cumulative distribution function. A bin size of 0.01
Grms was used to calculate the 50%, 90%, and 99% gamma values listed in Figures 4









HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOW PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (LPOP)
COMPOSITE Grins LEVELS
100% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR I_ATA SAMPLE-
DEC. Ig87 1.57 0.37 630
JUN. 1990 1.48 0.65 313
dUN. 1992 1.51 0.29 464
TOT. DATA BASE 1.51 0.37 1709
I04% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR D'ATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 2.15 0.92 276
dUN. 1990 2.09 0.75 516
JUN. 1992 1.94 0.45 359
TOT. DATA BASE 2.04 0.56 1336
II
,|
I09% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 1.88 0.67 112
JUN. 1990 1.75 0.67 339
JUN. 1992 1.65 0.39 252
TOT. DATA BASE 1.73 0.48 825
fileHISTORY LPOP COMP #2






HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOW PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (LPOP)
SYNCHRONOUS Grins LEVELS
PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 0.17 0.15 313
JUN. 1990 0.22 0.18 630
JUN. 1992 0.21 0.14 464
TOT. DATA BASE 0.20 0.14 1709
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 0.26 0.18 276
JUN. 1990 0.30 0.31 516
JUN. 1992 0.24 0.13 359
TOT. DATA BASE 0.26 0.19 1336
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 0.21 0.11 112
JUN. 1990 0.26 0.24 339
JUN. 1992 0.22 0.13 252
TOT. DATA BASE 0.23 0.12 825
fileHISTORY LPOP SYNCH #2










HISTORICAL STATISTICAL VIBRATION DATA COMPARISON
LPOP COPiPOSITE VIBI_ATION LEVEL_
TOTAL
DATA
....................................... - ............................................ - .......................................... BASL.-.-
L--. __ __i -- :--"- _ _i 2.04Gr'ms
109% PWL __'q-:-: __ : .............. ----4i
....................._................................, ...:__ .................._ .
1ooz F'wL'- i ! i ! i
6-- ..... -_ '_- -- _ 1.51 Grins
_w
,...,,o,_.,T_,O,:oT_ _t,-oo-o,












HISTORICAL STATISTICAL VIBRATION DATA COMPARISON
LPOP SYNCHRONOUS _IBRATION LEVELS
TOTAL
.........................................__ ......................_ --0ACA----
i 0 26 Grins
..o..4.._..p.._ L.__ ...: ....
_ --'.._ _-------_ -- -- _'___ 0.23orm,
1-109%PWLk"'-- i _ i I,
t.................._ T ..._ -_°'_"
1986 1987 ! 988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
YEAR




STATISTICAL DATA SSME LPOTP
LOW PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP
























































3.0499% Gamma 1.70 2.50 3.56
LOW PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP
LPOP RAD 90, LPOP RAD 180, and LPOP RAD 270
SYNCH 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.23 0.23 0.31 0.20 0.26 0.23
StdDev 0.17 0.17 0.21 0.14 0.19 0.12





3-Sigma 0.74 0.74 0.94
50% Gamma 0.19 0.19 0.26
90% Gamma 0.46 0.46









0.99 0.67 0.90 0.60
I
Figure 4. Statistical Vibration Data LPOP RAD 90, LPOP RAD 180, and




STATISTICAL DATA SSME LPOTP
LOW PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP
LPOP RAD 90, LPOP RAD 180, and LPOP RAD 270
2*SYNCH 65% I00%
Mean 0.15 0.16

















I-Slgma 0.20 0.27 0.30 0.31
2-Slgma 0.25 0.38 0.39 0.41
3-Sl gma 0.30 0.49 0.48 0.51
50% Gamma 0.14 0.14 0.20 0.19
90% Gamma 0.22 0.31 0.33 0.34
99% Gamma 0.29 0.53 0.47 0.51
i
LOW PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP
LPOP RAD 90, LPOP RAD 180, and LPOP RAD 270
3*SYNCH 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.26 0.24 0.22 O.13 O.18 O.17
Std Dev 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.08 0.09 0.13
Data Sample 352 352 759 1709 1336 825
I-Sigma 0.38 0.35 0.35 0.21 0.27 0.30






50% Gamma 0.24 0.22 ! 0.19 0.II
i






LOW PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP i



























Std Dev 0.04 0.04 i 0.12 0.II
,.
Data Sample 352 352 1336 825
-Sigma 0.14 0.15 I 0.32 0.27
i
2-Sigma 0.18 0.19 i 0.44 0.38
.,
3-Sigma 0.22 0.23 L 0.56 0.49
50% Gamma 0.09 0.II I 0.18 0.14
l
90% Gamma 0.15 0.16 I 0.36 0.31
99% Gamma 0.58 0.53
Figure 5. Statistical Vibration Data LPOP RAD 90, LPOP RAD 180, and
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This document is an updated version of a previously published report 1 on the vibration
statistics of the Low Pressure Fuel TurboPumps (LPFTP) at different power levels. The
purpose of this document is to evaluate and document any significant change that has
occurred in the vibration statistics since the last report was published in June 1990. This
report will also update and provide additional values (2N, 3N, 4N, and PWLs) for overlay
plots in the data analysis routines.
Figures 1 through 4 compare the first two moments---the mean (average value) and the
standard deviation (variance)--with the previous statistics for the LPFTP. No significant
change is indicated as shown in Figure 5, other than what would be expected from random
chance. The updated statistics are shown in Figures 6 through 9 for power levels at 63, 64,
65, 100, 104, and 109 percent. The mean, standard deviation; one sigma; three sigma; and
50%, 90%, and 99% gamma are included. An interpretation of the gamma function at 50
percent is half the data would be expected to fall above and half below the listed value. For
90 percent, 10 percent of the data should be above and 90 percent below the listed value.
Other percentage point can be easily calculated using the program listed in section 8. This
type of interpretation for the sigma values is difficult since the distributions are skewed.
The discrete gamma cumulative distribution function provides a much better fit to the
measured data than a normal or Gaussian distribution.
For the previous study, 2 only valid data from low pressure fuel turbopumps that operated
under normal conditions was included in the the data base analysis.The same criteria were
applied for this analysis. Therefore, questionable data points (e.g.,excessive noise), early
cutoff, and extreme outliers were not utilized. Included were the 2218, 4001, 9105 and
82106 series of turbopumps, which have a history of above normal vibration levels at some
measurement locations. Including or not including these pumps or tests with the large data
base presently available does not significantly change the calculated statistics (mean and
standard deviation).
Sections 2 through 6 contain plots of the cumulative distribution, probability density or
histogram, and a table of the mean and standard deviation for each test stand. The classical
gamma functiorv--shown as an overlay on the plots---provides a convenient smoothing
operation and computational method for evaluating the cumulative distribution of the data.
In most cases, the gamma function provides an excellent fit to the data. Power levels
analyzed for this report include 63 percent, 64 percent, 65 percent, 100 percent, 104
percent, and 109 percent. Sufficient data was not available to perform a statistical analysis
at 11 ! percent or the other levels (i.e., 80 percent, 90 percent, etc) although data is
available in the diagnostic data base at these power levels.
Sections 7, 8, and 9 are included for reference. Section 7 contains a list of the tests, date of
tests, test duration, turbopump serial number, and the power levels, where data is
available, from the diagnostc data base program. Section 8 contains a list of the program
written for calculation of the gamma cumulative distribution function. A bin size of 0.01
was used to calculate the 50%, 90%, and 99% gamma values listed in Figures 6 through 9
1Swanson, W. L. "Statistical Analysis of SSME Turbopump Vibration Levels: Part IV, Low Pressure





for smooth data plotting and two-place print of the calculated value. Section 9 provides a
plot of the synchronous frequency of the SSME Low Pressure Fuel Turbopump vs power














HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP (LPFTP)
LPFP RAD 150, LPFP RAD 240, and LPFP RAD 330
COMPOSITE Grms LEVELS
PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 4.55 1.94 303
JUN. 1990 4.25 1.33 631
JUN. 1992 4.31 1.42 1680
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 6.09 2.95 254
JUN. 1990 4.85 1.70 516
JUN. 1992 5.22 2.03 1299
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 5.59 2.70 98
JUN. 1990 5.25 1.69 341








HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP (LPFTP)
LPFP RAD 150, LPFP RAD 240, and LPFP RAD 330
SYNCHRONOUS Grins LEVELS
100% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 0.75 0.45 303
dUN. 1990 0.79 0.39 631
dUN. 1992 0.75 0.41 1680
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 1.03 0.62 254
JUN. 1990 1.05 0.69 516
JUN. 1992 0.97 0.59 1299
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 1.03 0.73 98
JUN. 1990 1.17 0.77 341
JUN. 1992 1.06 0.68 773
fileHISTORY LPFP SYNCH






HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP-(LPFTP)
LPFT RAD 180 and LPFT RAD 270
COMPOSITE Grins LEVELS
PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 3.98 1.37 193
JUN. 1990 3.77 1.04 406
JUN. 1992 3.82 1.14 1107
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 N/A N/A 171
JUN. 1990 4.30 1.40 331
JUN. 1992 4.44 1.55 864
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 5.03 1.89 62
JUN. 1990 4.81 1.60 214
JUN. 1992 4.88 1.53 514
fileHISTORY LPFT COMP






HISTORICAL STATISTICAL DATA COMPARISON
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP- (LPFTP)
LPFT RAD 180 and LPFT RAD 270
SYNCHRONOUS Grins LEVELS
100% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 0.97 0.66 193
JUN. 1990 1.12 0.75 406
JUN. 1992 1.07 0.81 1107
104% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 1.50 1.26 171
JUN. 1990 1.73 1.48 331
JUN. 1992 1.57 1.34 864
109% PWL AVERAGE STD DEV NBR DATA SAMPLE
DEC. 1987 1.61 1.36 62
JUN. 1990 2.22 1.76 214













HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND (LPFTP)
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
LPFP RAD 150, LPFP RAD 240, Bnd LPFP RAD 330
Mean Grns Vlbratlor Levels



















HISTORICAL VIBRATION DATA TREND
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
LPFT RAD 180 eriC LPFT RAD 270
(LPFTP)
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STATISTICAL DATA SSME LPF-FP
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP



































50% Gamma 3.00 4.g6
90% Gamma 4.22 7.61
99% Gamma 5.42 10.35
I
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
















Std Dev 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.41 0.59 0.68
Data Sample 351 354 751 1680 1299 773
l-Sigma 0.52 0.53 0.58 1.16 1.56 1.74
0.70 0.71 0.77 1.57 2.15 2.42
3-Sigma 0.88 0.89 0.96
50% Gamma 0.31 i 0.32 0.36




2.01o.89 i 0.96 2.830.9099% Gamma 3.24
Figure 6. Statistical Vibration Data LPFP RAD 150, LPOP RAD 240, and




STATISTICAL DATA SSME LPFTP
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
LPFP RAD 150, LPFP RAD 240, and LPFP RAD 330
2* SYNCH 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.29 0.26 0.29 0.42 0.71 0.77
Std Dev 0.12 0.12 0.15 0.35 0.50 0.60
Data Sample 351 354 751 1680 1299 773
I-Sigma 0.41 0.38 0.44 0.77 1.21 1.37
2-Sigma 0.53 0.50 0.59 1.12 1.71 1.97
3-Sigma 0.65 0.62 0.74 1.47 2.21 2.57
50% Gamma 0.27 0.24 0.26 0.33 0.60 0.62
90% Gamma 0.45 0.42 0.49 0.89 1.38 1.57
99% Gamma 0.64 0.62 0.75 1.69 2.35 2.81
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
LPFP RAD 150, LPFP RAD 240, and LPFP RAD 330
31SYNCH 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.40 0.37 0.50 0.69 1.02 0.89
Std Day O.14 O.12 0.23 0.42 0.60 0.53
Data Sample 351 354 751 1680 1299 773
I-Sigma 0.54 0.49 0.73 I.11 1.62 1.42
2-Sigma 0.68 0.61 0.96 1.53 2.22 1.95
3-Sigma 0.82 0.73 I.19 1.95 2.82 2.48
50% Gamma 0.38 0.36 0.47 0.61 0.91 0.79
90% Gamma 0.59 0.53 0.81 1.25 1.82 I.60
99% Gamma 0.80 0.70 I.18 2.02 2.90 2.56
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
















Data Sample 351 354 751 773
-Sigma 0.94 0.93 I.I1 5.39
2-Sigma 1.17 1.17 1.39 7.20














50% Gamma 0.66 3.28
90% Gamma 1.02 1.01 1.20 6.01
99% Gamma 1.35 1.37 , 1.62 9.06
I
Figure 7. Statistical Vibration Data LPFP RAD 150, LPFP RAD 240, end




STATISTICAL DATA SSME LPF'rP
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
ii































































LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP
LPFT RAD 180 and LPFT RAD 270
SYNCH I 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.42 0.42 0.47 1.07 1.57 I.97
Std Dev 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.81 1.34 1.53
Data Sample 231 233 497 1107 864 514
I-Sigma 0.68 0.68 0.71 1.88 2.91 3.50
2-Si gma 0.94 0.94 0.95 2.69 4.25 5.03
3-Si gma I.20 1.20 I.19 3.50 5.59 6.56
50% Gamma 0.37 0.37 0.43 0.87 1.21 1.59
90% Gamma 0.77 0.77 0.79 2.15 3.35 4.01
99% Gamma 1.25 1.25 1.20 3.78 6.24 7.12
I I





STATISTICAL DATA SSME LPFTP
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP t
LPFT RAD 180 and LPFT RAD 270
2*SYNCH 63% 64% 65% 100% 104% 109%
Mean 0.50 0.48 0.53 0.67 0.87 0.94
Std Dev 0.20 0.20 0.23 0.72 0.69 0.69
Data Sample 231 233 497 1107 864 514
I-Sigma 0.70 0.68 0.76 1.39 I.56 1.63
2-Sigma 0.90 0.88 0.99 2.II 2.25 2.32
3-SIgm a I.I0 1.08 1.22 2.83 2.94 3.01
50% Gamma 0.47 0.45 0.50 .45 ** 0.70 0.78
90% Gamma 0.77 0.75 0.84 1.49 ** 1.79 1.86
II 3.22
i
99% Gamma 1.08 1.06 1.21 2.71 ** 3.25
**Invalid gamma calculation -standard deviation exceeds the mean-assume std dev= 0.67
LOW PRESSURE FUEL TURBOPUMP f I I
LPFT RAD 180 and LPFT RAD 270




































































































0.67 0.66 0.75 2.40
0.88 0.87 0.99 3.34
1.09 1.08 1.23 4.28
0.43 0.42 0.47 1.26
0.74 0.73 0.83 2.72
1.08 1.08 1.23 4.47
Figure 9. Statistical Vibration Data LPFT RAD 80 and LPFT RAD 270


















The purpose of this study was to determine an equation for the calculation of the synchronous
frequency of the ATD High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP) vs. power level. This
equation will be utilized in the Dynamic Analysis Programs which allows the computer to seek
the synchronous frequency in a predetermined band of frequencies. The data for this study
was obtained from the MSFC Dynamic Data Base Computer program. All calculations and
plotting were performed on a Macintosh ]Ifx using KaleidaGraph software. The static firing
test numbers, turbopump serial numbers, power level profile and output data sheets are
included as enclosures for future reference.
2.0 DISCUSSION
Sixty-three static firing tests were available in the Diagnostic Data Base for analysis at power
levels of 65%, 90%, 100%, 104%, and 109%. A quick review of the plotted data in Enclosure
1 indicates we do not have a consistent data set. The first five plots are the synchronous
frequency at the different power levels as listed in the data base. At all power levels except the
65% an increase in the frequency is noted. The next five plots are histograms which clearly
show a multiple modal distribution which indicates there is a marked difference in the
turbopump builds or operational rotational speed. After discussion with ED-23 personnel, five
turbopump builds were chosen which appear to represent the final ATD Ht_TP configuration
and operational synchronous frequencies. The serial numbers of the turbopumps are:
8003R6, 7, 8




This provided a total of 28 static fmng tests for the analysis. However, not all power levels
were run on each test, therefore less than 28 data samples were available at each of the different
power levels.
3.0 RESULTS
Figure 1 shows that a linear curve-fit equation will provide the necessary accuracy for
synchronous frequency vs. power level (in percent) for the ATD HPOTP. The equation is:




The calculated mean synchronous frequencies with the 3 Sigma values are shown in Table I


























Figures 4 to 8 are the histograms and a comparison to the normal or Gaussian distribution at
each power level. Considering the small sample size available for analysis, it appears a normal
distribution can be assumed as a best fit to the data. The mean, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum and number of data samples at each power level are listed on the plots. When more
test data becomes available, additional analysis should be performed to verify the adequacy of
equation 1 to determine the synchronous frequency vs. power level.
Enclosures:
1 - ATD Synchronous Frequencies vs. Power Level (All turbopump builds)
2 - ATD Lifetime Analysis Data Sheets
3 - ATD Data Summary Sheets
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ATD High Pressure Oxidizer








(Hz) vs Power Level (%)
Turbopump (HPOTP)
i Syn Freq=gd,691+2._882°PWL %
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Histogram Synchronous Frequency (Hz) @ 65% PWL
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Histogram Synchronous Frequency (Hz) @ 90% PWL
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Histogram Synchronous Frequency @ 100% PWL
ATD High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP)
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Histogram Synchronous Frequency @ 104% PWL
ATD High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP)
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Histogram Synchronous Frequency (Hz) @ 109% PWL
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Technical Memorandum TM 62200-93-12
COMPARISON OF GAMMA, WEIBULL
AND NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS









1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to evaluate if the classical gamma distribution function
previously utilized for the Rocketdyne Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSME) Turbopumps is
applicable to the P&W ATD High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HtK)TP) measured vibration
data. Classical distribution functions provide a convenient smoothing operation and
computational method for evaluating the cumulative and density distribution and measured
data. The application is desirable for data characterization since this permits continuous
statistical definition and manipulation from discrete measurement observations. Density plots
are useful for an assessment of the historical data scatter or dispersion around the mid-point or
mean value. The three classical functions in this study include the gamma, Weibull, and
normal (gaussian) distributions. To check the functions for goodness-of-ilL the total mean-
square error was calculated for each function for the ATD PBP RAD vibration measurements.
The data from the Diagnostic Data Base for this study was the composite (50-1000 Hz) and
synchronous Grins levels at 100% power level.
Other classical and more robust methods are available to evaluate the fit of distribution
functions to measured data but were not utilized for this study since a visual analysis in many
cases is adequate. A visual review of the plots (Figures 1 to 4) shows the discrete gamma
function provides the best fit to the measured ATD HPOTP and Rocketdyne turbopump
vibration data. (Ref. 1 to 4) The gamma distribution function also has the _ mean-square
error for both the composite and synchronous vibration levels. It is therefore recommended the
gamma distribution be utilized for smoothing and evaluation of the P&W ATD HPOTP
vibration data.
2.0 GAMMA DISTRIBUTION
The gamma distribution contains two pararneters related to the mean and standard deviation and
is defined as follows (ref. 6):
f(x) - (kx)(r'l) e -kx x >__0 (1)
F(r)




The parameters _, and r, in terms of the mean i and variance (_2) are
r (i2 r
=
Solving each equation for r,
r = ik, r = 02K 2
or _L2rI 2 = _.x





From the first equation of 2 and equation 4
r ¢_2
i
SO r -- 02
(6)
(7)
Using equations 1, 5, and 7,
(8)
Some important relationships of the gamma function are
oo
i"
F(n+l) = Jx ne "x dx
O
which leads to
F(n) = (n-l) F(n-1)
F(n) = (n-1)t
F(n+l) = n!








For digital computation of the gamma term, the following polynomial approximation was used
from reference 7.
(1) 1 1lnF(z) - z- In z-z + 1 In 27r + _ - 360 z3 +
1 1
1260 z5 " 1680 z7 (13)
Therefore, in terms of the mean Grms and standard deviation, the gamma probability
distribution function is
f(x) - m * [mx](m2/s2"l) * e-[ mx/s2] * Ax (14)
s2F(m2/s2) t S2 a
m = mean Grins level
s = standard deviation
Ax = step size
Although the gamma distribution appears to provide a reasonable fit to the data, some
additional improvements could be investigated. These include a change in the class interval
width, unequal class intervals, and some type of truncated gamma to account for the low
synchronous values approaching the noise floor of the measurement instrumentation system. It
may be noted, F(x) and f(x) are not the continuous form of the cumulative probability function
and probability density function but represent percentiles within discrete class intervals. This
formulation permits direct comparison between classical function approximations and discrete
frequency distributions representing empirical measurement characteristics.
3.0 WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION
The Weibull distribution is frequently used as a time-to-failure model. Its probability density
function, from reference 6, is








._. ox_[- ]_x _16_





where m = mean and s = standard deviation.
A closed form solution is not available for the nonlinear equations and the system must be
solved by iteration. Define g(ot) and h(ot) in terms of the mean and standard deviation, then
from equations 18 and 19,
P(l+ 1)
m
- (2 1+1)]1/2 =g(a) (20)S IF + 1) -F2(o t
and, from equation 18,




Iteration of equation 20 on a will provide the value of a when g(oO--m/s and J3follows
immediately from the numerator and equation 21.
_ m
h(tx) (22)
The probability density and cumulative functions are then calculated from equations 15 and 17
using the tx and 13values of equations 20 and 22.
The fit of the Weibull distribution to the composite levels could be greatly improved by taking
into account an arbitrary origin. Introducing the location parameter _t of 0.5 or 1.0 to account
for the noise floor below which the values cannot fall and using the three-parameter Weibull
probability density function defined as follows
t_ (x-/.I._-I (?)cte,x = [- ] (23)
which should shift the function to the right and provide a better fit tO the data.
4.0 NORMAL (OR GAUSSIAN) DISTRIBUTION
The normal distribution is a frequently used statistical model. Its probability distribution
function is
2(_2 .a Ax (24)
where m and s are location and scale parameters, respectively, of the distribution. It should be
noted that all normal distributions are symmetric and have the same shape--that is, the
distribution has no shape factor. The cumulative normal distribution is
xi 1 [ (Xi-B)2]F(xi) = .f r____exp . m dx (25)




The two parameters of the normal distribution are the mean and standard deviation.
previous notation, the probability distribution function is
I [_(x-m) 2]
fix) - _exp Ax
s "X/2x L 2s 2 J
N




























A study to evaluate the vibration statistics of the ATD HPOTP for overlay plots in the test data
analysis routines will utilize a classical distribution for calculation of the values. The overlay
values will represent the ATD flight configuration when operating under norm_ conditions.
Therefore, questionable data points (excessive noise, etc.) and extreme outliers will not be
utilized for the overlay plot study. The same methodology was applied before the final
comparison of the classical distributions to the measured ATD HPOTP vibration data. An
illustration of the requirement to purge the data base of outliers is shown in Enclosure 1 for the
composite and synchronous vibration levels at the 100% power level (PWL). The data values
indicated as invalid were not included in the f'mal analysis. It should be noted that even with
the relatively small data sample, the invalid data points do not significantly effect the mean, but
show a significant change in the higher moments (standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis).
The computer program written in QuickBasic language is listed in Enclosure 2 and was utilized
for all the classical distribution calculations. For future reference and cross checking, the
composite vibration levels are included in Enclosure 3 with the synchronous vibration levels
for this study extracted from Enclosure 3 of Reference 5.
Figures 5 to 8 are included for comparison of the vibration statistics and calculated gamma
distribution of the Rocketdyne HPOTP. These plots were extracted from Reference 3 and
illustrate the close fit the gamma distribution function provides for a larger data sample. A
first-cut comparison between the P&W ATD and Rocketdyne Ht_TP synchronous and
composite vibration levels are shown in Figures 9 to 12. Additional analysis and data is
required to evaluate if any significant difference is noted. Modifications to the computer
program listed in Enclosure 2 are still required to vary the bin size and make the program more
user friendly.
ENCLOSURES
1. ATD HPOTP Composite and Synchronous Vibration Levels
2. Macintosh IIfx - QuickBASIC Computer Program Listing
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Composite (50-1000Hz) @ 100 % PWL














50% = 2.18 1-Sigma= 3.26
90% = 3.48 2-Sigma= 4.16
99% = 4.78 3-Sigma= 5.06
i Outllers deleted from statiaticaJdata bas calculalions
file HIST CUM 1(_0% #2 i WLS 6-15-93
I











ATD Cumulative Histogram Composite @ 100 PWL
Histogram Density
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Synchronous @ 100 % PWL





















file Plot HIST CUM SYN 100% WLS 6-15-63







ATD Cumulative Histogram Synchronous @ 100% PWL
Histogram Density
Synchronous @ 100 % PWL
















file Plot HIST SYNC_-I 100%
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Grins




..... COMBINED ...... Composite g 100_ RPL 05/08/1992
PHA 1I HPOTP NOR FAS SAMPLE SIZE= 897 # OF TESTS= 319
Mean = 2.19
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Figure 5. RD HPOTP Cumulative Histogram Composite @ 100% PWL
..... COMBINED ..... Ccmqx_Ite
PHA II HPOTP NOR FAS SAMPLE SIZE= 897
@ 100_ RFL 0S/08/1992
# OF TESTS= 319
4
/,, Mean = 2.19
Std Dev = 0.77
Bin Width = 0.$0
Bin Sums
7 174 22S 221



















..... COMBINED ..... Synchronous 0 lee_ RPL es/es/1992











' , i , , , , , _Grm_
I 2 9 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mean = 1.36
Std Dev = e.78
Bin width : e.se
Bin Sums
( e.S) 88 28e 242 121 87
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Figure 7. RD HPOTP Cumulative Histogram Synchronous @ 100% PWL
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P&W and Rocketdyne HPOTP
Synchronous @ 100% PWL
• P&W 100% Syn
[] RD100%Syn
P&W HPOTP RD HPOTP
Mean=- 1.06 Mean= 1.36
Std Dev= 0.58 Std Dev= 0.78
Iw,s ,,,31i
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Gamma Density Distribution
P&W and Rocketdyne HPOTP
Synchronous @ 100% PWL
----- P&W 100% Gamma
- - - RD 100% Gamma
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Figure 10. Calculated Synchronous Gamma Distribution
















P&W and Rocketdyne HPOTP
Composite (50-1000Hz) @ 100% PWL
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Std Dev- 0.90 Std Dev- 0.77
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RD and P&W Density Histogram Composite @ 100% PWL
Gamma Density Distribution
P&W and Rocketdyne HPOTP
Composite (50-1000 Hz) @ 100% PWL
•---,..-- P&W 100% Gamma
- - - RD 100% Gamma
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Figure 12. Calculated Composite Gamma Distribution
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E[ X(wl) X(w2) ] or E[ x(wl) Y(w2) ] ????

(i) MOMENT, CENTRAL MOMENT AND CUMULANT
1-1 MOMENT AND CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
jEtgu1_111g_img_tiiJflnitfttflnumilitt
For a single random variable (RV) x :
p(x) - pdf (probability density function )
Q(v) - Characteristic Functionis - FT[ p(x)]
. f p(x) exp(jxv) dx - E [ exp(jxv) ]
M1-E[x]- f x p(x)
Q(v) I
dx - (-j) .......... [
;)v I v-0
2





M3- E[x] --> Skewness --> Indication of Symmetric/nonsymmetrlc
distribution
4
M4- E[x] --> Kurtosis --> Indication of Impulsive data
nMn=E[x]= x p(x)
5[.] : expect value operator
n
n _ Q(v) I
dx - (-J) .......... I
_v n { v-O
1-2 JOINT MOMENT and CENTRAL MOMENT
for a set of random variable xi,x2, .... xn:"
p(xl,x2,..xn) " Joint probabillty Density Function
Q(vl,v2,..vn) " Characteristic Function
. N-Dimensional FT{ p(xl,x2,..xn) }
.f_-._p(xl,x2,..xn) exp(J _" x v i)i i








_vl by2 .... _vn
i
l
i vl,v2, . .vn-0
. ff.•. f (xlx2.•.xn) p(xi,x2,.•,xn)
dxl dx2 ... dxn
--CENTRAL MOMENT:
• for 2 RV xl & x2:
C12 - Central Joint Moment (Covariance)
- E[ (x1-M1)(x2-M2) ] " M12-MIM2
-->if xl & x2 are independent of each other, then C12 will be zero
<pf> ¢12 - [_ _xI-MI)Cx2-M2_ p(xl,x2) dxl dx2
" I (_l-Ml)pCxl)d_l _ (x2-M2)p(_2)dx2 - 0
• for 3 RV xl,x2 & x3:
C123 - E[ (xl-M1)(x2-M2) (x3-M3) ] " M123-M12M3-M13M2-M23M1+2MIM2M3
-->if (xl,x2,x3) can be derided into two or three groups that are
statistically independent of each other, then C123 will be zero•
C123 will be non-zero only if (xl,x2,x3) are correlated with one
another
• FOC 4 RV xl,x2,x3 & x4:
C1234 " E[(xl-M1)(x2-M2)(x3-M3)(x4-M4) ]
. N1234+ (M34MIM2+M14M2M3 +M24MIM3 +N13N2N4+M23MIN4+M12M3M4)
_(MI34M2+M234Ml+M124M3 +MI23M4) -3MIM2M3M4
..>C1234-0, ONLY if (xl,x2,x3,x4) can be devlded into SOME CERTAIN
subset that are statistically independent of each other•
C1234 still be nonzero if (xl,x2,x3,x4) are correlated with one
another. BUT C1234 will also be nonzero even though some
subsets of RV are independent of other subsets.
FOR EXAMPLE, for 4 zero-mean RV (xl,x2,x3,x4), if (xl cot x2) and
(x3 cot x4), but (xl,x2) independent of (x3,x4)
...> MI-M2-M3-N4-0 M12%0 M34%0 MI234-NI2N34_0
C1234 - N1234 - N12 N34 _0
• When C1234 is non-zero, it is possible that some subsets of the
RV are still independent of other subsets of RV. (Not Desired)
• Need a statistics: .... > CUNULANT
zero: As long as the RV's can be divided into two oc more
I groups that are statistically independent of one another.
nonzero: All the RV's are correlated with one another.
1- 3 CUMULANT
mlmlmE_llslul
foc a set of RV's xl,x2, .... xn, with Joint probability density
function p(xl,x2,..xn) and characteristic function Q(vl,v2,...vn):
The joint cumulant K12...n:
n




%vl _v2 ..._vn I vl,v2,..vn-0





in [Q(vl)] I _Q(vl)/_vl i _Q(vl) I
I - (-j) I - (-j) ........ I -Ml
vl I vl-0 Q(vl) Ivl-0 _vl Iv1-0
n-2
---- 2
2 _) in [Q(vl,v2)] I 2 a _)Q(vl,v2)/_vl l
KI2-(-j) I " (-J) --- { } i
8vl _v2 Ivl,v2-0 _v2 O(vl,v2) Ivl,v2"0
2
2 [ _Q(vl,v2)/avl_v2] O(vl,v2) -_Q(vl,v2)/_vl _Q(vl,v2)/_v2i
"(-J) Q(vl,v2) Ivl'v2"0
- M12 - M1 M2 - C12
n-3:
K123 - M123 -M12M3 - M13M2 - M23M1 + 2MIM2M3 - C123
n-4:
K1234 - M1234 -(MI2M34 + M13M24 + MI4M23 + M123M4 + M124M3 + MI34M2
+M234MI) + 2(MI2M3M4 + MI3M2M4 + MI4M2M3 + M23MIM4 + M24MIM3
+M34MIM2) -6MIM2M3M4
- 2.C1234 -M1234 +(MI23M4 + M124M3 + MI34M2 +M234MI)
-(MI2M34 + MI3M24 + MI4M23)
PROPERTY OF CUMUL,_T:
[I] if RV xl,x2,...xn can be divided into two or more groups that
are statistically independent of each other, then its K12..n
will be zero. ( Note: the central moment Cl2...n would not
necessarily be zero)
<proof> If(xl,x2,..xm, xm+l, .... xn) can be divided into two
independent groups: (xl,x2,...xm) & (xm+l, .... xn)
then p(xl,x2,...xn) - pl(xl,x2,...,xm) p2(xm+l,xm+2,...,xn)
n
Q(vl,v2...vn) - p(xl,x2,..xn) exp(J 1
i-1 i
n




n _ in [O(vl,..vn)] I
I
_vl _v2 ..._vn I vl,..vn-0
n vn) ] I
n _in [ Ol(vl,..vm) 02(vm+l,.. [
" (-J) _vl _v2 ..._vn [ vl,..vn-0
n vn) ] }I
n _ { in [ Ol(vl,..vm)] + in [ O2(vm+l,.. ..... [
" (-J) _vl _v2 ..._vn [ vl,..vn-0
- 0
--> all of RV's [xl,x2,...xn) are correlated
--> some sub-sets of RV's are independent of other subsets
[2] if x - (xl,x2,..xn) is joint Gausslan, then K12...n-0 for n>2 -_
m
<proof>
Gaussian probability Density Function:
- ^ lcx- -
p(xl,x2..xn) -
C2_ _/2 ! A xl 1/2
Gaussian Characterictic Function:
T
Q(vl,v2..vn) = exp ( j v m - 0.5
--X




Quadratic function of (vl,v2,..,vn)
n
Kl2...n - K[xlx2...xn] - (-j)
n
in [Q(vl,v2,..vn)] I
...... { - 0 for n > 2
_vl _v2 ...avn I vl,v2,..vn-0
Note: This can also be proof by using the property of Gausslan RV:
.... if (xl,x2,..xn) be a set of Gaussian RV with CiJ being the
covariance between xi & xj , then
I C12...n -C12...n = C C
3132 j334
o s o • C
jn-lJn
if n is odd
if n is even
The summation is over all distinct pairs of subscripts
(jl,j2,...Jn) that are permutation of (1,2,...,n)
Example: for n-4, C1234 - C12 C34 + C13 C24 + C14 C23
[3] IN GENERAL, treat K[] operator Just as a symbol, which represents
certain combination of El), rather than being an operator that can
skip over an operator on the RV.
EXAMPLE: RV'S (x,y,z) transform into new RV's (r,s) as:
r-a x ; s- b yz (a,b- constant) __
RIGHT: K[rS] - E[rs] - E[r] E[s] - ab E[xyz] -ab E[x]E[y z)
WRONG: K[ES] - K[(ax) (byz)] - ab K[xyz] _ _ _
- ab[ E[xyz] -E[xy]E[z] -E[xz]E[y] -E[yz]E[x] +2E[x]E[y]E[z]}
• If L() represent a linear transformation operator which satisfy:
Ll(xl) L2(x2) - LiL2(xlx2), then K[ L() ] - L( K[] )
e.g. L(x) - Fourier Transform - /x(t) exp(j wt) dt
Ll(xl)L2(x2)- f xl(tl) exp(j wltl) dtl f x2(t2) exp(J w2t2) dt2
. ff xl(tl) x2(t2) exp(j wltl) (j w2t2) dtl dt2 -LIL2(xlx2)
Example:
• K[LI(xl) L2(x2)] - EILI(xl) L2(x2)] - E[ Ll(xl) ] E[ L2(x2] )
- E[ LIL2(xlx2) ] - LI(E[xl] ) L2(E[x2])
- LIL2(E[xlx2]) ] - LIL2( E[xl] E[x2] )
• K[LI(xl) L2(x2)] -K[LIL2(xIx2)] -LIL2(K[xlx2])
- LIL2(E[xlx2]) ] - LIL2( E[xl] E[x2] )
(2) HIGH ORDER SPECTRUM
2-i CUMULANT FUNCTION (TIME DOMAIN)
For a random time series x(t), the n-th order cumulant function:
Kn(tl,t2,...,tn) " K[ x(tl) x(t2) .... x(tn) ]
if x(t) is stationary, it only depends on the n-1 time lag variables:
time lag variables: Ti-ti-tn
Kn(tl,t2,..,tn) - K[x(tn) x(tn+Tl) x(tn+T2)...x(tn+Tn-l)]
- Kn(T1,T2,...Tn-1)
SPECIAL CASE WHEN n-2:
K2(T)- K[ x(t) x(t+T) ]- Rxx(T) - auto _cOrrelatiOn function (a.c.f)
2-2 CUMULANT SPECTRUM (FREQUENCY DOMAIN):
Fn(wl w2 ,wn-1) -N-th ORDER CUMULANT SPECTRUM - FT{ Kn(T1,T2...Tn-1)




wi Ti) dTl dT2...dTn-ll
i-i I
--> This involves the estimation of cumulant function Kn(T1,T2,...Tn-1),
as well as multl-dimensional Fourier Transform
--> Wish to find a direct relationship between cumulant spectrum and
the FT of x(t).
Relationship Between Fn(wl,w2,..Wn-l) and X(w)_
. If x(t) be real and stationary, X(w) " FT[x(t)] -_x(t) exp(J wt) dt
then X(w) will be zero-mean at non-zero frequency, i.e.
Z[X(w)]-E[x(t)][(w) ( _[X(0)] - Z[x(t)] )
- E ( )_ exp(j wt) dt - E_x(t)] _ w) #
• K[ X(wl) X(w2) ... X(wn) ]
-K[ /x(tl)exp(j wltl)dtl /x(t2)exp(J w2t2)dt2 ...fx(tn)exp(j wntn)dtn]
n
.K[/I,_/x(tl)x(t2 ).... x(tn) exp(j _ wi tl)dtl dt2 ...dtn ]i-1
n
. IIn)._ K[ x(tl)x(t2)...x(tn)] exp(j _: wi tl )dtl dt2 .... dtni-i
n
I-1
change of variable: Ti-ti-tn for i-1,2,...,n-1
ti ---> Ti+tn
dti ---> dTi
Kn( tl,t2 ...,tn)---> Kn(T1,T2,...,tn-1) (fOE stationary)
n
. !!-"_nC ,1,,_...Tn-l_ ,xptj _ wi C,i÷tn_3 _T1 d,2 .... dTn-1dtni-1
n-1 fe n
. /In._.IKn(Tl T2...Tn-l)exp(J _wiTi)dTl dT2...dTn-I xp(J tn_" wi)dtn' i-i i-i
n
- { n-I dimensional FT of Kn(TI T2,...,Tn-I) } _( _" wi)
' i-1
- { Fn(wl,w2, .... ,wn-l) } _( wl+w2+...+wn )
I K[X(wl) X(w2) .... X(wn)]- {Fn(wl,w2, .... ,wn-l)} _( wl+w2+...+wn )I (*)
• u. 0for -where, delta function: _(u)-
Two Important Statistical Concept From Equation (*):
[I] K[X(wl) X(w2)....X(wn) ] will be non-zero, only wl+w2+...+wn-0
Because only in this case, the delta funtion becomes non-zero.
K[X(wl) X(w2)...X(wn)]-0 for any other arbitrary freq combination
EXAMPLE:
(i) observe _ 50Hz signal in channel-x50Hz signal in channel-y
can identify whether the 50Bz signal in channel x & y are correlated
by examing the linear cross-spectrum (2rid order cumulant spectrum):
K[ X(50Hz) Y(-50Hz) ] - F2(50Hz) - Sxy(50Hz) --> freq sum- zero
(2) observe I 50Hz signal in channel-x80Hz signal in channel-y
can not simply exame the 2-nd order cumulant spectrum at these two
frequencies as:
K[ X(50 Hz) Y(+- 80Hz ) ] is always zero (sum freq is not zero)
[2] Sum frequency (wl+w2+...+wn)-0 ---> wn - -(wl+w2+...+wn-1)
...> Fn(wl,w2,...,wn-l)- K[ X(wl) X(w2) .... x(wn-1) X(-wl-w2-...-wn-1) ]
• I
I
I Fn(wl,w2,...,wn-l)-K[ X(wl) X(w2)...X(wn-l) X(wl+w2...+wn-l) ] I(**)
• This equation allows us to evaluate cumulant spectrum directly
from the FT of x(t) without having to evalute cumulant function
and performing multi-dimensional FT.
• Recall the property of cumulant average:
If RV xl,x2...xn can be divided into two or more groups which are
statistically independent of each other, then K[ xl x2..xn] - 0
Equation (**) imply that:
If the waves at frequencies wl,w2...wn can be divided into two or
more groups which are independent of each other, then Fn(wl,...wn-1) - 0
If the waves at these different frequencie are nonlinearly correlated
with each other, then Fn(wl,w2,...wn-1) - 0
2-3 LINEAR SPECTRUM (SPECIAL CASES FOR n-2)
• Auto-cor_elatlon and auto-spectrum of x(t):
K2xx(T)- K [ x(t) x(t+T) ] - Rxx(T} - a.c.f.
F2xx(w) - K2xx(T) exp(J wT) dT - Rxx(T) exp(i wT} dT - Sxx(w)-PSD
, , 2
F2xx(w) - K[ X(w) X(w) ] - E[ X(w) X(w) ] - E[ 1 X(W) 1 ]- Sxx(w)-PSD
• Cross-Correlation, Cross-Spectrum, Cross-Coherence between x(t) & y(t)







K2xy(T) exp(j wT) dT - Rxy(T) exp(i wT) dT - Sxy(w)-CSD
K [ X(w) Y(w) ] - E[X(w) Y(w) ] - Sxy(w)-CSD
2
1 Sxy(w) 1






xy [ 1 Xi(w)_ ] [ 1 Yi(w)l z ]
Coherence is bounded by one
< proof> by using Cauchy's Inequality:
(i)
.... I linear cross-coherence function
for any random variables x,y, real or complex
2 2 2
I E[xy] I _ _[ Ixl ] m[ lYl ]
(ii) for any sequences xi,yi, real or complex
2 2 2
I _ x y i _ _lx i _.iy I
i i i i
• System Identification for Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system:
x(t) .... > I h(t), H(w)-[ ...... > y(t)
y(t) - x(t) * h(t} - I x(t-a) h(a) da --> Y(w) - X(w} H(w)









. Auto-bicorrelation, auto-bispectrum & auto-bicoherence of x(t):
[ x(t) x(t+Tl) x(t+T2) ] - Rxxx(TI,T2) " a.b.c.f
K3xxx(T1,T2) exp[J (wlTl+w2T2)] dT1 dT2-Bxxx(wl,w2)
[ X(wl) X(w2) x(wl+w2) ] . Bxxx(wl,w2)-ABS
2
2 1 Bxxx(wl,w2) 1 . Auto-Bi-coherence (ABC)
b (wl,w2)-
xxx E[i X(wl)X(w2) 1 ] Sxx(wl+w2)
Discrete form: • 2
"2 I Xi(w) Xi(w2) Xi(wl+w2)) I
b (wl,w2)-
xxx [ I Xi(wl) Xi(w2)l ] [ I Xi(wl+w2){ ]
Region of ABS:
Maximum frequency - Nyquist Frequency Wq - Sampling
Auto-Bispectrum will only be defined over a hexagon:
-wq < wl,w2 < wq and -Wq < wl+w2 < Wq
Frequency/2
SYMMETRIC PROPERTY:
•B(wl,w2)-K[ x(wl) X(w2) X(-wl-w2)'] --'> 6. different permutation:
(wl,w2; -wl-w2) (w2,-wl-w2; wl) (-wl-w2,wl; w2)
(w2,wl; -wl-w2) (wl,-wl-w2; w2) (-wl-w2,w2; wl)
, • • *
B(wl,w2).K[X(wl)X(w2)X(-wl-w2)]-K[X(-wl)X(-w2)X(wI+w2)]
--> 6 more permutation:
(-wl,-w2; wl+w2) (-w2,wl+w2; -wl) (wl+w2,-wl; -w2)
(-w2,-wl; wl+w2) (-wl,wl+w2; -w2) (wl÷w2,-w2; -wl)
.....> Bxxx(wl,w2) . Bxxx(w2,-wl-w2) - Bxxx(-wl-w2,wl)
. Bxxx(w2,wl) . Bxxx(wl,-wl-w2) - Bxxx(-wl-w2,w2)
. Bxxx(-wl,-w2) " Bxxx(-w2,wl+w2) - Bxxx(wl+w2,-wl)
- Bxxx(-w2,-wl) - Bxxx(-wl,wl+w2) - Bxxx(wl+w2,-w2)
Bxxx(wl,w2)-Bxxx(wl,-wl-w2)/ MP-(wl,-wl/2)
Bxxx(wl,w2)-Bxxx(w2,wl) / Mp-(wl+w2/2,w2+wl/2)--> SYM wrt 4_ line
Bxxx(wl,w2)-Bxxx(-w2,-wl)/ Mp-(wl-w2/2,w2-wl/2)--> Conj SYM WRT -45"line













K3xxy(TI,T2)" K [ x(t) x(t+Tl) y(t+T2)
I K3xxy(Ti,T2) exp[J(wlTl+w2T2)] dTl dT2 .Bxxy(wl,w2)[ x(wl) X(w2) Y(wl+w2) ] " Bxxy(wl,w2)-CBS
2
{ Bxxy(wl,w2) I . Cross-Bi-coherence (CBC)
x(wl) X(w2) i" ] Syy(wl+w2)
Discrete form: , 2
"2 I Xi(w) Xi(w2) Yi(wl+w2)) I
b (wl,w2)-
xxy [ { Xi(wl) Xi(w2)l 2] [ I Yi(wl+w2)Iz]
y
Region of CBS: Same Hexagon - -Wq < wl,w2 < Wq
& -Wq < wl+w2 < Wq
Symmetric Property:
Bxxy(wl,w2) .K[X(wl)X(w2)Y(-wl-w2)] .K[X(w2)X(wl)Y(-wl-w2)] .Bxxy(w2,wl)
* , . *
Bxxy(_wl,_w2).K[X(_wl)X(-w2)Y(wl+w2)]'K[X(-w2)X(-wl)Y(wl+w2)]'Bxxy(-w2'-w
...> Bxxy(wl,w2)- Bxxy(w2,wl) - Bxxy(-wl,-w2)- Bxxy(-w2,-wl)
Bxxy(wl,w2)-Bxxy(w2,wl) / Mp.(wl+w2/2,w2+wl/2}''> SYM WRT 45 line
Bxxy(wl,w2)-Bxxy(-w2,-wl)/ Mp.(wl-w2/2,W2-wl/2)--> conJ SYM WRT -45 line
&O I
2-5 System Identification for Quadratic Time Invarlant (QTI) system:
INPUT/OUTPUT RELATIONSHIP:
Let x(t) be zere_nean, and y(t) be the output of a quadratic system:
x(t) .... > I g(tl,t2), G(wl,w2) I ...... > y(t)
G(wl,w2)
G(wl,w2)
- Quadratic Transfer Function (QTF)- FT{ g(tl,t2)
-[[ 9cry,t21e_ptJ_wlt1÷w2t2_dtlat2
Note: . G(wl,w2) - G(w2,wl)
• G{wl,w2) - G(-wl,-w2)
• Y(0) - f G(a, -a} X(a) X(-a) da
--> E[y(t)] - E[Y(0)] - [ G(a,-a) E[X(a)X(-a)] da
- f G(a,-a) Sxx(a) da
y(t) - x(t) ** g(tl,t2) -[[ x(t-a)x(t-b) g(a, b) da db
" If g(a,b) [ X(wl,exp[-j(t-a)wl]dwl f X(w2)exp[-J(t-b)w2,dw2 da db
-[[ { /[g(a,b, exp[j(awl+bw2,] da db, X(wl,X(w2,exp[-J(wl+w2)t, dwl dw2
-If_cw_..=_x,w_cw=_.xpc-jcw1+w_jdwldw2
I t
Ycw_-} } GOwn,-21xcwl_x_w2_ ,TO,xpC-jCw1+w2_t3} dwl dw2
" _I.G(wl,w2) x (wl)x(w2 ) _ (w-w1-w2) dwl dw2
- f G(wl,w-wl) X(wl)X(w-wl) dwl
--> i Y(w) - [ G(a,w-a) X(a)X(w-a) da I
QTF IDENTIFICATION:
Bxxy(wl,w2) " K[ X(wl) X(w2) y(-wl-w2) ]
- E[ x(wl) X(w2) Y(-wl-w2) ] -E[ x(wl) X(w2) ] E[ Y(-wl-w2) ]
- E[X(wl)Y(-wl-w2)] E[X(w2)] - E[X(w2)Y(-wl-w2)] E[X(wl)]
. E[x(wl)X(w2) [ G(a,-wl-w2-a)X(a)X(-wl-w2-a) da]
- E[x(wl)X(w2)] E[Y(-wl-w2)]
. _ G(a,-wl-w2-a) E[X(wl)X(w2)X(a)X(-wl-w2-a)] da
- E[X_wl)X(w2)] E[Y(-wl-w2)]
. [ G(a,-wl-w2-a){ E[ X(wl) X(a) ] E[ X(w2) X(-wl-w2-a)]
+ E[ X(a) X(w2) ] E[ X(wl) X(-wl-w2-a)]
+ E[ X(wl) X(w2)] E[ X(a) X(-wl-w2-a) ] } da
- E[ X(wl)X(w2)] E[Y(-wl-w2)]
. _ G(a,-wl-w2-a) { E[ X(wl) X(a) ] E[ X(w2) X(-wl-w2-a)] _(wl+a)
+ E[ X(a) X(w2) ] E[ X(wl) X(-wl-w2-a)] _(w2+a)
+ E[ X(wl) X(w2)] E[ X(a) X(-wl-w2-a) ] _(wl+w2)} da
- E[ x(wl)X(w2)] E[Y(-wl-w2)] _(wl+w2)
- G(-wl,-w2) Sxx(wl) Sxx(w2) + G(-w2,-wl) $xx(w2) Sxx(wl)
+ Sxx(wl) I G(a,-a) $xx(a) da -Sxx(wl) E[y(t)]
- 2 Sxx(wl) Sxx(w2) G(wl,w2) + Sxx(wl) { [G(a,-a) Sxx(a) da - Ely(t) }
- 2 $xx(wl) Sxx(w2) G(wl,w2)
I * Bxxy(wl,w2) I
"''> i G(wl,w2) - I
I 2 Sxx(wl) Sxx(w2) I
EXAMPLE
If x(t) is zero-mean Gaussian White Noise (GWN)/ and Sxx(w) = 1
.... z(t) 2
x(t) .... > I h(t), B(w) I ..... >[ SUQARER l .... > y(t)-z (t)
I/O relationship --> Y(w) = IG(a'w-a) X(a)X(w-a) da
y(t)= z(t) z(t) --> Y(w) - /Z(a)Z(w-a) da - IH(a)S(w-a) X(a)X(w-a) da
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.,_. PSD S(W) of xl(t)
__ PSD S(W) of x2(t)
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p1(t), p2(t), p3(t) are independent slowly varying phase








x(t) - cos[wlt + pl(t)] + cos[w2t + p2(t)] + N(t)
yl(t) - cos[wlt + pl(t)] x cos[w2t + p2(t)] + Nl(t)
y2(t) - cos[w3t + p3(t)] + N2(t)
y3(t) - cos[wlt + pl(t)] x cos[w2t + p2(t)]
























































CROSS-BI-COHERENCE BETWEEN x(y) & y3(t)
Bxxy3( fl, -f2 )
5120.000
1.0"E 01 _-- N
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(I) SIDE-BAND PSD STRUCTURE DUE TO MODULATIONz
Consider a vibration signal due to periodic impact on a structure
with resonant freq Wc
e.g. cage frequency component periodically excite a structure)mode
at its natural frequency (or a sensor's natural frequecy
Time Domain model: x(t) - e(t) cos[ Wct+ p(t) ]
e(t) = envelope - periodic impact signal with dominant frequency We
cos[Wct+pt(t)] = carrier - structural response at natural frequency Wc








(Z) Envelope Detection :
measured signal:x(t) -e(t)cos[Wct +p(t)]90 phase shift: y(t) -e(t)sin[Wct +p(t)]
• Hilbert Transform:
y(t) - HT [ x(t) ] - x(t) * h(t) <--->
{-,H(w) - 90 phase shiftor --j sgn(w)- +J
-=> envelope e(t)- x t) + y(t)
y(w) - x(w) s(w)
- exp(-J pi/2) for w > 0






.... > ?SD at Output of Squarer for Both x(t) and y(t):
Low Frequency Region
( Frequency Difference )
--> PSD of Envelope: I
We
J
2Wl Wl..wc 2wc Wr+Wc 2Wr
High Frequency Region
( Frequency Sum )
Note: Harmonics Might Show Up Due to The SQUARE and SQUARE ROOT
Operation in The Envelope Detection, and Is Dependent On the
MODULATION INDEX
TRISPECTRAL ANALYSIS


































= I_Xi(wl) Xi(w2) Xi(w3) Xi(wl+w2+w3) J
- I_Xi(wl) Xi(w2)I [ _ Xi(w3) Xi(wl+w2+w3) [
- I _Xi(wl) Xi(w3)l [ _ Xi(w2) Xi(wl÷w2+w3) I
- [ _Xi(w2) Xi(w3)[ J _Xi(wl) Xi(wl÷w2+w3) l
Transform of x(t) at i-th ensemble Average Block
(4) Tri-Spectral Analysis for Side-Band Identification:
x(t) - [ A + e(t) ] cos[ Wct + Pc(t)]





cos[ {Wc-We} t + { Pc(t)-Pe(t) }
cos[ Wc t + Pc(t)






NOT ONLY the frequencies become sum and difference,
BUT ALSO their phase drifting become sum and difference.
This Phase correlation can be identified by using the
Tri-Coherence:
Txxxx( WI- Wc-We, W2- -Wc,
LEFT -CENTER
W3-W ) NOTE: SUM FREQ - W-We
MODULATION SIDE-BAND "-'>INDEPENDENT SIDE-BAND --->
Txxxx( LEFT, -CENTER, W3- RIGHT ) - 1
Txxxx( LEFT, -CENTER, W3- RIGHT ) - 0
TXXXX
Wc+We (RIGHT)
Txxxx( LEFT, -CENTER, W3- RIGHT )
- Ensemble Average of { Phase(LEFT) + Phase(RIGHT) - 2 Phase(CENTER) ]
constant compound phase for modulation side-band [i
"[random compound phase for independent side-band 0
(5) SIIY_ILAT_ON',_ _, ,_i.:,__.._q. "_ _, , , _,i, L,_ : '* .:= _," .... "-__-,':._.._ ''_"
[I] Modulation Side-Band :
x(t) - { 5 + cos[ We t + pl(t) ] ] cos[ Wct + p2(t) ] +N(t)
Znvelop_ Carrier
PSD:
Envelope at We- 200 HzCarrier at Wc- 3000 Bz
sIi>
I Left Side-Band Wc-We - 2800 Hz
Center Frequency Wc - 3000 Hz
Right Side-Band Wc+We - 3200 Hz
[2] Independent Side-Band :
y(t) - cos[ (Wc-We)t + p3(t) ] + i0-cos[ Wct +p4(t) ]
+ cos[ (Wc+We)t +p5(t)] + N(t)
PSD:
Left Side-Band Wc-We - 2800 Hz
Center Frequency Wc - 3000 Hz
Right Side-Band Wc+We - 3200 Hz
Where:
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(a) Simulation data wlth true sideband due to modulation
Figure 8. ;.soploc of Mea.ture=a=: .z-:u "uu 901.-47_.
f i
HYPER-COHERENCE AND HYPER-COHERENCE FILTERING
(i) PERIODIC SIGNAL
Periodic Signal With _ T - Period
e
! fl - 1/T - Fundamental Frequecy (Wl-2_fl)
I Time Domain:Frequency Domain:
x(t) - x(t + T)
X(W) - X(W) exp(jWT)
If X(W) _0, then exp( jWT)- 1 --> WT - 2_ f/fl - k 2_ --> f - k fl
Therefore, for a periodic signal, its Fourier Transform X(W) can be
non-zero only at the integer-multiple of the fundamental frequency:
( fl, 2*fl, 3*fl, ..., k*fl,...)




Z1 _4 5 • , • •
time domain model: x(t) - _ An cos( n W1 t + Pn)
n-i
In order to maintain a fixed pattern of waveform, the phase
between the fundamental frequency component and all of its
harmonics must maintain some constant phase relationship.
HOW to identify and establish such phase relationship
between different frequency components ????
(2) HYPER-COHERENCE
Sxxx(wl,wl) - KI X(wl) X(wl) X(2 Wl)]
Txxxx(wl,wl,wl) - K[ X(wl) X(wl) X(wl) X(3 Wl)]
Qxxxxx(wl,wl,wl,wl) - K[ X(wl) X(wl) X(wl) X(Wl) X(4 wl)]
Fn(wl,wl,wl,...) - K[ X(wl) X(wl) .... X(n wl)]
Hyper-Spectrum:
n * n *
HS(Wn; WI) - K [ X (WI) X(n WI) ] - E [ X (WI) X(n WI) ]
Hyper-Coherence:
2
2 I Hs( wn; wl) I
HC(Wn; Wl) -
E[ I x(wl)I_ E[ I x(n wl)14 ]
PHASE OF HYPER-SPECTRUM:
n *
HS(Wn; Wl) - E [ X (WI) X(n WI) ]
- E [ Ix(wl) x(nwl) i e
Compound Phase Q(wn;Wl)
r
j { n P(Wl) - P(wn) }
]
Original model:
x(t) - _- An cos[ Wn t + P(Wn) ] where Wn- n * W1
n-i
If we take measurement at any arbitrary time t0:
y(t) - x(t-t0) - _An cos[ Wn (t-t0) + P(Wn) ]
- _An cos[ Wnt + P(Wn)-Wn tO ]
Y(W) --> the observed Phase at Wn- P'(Wn)- P(Wn)- Wn t0, which
depends on the starting time of measurement tO, BUT the compound phase
Q'(wn;wl)- n P'(Wl) - P'(wn) - n [ P(W1) - w1 tO ] - [ P(wn)- Wn tO ]
- n P(WI) - P(Wn) - independent of tO
[i] This compound phase Q(wn;Wl) - n p(wl) - P(wn), provides an inherent
phase relationship between the fundamental component and its n-th
order harmonic. It will remain a constant phase for a fixed pattern
of periodic waveform.
EX: We observe i00 Hz and 400 Hz spectral component in a signal.
If 400 Hz is 4th Harmonic of 100 Hz: Q(Wn;Wl) - constant phase
..> Hyper-Coherence HC(4N, N) - 1
If 400 Hz is from other independent source: Q(Wn;Wl) - random phase
..> Hyper-Coherence HC(4N, N) - 0
.... > Hyper-Coherence can be used to identify whether an apparent
harmonic of some reference component is truely a harmonic of it or not
[2] If the periodic signal is corrupted by noise, then this inherent
phase relationship can provide a way to perform waveform enhancement
through ensemble average of the compound phase.
f..> Hyper-Coherence Filtering:
- Phase Information Recovery
At the n-th harmonic of the i-th ensemble average block:
Qi(wn;wl)_ n Pi(Wl) -Pi(Wn) -n P(Wl) -P(Wn) +Noise - Q(Wn;W1) +Noise
- will be fluctuating around the true Q(wn;wl) due to noise
Ensemble average of Qi(Wn;Wl) .... > Noise Effect will be reduced
---> P(wn) - Phase at Wn can be better estimated
- Amplitude Information Recovery
2
HC(Wn;Wl) - Hypercoherence Square - Percentage of power at Wn which
is correlated with the fundamental frequency component.
f--> Sxx(Wn) HC_Wn;WI) ---> Amplitude at Wn (An) can be estimated
x(t) - _- An cos[ Wn t + P(Wn) ] can be recovered and enhanced
n-i
POWER SPECTRA F'_R TWO SIMULATED TIME SF.J:U_
N Wr
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HYPER-COHERENCE SPECTRUM OF" SQUARE WAVE
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1.00 E.A. Block # 150.000
COHPOUNO PHASE OF TEST 901-471 5+76
SIMULATION EXAMPLE FOR HYPER-COHERENCE FILTERING
- Noise free periodic signal:
I x(t)-sin(Wlt) + 0.7 sin(W2 t+P2) +0.5 sin(W3 t+P3) +0.3 sin(W4t+P4)y(t)-sin(Wlt+P0) +0.5 sin(W2 t+PS) +0.5 sin(W3 t+P6) +0.3 sin(W4t+P7)
Where: p2,P3,P4,P0,P5,P6,P7 are fixed initial phases which are
not randomized for each ensemble average block.
---> continuous waveform
Orbit plot: x(t) v.s. y(t)
y(t)
x(t)
CASE-l: Corruption With Noise
I xl(t) - x(t) + GWN1 ( GAUSSIAN WHITE NOISE)yl(t) - y(t) + GWN2
Where: GWNI & GWN2 are independent Gaussian White Noise.
CASE-2: Corruption With Noise and Independent Sine Wave at 2N
in x2(t) and 3N in y2(t)
I x2(t) - x(t) + GWNI + 0.5 sin(W2 t + P8)y2(t) - y(t) + GWN2 + 0.5 sin(W3 t + P9)
Where: P8 & P9 are independent random phases, which are
randomized foc each ensemble average block.
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Q( Wn; Wl)- n P(Wl) - P(Wn)
- The noise presented in P(Wl) will be enlarged by n times.
When n is large, this noise component will be expanded over
the - _ to _ cycle, and folded back onto this -E to _ cycle.
---> smear the phase coherence.
3.20
P(WZ)















(I) n should not be too large. (LE 5 for typical SSME data)
(2) Choose fundamental component with good SNR
b" HYPER-COHERENCE ( GHC )GENERAL I Z ED
-- Frequency Combination Requirement:
Bispectrum --> (Wl, W2, Wl+W2 or Wl-W2)
Trlspectrum --> (WI, W2, W3, WI+W2+W3 )
Byper-Coherence
????????
--> (WI, N * Wl) N - Integer




























1.0" E-06 ! I IL,.REO I(HZ_' 1 ' " 5"000.00.0 .....
mglml > Components at ( 4KHz, *, N, 4N ) do not satisfy any
of the above frequency combination requirements.
GHC: Identify the correlation between two spectral components at
arbitrary frequencies (Wl, W2) in the sense of frequency
lock-in ( Frequency synchronous).
- Gear Box With Non-lnteger Gear Ratio (R)
Gear#1 (N1-Tooth)
Gear#2 (N2-Tooth)
---> Gear Ratio R - N1/N2
a(t)
time, t T
ASSUMPTION: Perfect Gear Mesh ( No Broken Or Worn Gear-Tooth )
- If Key-Phasor A goes through one cycle of rotation with angular
displacement a(t), then Key-Phasor B will finish R cycle
of rotation with angular displacement R*a(t)
- The angular displacement a(t) can be modeled as:
a(t)- IWl t for pure harmonic motion (sine wave)
wl t + p(t) for motion with slowly phase drifting p(t)
I Gear#1 --> cos[ a(t) ] - cos[ Wlt + p(t) ]







- If Gear Ratio R is an integer: (R-n)
i
Hyper-Coherence --> Compound Phase Q(wn,Wl) - n P(Wl) -P(wn)
..>_P(Wl) - p(t) ÷ kl(2K)FFT lP(Wn) - n p(t) + k2(2_)
---> Q(wn,Wl)- [n p(t) + n kl (2_) ] - [ n p(t) + k2(2_) ]
- n klI2_ 1 - k2(2_) - constant phase
0
- If Gear Ratio R is not an integer: (R-R)
FFT ..>[P(Wl): p(t)+ k1(2_)
P(WR) R p(t) + k2(27C)
kl(2W_) 2ru) - ambiguous phase ( not unlque)---> Q(WR,W1) - R - k2(
- GHC(. use the RATE OF CHANGE OF PHASE ( INSTANTANEOUS FREQUENCY)
I
_. avoid the ambiguity of arbitrary integer multiple of 2_.
I_" Frequency Synchronous: p(t) - R p(t)
• " _,l _,
- .. ,-_ j-.
°











- Gear Box Wlth Non-Integer Gear Ratio (R)
Gear%l (16-Tooth)
Gear#2 (9-Tooth)






xl(t) -cos[ a(t) ] - cos[ Wlt+ p(t) ]
x2(t) -cos[1.78" a(t)] - cos[1.78*Wlt + 1.78*p(t) ]
x3(t) -cos[ 1.36*Wlt+q(t)]
Where_Angular displacement a(t)- Wlt+ p(t)
I
p(t) and q(t) are independent phase drifting signal
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(i) FFT (DIRECT) METHOD
Xw(f)




e dt - x(f) * w(f)
2 2




A *jS(flT) ] - E[ S(fBT) ] - S(v) W(f-v) W(f-v)
A
S(fIT) ] - E[ S(flIT) S(f21T) ]
• 2
- I I S(v) W(fl-v) W(£2-v) dv i
dv
(2) BLACKMAN-TURKEY (INDIRECT) METHOD
x(t) R(ZIT) [ ]
>I R(T)i >I w(t)l > _FFT .....











Mean[ S(fIT) ] - E[ S(flT) ] " S S(v) W(f-v)





2 *S(v) [ W( fl-v) W(f2-v) +W(fl-v)W(f2+v) ] dv
Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) of Spectral Analysis (by J.P. Burg)
Entropy: a measure of average information content in a data set
(I) Discrete Random variable:
A communication system transmits M different messages ml,m2,..
with probabilities of occurrence Pl,P2... respectively.
Suppose that, during a long period of time, a total sequence
of messages L has been generated. Then we would expect to
find L,P1 messages of ml, L'P2 messages of m2,...and so on.
The occurrence of a rare event contains more 9aluable information.
--> The value (weight) of each message is inversely proportional
to its probability of occurrence.
--> total information in such a sequence can be defined as:
I - L P1 log(I/Pl) + L P2 log(i/P2) ...... - L _ Pk log(1/Pk)
k-i
Entropy (H) - The average information per message
H - I/L - _ Pk log(i/Pk)k-i
(2) Continuous Random variable:
I Entr°py H " / p(x) l°g[ I/p(x) ]dx_ - _
p(x) - joint p.d.f, of time series { xl, x2, x3 ..... xn}
- if { xl, x2, x3 ..... xn } is Gaussian:
I
_x)= [q2,-:_"_ct[(.', _] "cx'p[ - )Ix- _,,l"C': '(x- _,)].
where Cx - covariance matrix; Cij - E[ (xi-Ml) xj-Ml)
.... > H - 0.5 log[ det( Cx ) ]
- if { xl, x2, x3 ..... xn } is zero-mean Gaussian:
Cx - Rx - auto-correlation matrix; Rij - E[ xi x
.... > H - 0.5 log[ det( Rx ) ]
- From the relationship between Rx(T) and Sx(f)
.... > I H.0.5 log(2B)+ I/(4B)_ log[ Sx(f)] df(
MEMSPECTRUMESTIMATION
Problem:
given measured R(m , m-l,M,
such that:
(I) Entropy is maxlmized:(2) Constrain:
Where
A
wish to find Rx(m) and Sx(f)





Rx(m) <...... > Sx(f)
Result
R(m)
"_ Measured ._ Predicted
^
M




fs I 1 - _ A(n) exp[ -j2_m f/fs]
m-i
7
Coefficients A(n) & PE can be obtained by solving
Wiener-Levinson equation:
R(0) R(1) R(2) ...... R(M)
R(1) R(0) R(1) ...... R(M-I)
R(2) R(1) R(0) ...... R(M-2)





Levinson-Durbin Recursive Algorithm for Toeplitz matrix
AUTO-REGRESSIVE(AR) MODEL( by Van den Bos)




x(n-m) + e(n) n-l,M
-> current data x(n) can be predicted from past data x(n-m) m-l,M
with prediction error e(n) representing white noise






x(n)- _ A(m) x(n-m) - e(n)
m-I
n
--> x(n) * h(n) - e(n) ; where: h(0)-l, h(m)--A(m)
x(n) .... >
whitening filter 1h(n), H(f)
e(n)= white noise
(Prediction error)
--> Se(f) - Sx(f)
--> Sx(f) = Se(f)/
H(f) I
H(f) I
Where :(Se(f) - 2 PE / fs
I
_H(f) - 1 - _ A(m) exp[ -j2
m- 1
m f/fs ]
.... > Sx(f) -
2 PE
fs i 1 - _" A(m) exp[ -j2_m f/fs] [I
m-i
LEAST SQUAREESTIMATION OF AR COEFFICIENTS A(m)
Problem: M
given signal Model (AR): x(n) - _" A(m) x(n-m) + e(n) n-l,M
m-i
2
wish to find A(m) such that the expect value of e(t) is minimized
2 2
PE - E [ e(n) ] - E [ [ x(n) - _-A(m) x(n-m) } ]
m-i
(I) d PE / d A(k) - 0 for k-l,M
d PE / d A(k) - - E [ [ x(n) - _A(m) x(n-m) }
m-1
x(n-k) ]
-- R(k) + _" A(m) R(m-k) -0
m-1
..> _ A(m) R(m-k) - R(k) k-l,M (Yule-Walker equation)
m-1
• II{IR(0) R(1) R(2) ...... R(M-I) A(_ R(1)R(1) R(0) R(1) ...... R(M-2) A( R(_))R(2) R(1) R(0) ...... R(M-3) A(3 - R(
R(A-i)R(A-21R(A-31.... _(61 ACA R(M)
(2) PE,min- E[{x(n) -_ A(m) x(n-m)} {x n) - _ A(k) x(n-k)} ]
m-i k-i
-E[ {x(n) - _" A(m) x(n-m) } x(n) ] -R(0) - _ A(m) R(m)
m-i m-I







R(1) R(2) ...... R(M)
R(0) R(1) ...... R(M-I)
R(1) R(0) ...... R(M-2)
_(A-11RCA-21....RI61






MEM: Extending R(t) such that its entropy is maximized
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wish to study the vibration response of the generator s(t).
measurement x(t) at the generator will be corrupted by the
background noise n(t) from the main engine
n(t) is transmitted from the engine room to the pilot house
through a unknown linear transfer function H(f)
Noise Cancellation --
take additional measurement y(t) (reference signal)
estimate of h(t).
predict background noise n(t) (N(t) - y(t) * h(t)
noise in the primary signal can be canceled
WIENER FILTER:
- Assumption:
i. s(t) and y(t) are independent
2. y(t) and n(t) are linearly correlated; n(t)-y(t)*h(t)
3. all signal are stationary
4. H(f) is linear time invariant (LTI) system
- Wish to estimate I.R.F h(t):
^ A
Prediction n(t) m y(t) * h(t) - estimation of n(t)
Prediction error e(t) = x(t) -n(t) m estimation of s(t)
^
Primary x(t) _ ,i >___ n •e(t)_ =x(t)-n(t)
Reference y(t) ----_ h(t) (t)my(t) * h(t)
LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATION:
--> Find h(t) such that
2
PE- E [ le(t) l ] is minimized
2 2
PE- E [ le(t) I ]" E[ { x(t)-y(t)*h(t) } ]
Minimize PE with respect to h(t)
discrete time, matrix form:
T
PE - Rxx(0) - 2 h Rxy
T
+ h Ryy h
d PE
- 0 ---> R h - R
d h yy xy
Wiener-Hopf Equation
• %
Ryy(0) Ryy(1) Ryy(2) ...... Ryy(M-l)
Ryy(1) Ryy(0) Ryy(1) ...... Ryy(M-2)
Ryy(2) Ryy(1) Ryy(0) ...... Ryy(M-3)







..... > optimal h(t)
predict background noise n(t)^






i. signal must be stationary
" system must be time invariant_.
3. need block of data to calculate h(t)
--> difficult to perform on-line real-time processing
.... > Adaptive Filter






I x(t)-y(t) * h(t)
t t-s 2
Prediction Error PE(t) - 5- q e(s)
s-0
q - forgetting factor
- update filter coeff, h(t) at every new data point:
at next time step t+l: h(t+l) _ h(t) + correction term
- estimate new filter coeff, h(t+l) by modifying the old
filter coeff h(t) with a correction term such that
the new prediction error PE(t+I) is minimized
- Memory can be introduced into the Prediction Error PE(t)
by putting more weight on recent data and less weight on
old data





non-stationary data and time-varying system
Primary x(t) >
Reference y(t) ,I h(
> e(t) -x(t)-x(t)
i
) _ I Adaptive Algorithm
(A) LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATION
Define: T
x(n) - [ x(0) x(1) ...... x(n-l) x(n) ]
T
y(n) - [ y(0) y(1) ...... y(n-l) y(n) ]
T
e(n) - [ e(0) e(1) ...... e(n-l) e(n) ]
T
H(n) - [ hl h2 h3 ....... hN ]
Q - Diag[ q**n q**(n-l) q**2 q 1 ]
Y(n) -
0 0 0 0
y(0) 0 0 0






PE(n) - e(n) Q(n) e(n) where: e(n) - x(n) - Y(n) H(n)
T T T T T
PE(n)-x(n) Q x(n)-2H(n) Y(n) Q(n) x(n)+H(n) Y(n) Q(n) Y(n) H(n)
d PE(n)
d H(h)
T -i T T
- 0 --> H(n) - [ Y(n) Q(n) Y(n) ] Y(n) Q(n) x(n)
- This equation estimates the filter coefficients at time step n
from the entire past data. It provides the basis for the
adaptive filtering problem:
At next time step n+l, adaptive filter updates the filter
coefficients through a recursive relationship between H(n)
and H(n÷l), which can be derived from this equation.
RECURSIVELEAST SQUARE(RLS) ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
T -i T T
Least Square Est.--> H(n) - [ Y(n) Q(n) Y(n) ] Y(n) Q(n) x(n)
Define P(n) =
T -1
[ Y(n) Q(n) Y(n) ]
T T
at time step n: H(_) - P(n) Y(n) Q(n) x(n)
T T
at time step n+l: H(n+l) - P(n+l) Y(n+l) Q(n+l) x(n+l)
From Matrix Partition, find recursive relationship between
P(n) and P(n+l) as:
T -i T T
P(n+l) - {P(n) -P(n) y(n+l)[ q+y(n+l)P(n)y(n+l)] y(n+l) P(n)}/q
.... > recursive relationship between between H(n) and H(n+l):
H(n+l) - H(n) + P(n÷l) y(n+l) [ x(n+l) - y(n+l) H(n) ] ..... (1)
Adaptive Procedure:
at time step n, only coefficients H(n) and P(n) are stored
9. at time step n÷l with new observations x(n+l) and y(n+l)
" T
- Prediction: x(n+l) - y(n+l) H(n)
A
- Prediction error: e(n÷l) - x(n+l) - x(n+l)
- update P(n+l) from P(n) and new observation x(n+l) & y(n+l)
- update H(n+l) from H(n), P(n+l), x(n+l) & y(n+l)
J
H(n+l) updated from H(n) is identical to the least square
estimation from the entire past data ---> exact adaptation
P(n) is N x N matrix. N- filter order
---> large computation and storage requirement
Equation (I): H(n+l) - H(n) + P(n+l) y(n+l) [ x(n+l) -y(n+l) H(n)]
^ T
Prediction: x(n+l) - y(n+l) H(n) A
Prediction error: e(n+l) - x(n+l) - x(n+l)
Define Kalman gain vector K(n+l) - P(n+l) y(n+l)
Equation (I)becomes: IH(n+l)" H(n)+ e(n+l)K(n+l) ....... (2) I
correction vector - e(n+l) K(n+l) :
- Prediction error e(n+l) ---> the correction step size
is proportional to e(n+l)
- Kalman gain vector K(n+l) ---> the correction step direction
. Fast Kalman Algorithm:
H(n+l) - H(n) + e(n+l) K(n+l)
recursive relationship to update K(n+l) from K(n) exactly
• Widrow's LMS Adaptive Algorithm:
- The Steepest Decent optimization method:
wish to search the minimal location of PE w.r.t, to H,
searching method: H(n+l) - H(n) - s GRAD
where: GRAD - Gradient Vector - d PE/d H
s - searching step size (scalar)
2
d PE d E[ e(n) ]
GRAD -
d H d H
2
d [ e(n) ] d e(n)
GRAD- - 2 e(n)
d H(n) d H(n)
where e(n) -x(n) - y(n) H(n) ---> d e(t)/d H(n) - -y(n)
A
.... > GRAD- - 2 e(n) y(n)
Widrow's algorithm: I H(n+l) - H(n) + 2 }_ e(n) y(n) ..... (3) I
j_- parameter controls stability and rate of convergence
SIMULATION EXAMPLES FOR ADAPTIVE -FILTER
tksin(t) - Truncated Sine Wave (Amp-l, 80% truncation)
gwn(t) . Gaussian White Noise ( variance -i )
fgwn(t) . Filtered Gaussian White Noise - gwn(t) * h(t)
T
where: h(t)- [ I, 3, 5, 7, 9, 7, 5, 3, i, 1 ]
chl(t) - tksin(t) + i0 gwn(t)
ch2(t) - tksin(t) + fgwn(t)
ch3(t) - tksin(t) + i0 fgwn(t)
ch4(t) - gwn(t)




I Adapti,e Al@orithm i
Case l:{Prima[y Signal - chl(t) - tksin(t) + 10 gwn(t)Reference Signal = ch4(t) = gwn(t)
.... > h(t) - [ I0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ]
PD - i0 gwn(t) PE-tksin(t)
Case 2:_Primary Signal - ch2(t) - tksin(t) ÷ fgwn(t)
_Reference Signal - ch4(t) = gwn(t)
.... > h(t)- [ i, 3, 5, 7, 9, 7, 5, 3, i, 1 ]
PD - fgwn(t) PE-tksin(t)
Signal _ ch3(t) - tksin(t) + I0 fgwn(t)
Case 3:IPrimaryReference Signal = ch4(t) - gwn(t)
.... > h(t)- i0 [ i, 3, 5, 7, 9, 7, 5, 3, i, 1 ]
PD - i0 fgwn(t) PE-tksin(t)
Case 4:{Primary Signal - ch2(t) - tksin(t) + fgwn(t)Reference Signal - chl(t) - tksin(t) + I0 gwn(t)
A
.... > h(t) - ??
PD - fgwn(t) ?? PE=tksin(t) ??
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y(t) .... )I FFT I
Y(w)
A
I LOGI......... >[, ZFrT_1...... > y(t)
log Y(w)
Time Frequency Frequency Time(Ouefrency)
•,= A
x(t) * h(t) --> X(w) H(w) --> log[X(w)] + log[H(w)] --> x(t) + h(t)
Convolution Multiplication Addition Addition
----> in quefrency domain: linear filtering
NOTE: X(w) is complex ---> phase unwrape of X(W) ---> log{ X(w) }
• Deconvolution:
Given: y(t) - x(t) * h(t)
wish to recover x(t) and h(t) from y(t)
















- since y(t) = x(t) + h(t)
low-time filter: x(t)
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simulation for cepstrum analysis
x(t).raw signal h(t). I.R.r.
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log rrT oF x(t), h(t), y(t)
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simulation for cepstrum analysis
x(t)=raw signal h(t). I.R.F. y(t). x(t)'h(t) with echo
ROTARY SPECTRUM ANALYSIS ( C.N. Mooers )
• Linear Cross Spectrum/Coherence:
- To describe certain common or joint linear properties
between two different random processes.
Excitation x(t) Response y(t)
_% _ 2-D Plate _
---> Sxx(w), Syy(w), Sxy(w), Qxy(w)
• Linear Rotary Spectrum/Coherence:
To describe certain common or joint linear properties
between two different random vectors.
yl(t) zl(t)
t) y (t) z2(t)
---> Complex Random Vectors { zl(t) - xl(t) + j yl(t)
z2(t) - x2(t) + j y2(t)
At each frequency, each random vector can be decomposed into
two rotational circular motions, each with its own amplitude
and phase. The counterclockwise (CCW) components correspond
to motions at positive frequencies, and the clockwise (CW)
components correspond to motions at negative frequencies•
ROTARY AUTO-SPECTRUM
At frequency _ , random vector z(t) - x(t) + j y(t) represents
an elliptic motion:
X + COSz(t) COS( _t + Px) j y ( _ t + Py)
(_t Trigonometric Identity
z ) - [ A cos(_t + Pa) + B cos(_ t + Pb)]
+ j [ A sin(_ t + Sa) - B sin(_t + Pb)]
+j[ wot + Pa ] -j[ wot + Pb ] _+_ _
z ) - A • t + B • ---F'------'---×
C.C.W _omponent C.W component _
(_w Fourier Transform
Z ) - [ A exp( j Pa)] _(w-_ ) + [ B exp(-j Pb) ] _(w+we)
_ nent at w- -
C.C.W Component at w-+w. C.W compo -we
- At each frequency w, the elliptical motion is decomposed into
two C.C.W. and C.W. circular motions.
CCW Motion: Frequency - +w o Amplitude - A Phase - Pa
CW Motion: Frequency - -w o Amplitude - B Phase - Pb
- Inner Auto-Spectrum S(w) - E[ Z(w) Z(w) ]
--> S(w) measures the power distribution of the C.W.
and C.C.W. components at each frequency.
- Outer Auto-Spectrum T(w) - E[ Z(-w) Z(w) ]
--> T(w) measures the amount of correlated power between
the C.W. and C.C.W. components at each frequency.
- Outer Auto-Coherence t(w) - E[ Z(-w) Z(w) ]/[S(-w) S(w)]
--> t(w) measures the coherence between the C.W. and C.C.W.
component s at each frequency. It indicates the degree
of stability of the elliptical motion.
ROTARY CROSS-SPECTRUM
- At frequency _ , zl(t) & z2(t) represent two elliptical mo_tion_
+j[ w.t + Pal ] + B-I •-j[ w,t + Pbl ] ..
I zl(t) - A1 •
e+j[ w, t + Pa2 ] + B2 •-j[ _ t + Pb2 ]
z2(t) A2I
ZI(w) - [ A1 exp( j Pal)] _(w-_ ) + [ B1 exp(-j Pbl) ] _(w+wo)
Z2(w) - [ A2 exp( j Pa2)] ;(w-w,) + [ B2 exp(-j Pb2) ] _(w+_ )
- Inner Cross-Spectrum S12(w) - E[ Zl(w) Z2(w) ]
--> S12(w) measures the amount of correlated power between
zl(t) and z2(t) at the same direction ( both CW and CCW)
- Inner Cross-Coherence r12(w) - S12(w)/[S11(w) $22(w)]
--> r12(w) measures the coherence between zl(t) and z2(t)




- Outer Cross-Spectrum T12(w) - E[ Zl(-w) Z2(w) ]
--> T12(w) measures the amount of correlated power between
zl(t) and z2(t) at the opposite direction (CW/CCW , CCW/CW)
- Outer Cross-Coherence ql2(w) - T12(w)/[S11(-w) $22(w)]
--> q12(w) measures the coherence between zl(t) and z2(t)
at the opposite direction (
zl(t) z2(t)
CW <.... > CCW
COW <----> CW
CW/CCw , CCW/CW)
SIMULATION EXAMPLEFOR ROTARY SPECTRUM
yl(t) zl(t)
t) y2(t) z2(t)
- Let zl(t) and z2(t) represent'the vibration response random
vectors near each end of a rotating shaft. If a bending mode of
the shaft at natural frequency i000 Hz is excited to generate a
C.C.W. rotational motion. Assuming that, at this same frequency,
forces from some other independent sources at each end of the
shaft also generate a C.W. rotational motion.
CORRELATED CCW MOTION
+j[ w t + Pal(t) ]
zl(t) - A1 •
+j[ w t + Pa2(t) ]
z2(t) - A2 •
where: A1 -A2 - i
INDEPENDENT CW MOTION
-j[ w t + Pbl(t) ]
+ Bl •
-j[ w t + Pb2(t) ]
+ B2 e
B1 - B2 - I0 w - i000 Hz
Pa2(t) - Pal(t) + constant phase lag
Pal(t), Pbl(t), and Pb2(t) are independent random
drifting phases.
--> wish to identify the correlation of the CCW motion between
zl(t) and z2(t).
- Since the amplitude of the independent CW motion is l0 times
larger then the amplitude of the correlated CCW motion.
Therefore, the linear cross-coherence: Qxlx2(w), Qyly2(w),
Qxly2(w), Qx2yl(w) would not be able to identify the correlation
of the CCW motion between zl(t) and z2(t).
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SyZyl(w)
0.00 Freq Hz 5000.000
PSO Of xZ(t), yZ(t) zl(t) = xl(t) + J yl(t)
0.400E+OI_




0.00 Freq Hz 5000.000
PSO of x2Ct), y2(t) z2Ct) = x2(t) + J y2(t)
1.0C I i i i I I i
Qxlyl(w)
I I i I I I I i1.00
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(1) S11(w) = Inner Auot-Rotary-Spectrum for Zl(t)
(2) S22(w) = Inner Auot-Rotary-Spectrum for Z2(L)
1.0 " " " -- ' .....
0.0 _ ......... ,..,,. uL,.. _
0.00 Freq Hz .5000. 000
(1) MUI(w) I Stability of Ellipse for ZI(L)
(2) MU2(w) = StaDillty of E111pse for Z2(t)
COHI(w)




5000.00 Freq Mz _000.000
(I) COHI(W) = Inner-Cross-Coherence Between Zl(t) & Z2(t)







y(w)- A exp[ jp ]
• Array signal:
time domain <--'> frequency domain
spatial domain <---> wavenumber domain
y(t,x)- A cos(wt+kx+p) <---> Y(w,k)- A exp[ jp ]
• Conventional Methods:
- Two Dimensional FFT (Periodogram):
- Blackman/Turkey (cross-correlation) :
• Parametric Methods:
- MEM (Auto-Regressive) Model:
- LHS & HLH Adaptive array processing Algorithm:
Leftward Traveling wave:











y(t,x) - A cos( _t + _x + p)
+ A COS( wet - kx + p)
l 2A COS(_X) COS(_t + p) -_
--> Positive & Negative Wavenumber
k


















Time sample _ 512
j-1,2,3...,64
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PHASE DOMAIN AVERAGE (PDA) COHERENCE




PDF af Bandpass Signal
- Narrow-DanG Raze=ore
-- PDA-Coherence : Quantitatively
Noise
Amplitude Variation





• PDACw) - Z [ P(w) - WT ]
Where P(w) - time Realigned Phase from X(W)




x(z) - x(n) z
- z is a complex variable.
- x(z) is a continuous function in z-plane
• Fourier Transform (FT): evaluate ZT X(z) on the unit circle.
jW -n
x(w) = x(n) [ • ]
- z - exp(jw) w-0 to 2_---> Unit Circle (U.C.)
- X(w) is a continuous function on the U.C. in z-plane
• Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): evaluate FT X(w) at N equally
spaced points on the U.C.
j 2Lk/N -n
x(k) - x(n) [ • ]
- z - exp(j 21k/N) k-0,N ---> Frequency Interval - 2_/N





Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): An efficient algorithm to compute
DFT X(k)
• Wish to evaluate Z-Transform over a small portion on the
unit circle (U.C.) with much larger # of sampling points
to evaluate Z-Transform on some other contour rather
than the U.C.
----> Chirp-Z Transform (CZT)
CZT evaluates
A_
Z-Transform over a portion on a spiral contour
-k jk£ -n
X(k) - x(n) [ Aoe We • ] k-O,l,...,M-1
and _ are the starting amplitude and phase of the contour
is the angular spacing sampled on the contour
controls the rate at which the contour spirals
We> 1 --> contour spirals inwardwe< 1 .-> contour spirals outward
,(n)
h(.) = W-''I"
IA-"/hinl I ; xtz.)lhin}
Fig. 6.12 Interpretation of Eq. (6.41) in terms of a linear system.
Evaluation of CZT By using FFT Algorithm
W -- Wo e-j*a
N-1 . , -_-- A0e_e0CZT: X(z_,) = _. x(n) A-'W'k' k = O, 1,. • M -- 1 A
.k = ½In:+ k: -- (k -- ")']
N-I
X(:,,) = _ x(n)A -'w''':Wk'/:w-°'-"''/:
Using the identity:
mmO
lt,.N--I t_x_ .Lunt'"_,--lk--n|J'2X(:.) = W "'_ .'_",_- " '"
n-,,O
g(n) = x(n)A-" W"'::
IJglS>
N-I
X(:,) = I'Ve'": _ g(n) W-'k-'''::, k = O, 1..... M -- 1
Convolution between g(,,)and h(n) = W -"':z
FFT Algorithm can be used to perform the convolution
EXAMPLE FOR CHIRP-Z TRANSFORM
A synthetic speech signal was generated
by exciting a five-pole system with a
periodic impulse train. ,_. l ']
$ PIRAL OUTWARD
,40_ Iwl .=e-,../,o,ooo _ 1
,_o_\ /.
:,oOo , , ,
SPIRAL OUTWARD
ON THE UNIT CIRCLE
( SAME AS FFT )
SPIRAL INWARD
140E Iwl = e-z'/'°'°°°. _ 2
,_o_A /,,J
,_o_\ /











lOOt : : :
0 iO00 2000 3000 4000 5000
Frequency in Hz
(b)
Use of the CZTalgorlthm. (a)z-plane pole locationsfor'synthetic
speech sil_nal. (b) Evaluation of z-transform for several spiral
contours. (After Rabiner, Schafer, and Rader [13].)
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FIGURE 58. POWER SPECTRUM OF SINE WAI_E PLUS NOISE
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FIGURE Si. BANDPASS PROSABll.rrf D_ES FOR
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FIGURE SO. PHASE COHERENCE SPEC';"RA FOR SINE WAVE
PLI.P3 NOISE SAMPLES - .-
0_.i_,_. r.-__ _..
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COMPLEX TOPO -- COMPRESSED SSME VIBRATION DATA BASE
• For each test: Sampling Frequency - 10KHz, Time period-500 sec.
20 Channels/Test, eg. HPFP, HPOP, LPFP, LPOP, PBP, WLD3, SPD...
Each channel: 1250 4K data block --> 4K FFT --> Complex Topo
Each FFT Peak: Amplitude, Phase, Frequency --> Four-Byte Storage
If store 50 peaks/FFT --> 20,1025"50"4 - 4.1 MB
For 600 tests: 600 * 4.1 MB - 2.46 GB of complex topo
• For Raw FFT data: 600*20*500*10240*4 - 246 GB storage
...> Compression Ratio - 246 GB : 2.46 GB - 100 :
1
• Identify 10 segments of stationary period, and store PSD's.
Composite RMS time history tracking
...> Compression Ratio - 246 GB : 2.95 GB - 84 : 1
COMPACT DATA BASE IN A SINGLE 4-GB LASER DISC
• Provides quick and efficient recall capabilities to extract
information from past test data.
• Major information is preserved with minimum storage requirement.
- Frequency domain characteristics: Representative PSD's
- Time-Frequency trending of different mechanical failure modes
and/or any anomalous phenomena.
INFORMATION RECONSTRUCTION:
• frequency/amplitude tracking for Sync, harmonics and
anomalous frequency components.
• test-to-test trend analysis
• retrieve signature characteristics
- linear cross-coherence and phase
- auto-cross hi-coherence and tri-coherence analysis
- hyper-coherence analysis
- hyper-coherence filtering: periodic waveform recovery
- orbit analysis: backward & forward rotational motion
SIGNATURE COMPARISON
. Fast recall and comparison over large amount of history tests•
• Automatic discrimination between nominal and anomalous signals.
• Pattern classification - transform various signal pattern into
vectors to construct a memory matrix•
• Automated Pattern Mapping Algorithm - Associative Memory Mapping:
a transformation in which a finite number of input pattern
vectors is mapped into a given set of memory matrix.
IDENTIFY PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS, STATISTICS OR CORRELATIONS
• Relative Phase difference between Sync and its harmonics
- Any fixed relationship? If not, what is the distribution?
• Orbit direction at different PWL
- Any fixed direction? If yes, exceptions ---> ?
• Phase of Auto-Bicoherence Bxxx(18N, 12K ; star)
- constant phase? If yes. It then represents a key signature•
. Amplitude Distribution of Sync, Harmonics, Harmonics/Sync ratio
SUMMARY
(1) High Order Cumulant Function and Cumulant Spectrum:
- Theory of General N-th Order Nonlinear Spectral Analysis
(2) Auto/Cross Bi-spectrum/Bi-coherence:
- 0uadratic Correlation Among Three Waves At (Wl, W2, WI+W2)
(3) Auto/Cross Tri-Spectrum/Tri-Coherence:
- Cubic Correlation Among Four Waves At (W1, W2, W3, Wl+W2+W3)
- Modulation Generated Side-Band Structure At ( Wc-D, Wc, Wc+D)
(4) Hyper-Coherence:
- Harmonic Identification (Wr, N*Wr)
(5) Hyper-Coherence filtering:
- periodic Waveform Enhancement
- Orbit Plot
(6) Generalized Hyper-Coherence:
- Correlation Between Arbitrary Frequency Pair (Wl, W2)
- Instantaneous Frequency
(7) MEM Spectrum Estimator:
- Prediction Auto-Correlation Function Beyond the Maximum Time
Lag by Maximizing Its Entropy
(8) AR Spectrum Estimator
- Time Domain Signal Can Be Represented By An AR Model.
Estimate Its AR Coefficients and PSD by Minimizing Its
Prediction Error.
(9) RLS FIR Adaptive Filter & Widrow's LMS Adaptive Filter:
- Predict Background Noise In The Primary Signal From a
Correlated Reference Signal.
(10) Cepstrum Analysis:
- Convert Time Domain Convolution To Frequency Domain
Multiplication, To Quefrency Addition.
- Deconvolution
(Ii) Rotary Spectrum:
- Decompose a Random Vector Into C.W. And C.C.W. Rotational
Components.
- Identify Correlation Among Different Rotational Components.
(12) Wave Number Spectrum:
- Transform Time-Spatial Array Signal Into Its Frequency-
Wavenumber Domain.
- Identify Left- & Right-ward Traveling Wave or Standing wave.
(13) Phase Domain Average (PDA):
- Identify Discreteness Of A Spectral Component By Tracing
The Variation Of Phase Drifting.
- Phase Estimation Through Chirp-Z Transform.
(14) Chirp-Z Transform:
- Evaluate Z-Transform Over A Portion On A Spiral Contour.
(15) Topo:
- Transform SSME Vibration Signal into a Compressed Topo Data
Base To Provide An Equivalent Image-Pattern.
- Pattern Recognition For Signal Classification.



